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Abstrac t  

With the development of WWW technology, web-based Intelligent Tutoring Systems 

(ITSs) are becoming an important area of research and development. The key benefit of 

web-based ITS is that it can be accessed by thousands of learners all over the world. Even 

though many web-based educational systems have been developed recently, most of them 

are restricted in functionality, do not provide direction and guidance for individualized 

learning, and thus fail to take advantage of the distributed nature of the Internet.  

In this thesis, we present an approach to a practice-based adaptable web-based cognitive 

intelligent tutoring system that has been applied to build a system that prepares learners 

for the exam of the International Certificate of ICDL official exam for module 1 (Basic 

Concepts of Information Technology). ICDL has recently become a de facto standard 

professional certificate in a wide spectrum of jobs. The system can be used for distance 

learning/ e-learning or for blended learning approach. It consists of two main modes: the 

traditional learning mode and the intelligent mode. The traditional learning mode 

facilitates the learning of concepts by providing full lessons with a fair amount of 

questions divided between pre lesson quizzes, post lesson quizzes and end of module 

assessment. The intelligent interactive mode allows the learner to practice concept 

understanding of the subject matter through means of adaptive self-assessment 

practices/tests. This is in addition to many other system features including tracking, 

reporting, assessment/ evaluation tools and some e-communication services and methods. 

Teachers and students have different interfaces, means of communication, and 

authorities. The current system consists of nine full lessons with more than 400 questions. 

An experiment has been conduced to test the system on a random sample of learners to 

test the effect of the intelligent part over the traditional part on learners learning. The t-

test results were impressive and showed that students learning gain on average was 8.1% 

which is about 3 standard deviations higher when intelligent practiced were involved.  

The approach is promising and could be extended to cover other subjects and 

examinations such as SAT, GRE, LSAT, and FE, among others. 
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C h a p t e r  1 :  I n t r o d u c t i o n  

 

This thesis examines the development of an online intelligent tutoring system (ITS) 

which is adaptive to students’ levels. The system combines the benefits of the distance 

learning/Web-based tutoring systems and the benefits of ITSs/individualized instruction. 

Distance learning is directed to people who for some reason cannot attend classes in 

person. On the other hand, individualized instruction is designed for working with the 

students on a one-to-one basis, reproducing the instructor behavior in helping, directing 

and individualizing the instruction. 

1.1 Motivation and General Background 

 

Education of today is faced by many challenges and innovations. One of the most 

important aspects of innovation is instructional methodology. It has become very 

important that educators incorporate new technologies and methodologies into 

instructional methodology (Yousoof et al. 2006). On the other hand, computers have been 

employed to achieve a variety of educational goals since the early 1960. These have 

included automated testing, routine drills and practice tasks that used earlier technologies. 

Computer-based training (CBT) and computer-aided instruction (CAI) were developed as 

an attempt to teach using computers. In such kinds of systems, instruction was not 

individualized to the learner's needs. Instead, the decisions about how to move a student 

through the material were branch-like, such as “if question 15 is answered correctly, 

proceed to question 31 otherwise go to question 16.”(Beck et al. 2004). These systems 

have successfully broken into all education and training fields: home, schools, 

universities, business and government but they remain far from the model educational 

experience (Corbett at al 1997). 

Studies showed that no effective education can be made as efficient as a professional 

human tutor (Bloom 1984; vanLehn et. al. 2005). Therefore, in 1970 scientists adopted 
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the human tutor as their educational model and added artificial intelligent components 

and techniques to release the new intelligent model of computer-based instruction which 

has been referred to as Intelligent Tutoring systems (Cohen et al. 1982; Corbett et al. 

1997). The essence of ITSs is to provide the one-to-one tutoring benefits. It provides 

individualized instruction, interaction with learners and customized constructive 

feedback. Such systems use artificial intelligence to design and implement multimedia 

learning besides other means of educational technologies. (Lane 2006; Ong and 

Ramachandran 2000). ITSs offer considerable flexibility in presentation of material and a 

greater ability to respond to individual student needs. These systems achieve their 

“intelligence” by representing pedagogical decisions about how to teach as well as 

information about the learner. This allows for greater adaptability by altering the system's 

interactions with the student. In addition, intelligent tutoring systems have been shown to 

be highly effective in increasing students' performance and motivation. For example, 

according to Shute, Glaser, and Raghaven  (1989), students using Smithtown, an ITS for 

economics, performed just as well as students taking a traditional economics course, but 

needed only half as much time to cover the material.  

 

To produce an effective ITS two important questions have been raised about how people 

learn and what makes tutoring the most effective way of learning. The two questions are 

related in the sense that if we know how people learn this will help us understand why 

tutoring is the most effective way of learning which in turn helps us to develop effective 

ITSs. To answer these questions many studies have been conducted and many findings 

were summarized in the National Research Council report (Bransford et al. 2000). For the 

first question the findings stressed many important points such as the importance of 

helping learners develop deeper conceptual learning and the importance of reflection or 

meta-cognition in learning. These points, besides some other studies, have emphasized 

the importance of proper feedback and interaction between learner and tutor suggesting 

that new developed ITS must implement ways of better interaction and constructive 

feedback customized to students needs and relative to their progress(Merrill et al. 1992; 

Chi et al. 2001). 
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Moreover, with the development of WWW technology, web-based ITSs are becoming an 

important area of research and development. The web-based ITS, installed and supported 

in one place, can be used by thousands of learners all over the world (Brusilovsky et al. 

1996a).  E-learning consists of replacing the physical location of the real educational 

institute for that of the computer. E-learning, web-based, online instruction or virtual 

education is widely used by educational institutes, schools, academies and universities to 

offer different types of online education. These concepts respond to distance learning 

where the physical gap between learners and educators is narrowed down by means of 

computing aids and technologies such as the Internet. This is by offering a greater two 

way of communication between learners and educators. At present, the majority of these 

E-learning systems do not offer individualized instruction to the students learning process 

(Contreras et al. 2006). 

Combining distance learning with ITS brings new learning quality by merging learner 

guided and directed learning. It brings solutions to traditional distance learning programs 

where learners feel unguided. 

 

1.2 Proposal and objectives 

 

In this thesis, we propose an online, cognitive, and practice based instruction ITS system. 

To the best of our knowledge, it is a new approach to IT professional certifications 

tutoring systems especially for Module 1 in the International Computer Driving License1 

(ICDL) certificate. The goal of the proposed online system is to fill the gap between 

distance learning where guidance is missing, and traditional classrooms.  It provides one-

to-one individualized instruction automatically and cost-effectively while learners can 

still enjoy the benefit and convenience of distance learning. At the same time while all 

existing tutoring systems provides feedback to the student only, this system also provides 

                                                 
1 For more information about ICDL, please visit their website at  http://www.icdlgcc.com/   
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feedback to teachers and educators to enhance the system and teaching methodologies as 

required for the best results and outcomes. 

This system serves two different users: the teacher and the student. The system also 

provides two main modes: the traditional learning mode, which facilitates the learning of 

concepts in a simple easy to navigate interface and the intelligent interactive mode that 

emulate teacher’s decision making. The intelligent part allows the students to practice 

concepts (practice-based approach), assess their understanding, and get individualized 

instruction, feedback and recommendations using a rule-based expert system technology 

which is carried out using a cognitive pedagogical model. Besides that the system 

provides feedback to teachers through a detailed reporting system. Another important 

feature of the system is that it provides means of E-communication functionalities such as 

the “comments” facility where students and teachers can share and exchange ideas and 

opinions with other students and teachers besides the “ask questions” facility which 

enables students to view and ask questions while it enables teachers to view and answer 

them.  

 

The system involves different assessment tools to assess students’ progress including a 

pre- and post-quiz for each unit besides the assessment tool which is used to assess the 

overall student’s performance at the end of the module. These tools can be used in 

various ways and serve different needs and purposes as will be demonstrated through out 

thesis. Another feature of the system is the reporting facility which can be used to analyze 

students’ performance, progress and to update and improve the system. A student can 

track his/her progress with lessons, quizzes and assessments while the teacher can track 

all students progress in lessons, quizzes and assessments besides many other analysis 

reporting facilities. Teachers have the authority to update any of the quizzes or 

assessments stored in the question (item) bank. To achieve this, we build a 

comprehensive database where all required information is saved and used when needed. 

 

The proposed system can be used either in a class for blended learning or alone online for 

distance learning. This system can be used for Module 1 - ICDL/ECDL test preparations 
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or as a computer basics training course material suitable for K12, college students, 

corporate training, etc. 

Students may use the proposed system in different ways. It can be used far longer for 

students to learn missing knowledge and skills without coaching from a human instructor. 

Besides going through and reading the lessons, the system enables participants to assess 

their skills by doing practices and answering questions within an interactive learning 

environment. ITS goes beyond giving the right answer by giving each participant 

different sequence of questions depending on their level and by providing individualized 

guidance. 

 

The proposed system is a prototype that is limited to multiple-choice type of testing. The 

reason is that this is the type of questions typically used in the real ICDL test for Module 

1. This system can be utilized to be used with other international exam preparation that 

uses the same testing technique. For example it can be utilized to be used with SAT 

(Standardized test for college admissions in United States), MCAT (The Medical College 

Admission Test), GRE (The Graduate Record Examination), IB Diploma Program (The 

International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Programme), among others. 

1.3 Thesis structure 

 

In the following chapters the system is discussed in more details documenting the stages 

of the master project. In Chapter 2 more information about ITSs and different existing 

systems is provided, such as an overview of ITSs, different categories of ITS systems, 

and previous related work. In Chapter 3 more details about the proposed methodology are 

given and system analysis is explained. Following that in Chapter 4, the system 

architecture and design steps, including the algorithm used, is explained in details. In 

Chapter 5, details of the system development, what and how software and other tools 

were used will be listed and explained. Next, in Chapter 6 we will demonstrate the testing 

phase and evaluate the results. Finally, in Chapter 7 future research and development is 

suggested and the key points form this study are discussed. 
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Chapter  2   

I n t e l l i gen t  Tu to r i ng  sys tems:  A  

Rev i ew  

 

Tutoring and learning are two important aspects in education. Tutoring helps learners to 

acquire knowledge while at the same time it enhances their learning skills (Li and Soh 

2003). Many studies have been made in this area which resulted in the nontraditional 

learning.  Nontraditional learning uses computers and is designed to support individual 

learning or organizational learning. This nontraditional learning can be summarized as e-

learning such as Computer-Based Training (CBT), Computer-Aided Instruction (CAI), 

Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs), and recently in Web-based education (Virvou, and 

Moundridou 2000). One important objective of these tutoring systems is to improve the 

efficiency of students learning.   

 This Chapter introduces the concept of ITSs, review their history and discuss their 

development in the context of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and educational theory. 

 

2.1 Overview of ITSs 

 

ITS is a broad term which could be defined as a set of computer-based instructional tools 

that relies on AI techniques to represent the pedagogical decisions and generate 

individualized interactions tailored to a student's learning needs (Conati 2004). 
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In general, ITSs consist of four basic components (Mandl, and Lesgold, 1988; Salgueiro 

et al 1998): expert knowledge model, learner (student) model, tutorial planning model, 

and tutorial planning model.  

The Expert knowledge Model (aka Domain knowledge Model) consists of facts and ideas 

of a particular subject to be learned, usually from and with the help of a specialist or 

"expert" in the subject. The second model is the Learner (Student) Model which is about 

the individual characteristics of the student, and consists of the system's ability to 

continually, diagnose, and adapt the student developing knowledge and skills. 

Furthermore, the third model is the Tutorial Planning Model (aka Tutor/Teacher Model). 

This model works close to the learner model to guide the student by presenting 

appropriate learning activities, providing customized feedback, determining progress, and 

tailoring individual review topics.  The fourth model is the Communication Model (aka 

Interface Model). It can be described as means of students’ interaction through words or 

graphical interfaces, providing the customized instruction and evidence when using an 

ITS. This may also include the ability of the student and the instructor themselves to 

communicate with each other, through built-in E-mail-like, forums, blogs and other 

means of electronic capabilities which make online ITSs useful for web-based courses. In 

addition to the four basic models, the Evaluation Model has been introduced later in some 

studies (Salgueiro et al 1998). The Evaluation Model performs a general evaluation of the 

system and creates the necessary feedback to the teacher to help him modify teaching 

methods used, assessment questions, and clarity of instruction with the students during 

classes. Figure 2.1 illustrates the ITS components and interaction between them. 
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2.2 Historical Review  

In 1960s, educators were under huge pressure to improve quality of education as well as 

to educate a wider sector of society (Steinberg 1977). This is how CAI systems first came 

to scene. In general CAI refers to a frame-based system with hard-coded links, such as 

hypertext with an instructional purpose (Freedman 2000).  These applications included 

scheduling resources, managing teaching aids, and grading tests. Then, major 

applications quickly changed to using the computer to interact directly with the student 

rather than only using it to assist the human teacher. The first CAI programs were either 

computerized versions of textbooks or tools and practice monitors to present questions 

and compare answers to the pre-scored answers (Butz 1999). Both educators and 

computer scientists saw the importance to add some “intelligence” to these systems.  This 

is in order for these systems to have richer presentations of their domain. Moreover, by 

modeling student knowledge, these systems could individualize their instruction and 

tailor the presentation to the level of student’s level of knowledge and rate of learning 

(Rickel 1989).  

Teacher Model 

Evaluation 
Model 

Domain 
Knowledge 

Learner Model 

Interface Model 

 

The user 

Figure 2.1 ITS's components
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In the 1970s and 1980s, the concept of ITS has been pursued by researchers in education, 

psychology, and AI for more than three decades. ITS is a development of the earlier CAI 

model. Until very recently, scientists and developers in the AI community carried out the 

most of their work on ITS with minimum interaction with educational researchers. In 

general, recent ITS have the ability to teach a given subject, detect student errors, try to 

analyze where and how the student made an error, provide proper feedback to students, 

correct faults in the student’s logic and to clear up any doubts, confusion or 

misunderstandings the student may have about the material (Ong and Ramachandran 

2000). Some ITSs provide practice-based instruction to support different levels of 

corporate training, i.e. K-12 and college education, and military training (Ong and 

Ramachandran 2000). 

In the following sections, more details about the development of tutoring systems from 

CAI to ITS are reviewed and discussed. This is in addition to some examples and 

previously related work in the ITS field. Following that, different ITS types and 

classification methods of existing ITS systems are explained and examples for some 

current online ITS systems for computer subjects are listed. 

2.2.1 Educational software development from CAI to ITS 

CAI attempts to automate the programmed instruction (PI) pedagogical method.  PI is the 

structured, goal oriented instruction technique. This technique was popular during the 

1960s. With PIs, educators determine inputs, skills, outputs and behaviors learnt upon 

finishing the PI. Learners are led through lessons and errors are corrected immediately. 

CAI was a result of implementing PI on computers. (Thompson 1996 , Shute et al. 1994) 

 

By the late 1960s and early 1970s, many researchers had moved beyond simply 

presenting problems to learners while collecting and tabulating their responses, to 

considering the student a factor in the overall instructional system (Suppes 1967). Many 

researchers developed systems that altered the presentation of new materials based on the 

history of a student's responses. While it was no longer sufficient to present information 

in a predetermined pattern to all students, system designers still had to foresee all 
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possible responses. The programmers had to identify in advance what types of student 

responses were possible and decide what information the system would then present. 

These systems were the first to "model" students, although they only modeled the 

students' behavior and did not make any attempt to model their knowledge states. Even 

though these systems were relatively simple, they were very effective. Students who used 

these systems improved on measures of the relevant skills and accurate recall. The 

implied learning theory assumed that students needed to first learn these basic skills and 

facts in order to prepare them for higher skills (Urban-Lurain 2002). 

 

In the 1970s and 1980s CAI systems were developed into intelligent computer-aided 

instruction (ICAI) systems. ICAI systems attempt to evaluate why a student has missed a 

particular problem, then varies the curriculum depending on its evaluation. The step from 

CAI to ICAI was a gradual evolution from a basic computer-instruction method to a 

refined computer evaluation of student progress. At some point of refining ICAI and by 

applying AI principles, ITSs came to exist. Both ICAI and ITSs contain explicit 

knowledge of the subject taught. Besides that, ITSs also attempt to simulate the behavior 

of an intelligent human tutor in addition to acting as a domain expert. While there are 

numerous examples of ITSs employing different intelligent approaches, there are two 

term most often associated with them: cognitive diagnosis and adaptive modeling. 

Cognitive diagnosis entails forming an idea of the student cognition and knowledge 

usually in form of student modeling while adaptive remediation is the dynamic 

application of tutoring based on specific difficulties encountered by the student. Adaptive 

remediation usually is included in the instructor (tutor or pedagogical) model (Thompson 

1996, Butz 1999).  

 

The first ITS, SCHOLAR (Carbonell, 1970) attempted to engage the student in a mixed 

initiative dialogue on South American geography. The tutor program and student 

communicated through a sequence of natural language questions and answers. The tutor 

could both ask questions and answer them besides keeping track of the ongoing dialogue 

structure. This tutor was built around a semantic network model of domain knowledge. 

http://www.msu.edu/~urban
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Such models of conceptual knowledge were transforming common understanding of 

question answering and deduced reasoning in cognitive science (Anderson and Bower 

1973; Collins and Loftus 1975). 

Recent ITS models are based on early models such as BUGGY, and others including 

EXCHECK, SOPHIE and GUIDON. These models are discussed below. 

BUGGY was developed in 1975, (Brown and Burton 1978; Brown et al 1977; and Brown 

et al 1975). It began with the study of procedures produced by students involved in 

algebraic operation such as the subtraction of multi-digit numbers. 

Developers of BUGGY focused on developing a complete diagnostic model of the 

student rather than providing BUGGY with the tutorial skills needed to recognize and run 

counter to student mistakes. They attempted to enumerate the different possible 

procedural bugs (mistakes) students might get while trying to solve math problems.  

BUGGY used its student model to simulate a student with "buggy" thinking which is a 

reversal of the usual roles of ITS, teacher and student. The teacher then diagnoses the 

student bug based on BUGGY's examples. BUGGY could generate general diagnostic 

tests to identify students' mistakes by using its catalog of possible bugs such as "the 

student subtracts the smaller digit in each column from the larger digit regardless of 

which is on top.” Building the enumeration of bugs required considerable effort thus 

somehow restricting the use of BUGGY to well defined procedural domains. The use of a 

fixed library of bugs also restricted the power of the system to already known errors 

(Antonella 1998). Burton elaborated on this model with the DEBUGGY system (Burton, 

1982). DEBUGGY identified 130 "bugs" designed to account for mistakes in subtraction. 

The challenge was to analyze the problem space represented by the student's answers and 

determine which bug or set of bugs best accounted for incorrect subtraction (Urban-

Lurain 2002.  

 

One of the very important early results in intelligent tutoring research was the recognition 

of the importance of the cognitive reliability of domain knowledge module (Corbett et al 

1997). It is important for the tutor to reason about the problem in the same way that 
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humans do. Such cognitively valid models can be contrasted with “black box” and “glass 

box” models (Anderson 1988). A black box model is one that fundamentally describes 

problem states differently than to the student. The classic example of such a system is 

SOPHIE I (Brown et al 1973). It was a tutor for electronic troubleshooting that used its 

expert system to evaluate the measurements students were making in troubleshooting a 

circuit. The expert system did not apply causal human reasoning, but based its decisions 

by solving sets of equations. As a consequence the tutor could recommend optimal 

actions in each problem solving context, but it was entirely up to the student to construct 

a description of that problem solving context and the rationale for the appropriate action. 

A glass box model (Corbett et al 1997) is an intermediate model that reasons in terms of 

the same domain constructs as a human experts, but with a different control structure. 

The classic example of such a system is Clancey’s (1982) GUIDON system that tutored 

medical diagnosis. This system was constructed around the expert diagnostic system 

MYCIN. MYCIN consists of several hundred if-then rules that probabilistically relate 

disease states to diagnoses. These rules reference the same symptoms and states doctors 

employ in reasoning, but with a radically different control structure. MYCIN reaches a 

diagnosis by an exhaustive backward reasoning mechanism. Although the expert system 

and doctor would agree on the description of any problem solving state, Clancey pointed 

out that it is difficult to tutor a doctor on what to do next when the expert system and 

student are following a different trajectory into and out of the state. 

In 1982, Sleeman and Brown reviewed the state of the art in CAI and first invented the 

term Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) to describe these evolving systems and 

distinguish them from the previous CAI systems. The implicit assumption about the 

learner now focused on learning-by-doing. They classified the existing ITS as being 

computer-based problem-solving monitors, coaches, laboratory instructors and 

consultants (Sleeman & Brown, 1982) 

The prominence of these systems was still at research stages and proposals for refining 

AI theories, but now researchers were thinking about representing student knowledge 

within these systems. At this point, the first use of the term student model to describe an 

abstract representation of the learner within the computer program has arisen. They 
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classified the student model into three different models (Urban-Lurain 2002): Overlay, 

differential, and   perturbation models. The Overlay model is a model of student 

knowledge as a subset of an expert's knowledge. The Differential model is similar to the 

overlay model, but focuses on the differences between the student's knowledge and that 

of the expert. Another model is the Perturbation model which represents student 

misconceptions and misunderstandings as variants of the procedural structure of the 

experts' correct skill. These are sometimes known as mal-rules (bad rules) that describe 

student misconceptions in relationship to the experts' knowledge.  

The student model addressed in this thesis is closely related to the Perturbation model. 

Our proposed ITS asks questions and finds out students’ misconceptions in a procedure 

structure of the expert system to correct mistakes and misunderstandings. Specific mal 

rules were created to recognize the misconception and guide students, and give them 

instructions and recommendations.  

Another early ITS model is EXCHECK. According to Etienne Wenger (1987) 

EXCHECK is a proof checker that uses natural inference methods. It has been proven to 

be useful in the classroom as the core of an undergraduate course at Stanford University 

for years. It creates an intelligent interface with a powerful model of domain expertise to 

provide a learning environment where the student can get feedback during problem 

solving. It imitates human proof techniques with macro-operators that make use of 

theorem verification. It communicates with the student via a formal language of 

abbreviations. It provides a friendly environment, gives intelligent feedback and verifies 

students’ work in terms they understand. It lacks most of the features of AI in that it does 

not form a global model of the student and it does not use pedagogical strategies to make 

its interventions contextually relevant and effective. (McDonald, 1981; Blaine, 1981)  

 

ITS implementation has not advanced significantly since the 1980s. During the last 

decade, software has developed, improved and expanded including interactive 

multimedia development tools making a good environment for ITSs (Butz 1999).  

 

http://www.msu.edu/~urban
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2.3 Types and classifications of ITSs  

There are several ways of categorizing ITSs; in this section we will show four different 

categorization methods. 

 

2.3.1 Learner Control versus Program Control 

Learner control is a feature of tutoring systems where learners can direct the tutoring 

sequence and flow and thus guiding the system to respond to their needs and interests 

(Steinberg 1977, Duchastel 1986, Clark and Mayer 2002, Li and Soh 2003). Program 

control, also is called tutor or system control, let the software make the learning decision 

for the learner such as controlling the flow and the sequence of instruction. In the 

program control strategy, learners are led through the instruction in a lock-step manner 

and this strategy is associated with the traditional way of teaching and learning where the 

tutor controls the overall learning environment.  In the following we discuss the learner 

control strategy in more depth. 

2.3.1.1 Learner control 

 

Previous ITSs were focusing on building a smart tutor that can communicate knowledge 

to individuals. Recent and emerging work is focusing on the learning control over the 

learning process such as using adaptive systems (Kay 2001). In 1961, the term “leaner 

control” was officially created and used in education by Mager (Mager 1961, Niemiec et 

al. 1996).  The concept of learner control is comparative to the tutor control and the 

system control. Our system in this paper falls in the learner Control category. The system 

is said to be a learner control system when it gives the option to the learner to select the 

topics they want, control the sequence and the pace at which they progress,  decide 

whether and how to use the tools provided by the system(Li and Soh 2003). This type of 

systems symbolizes both the subject and objective of tutoring and learning. Such systems 

enable learners to skip over material they studied before or pass up material they are not 
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ready for. Accordingly, learner control systems are appealing and they avoid frustration 

and anxiety (Steinberg 1977, Steinberg 1989).  

In the following, learner control systems and options are discussed. Though, in this paper, 

a new approach of learner control is introduced by providing the lessons and the practices 

which gives learners the opportunity to assess their knowledge level before going to 

lessons and/or gives them feedback and recommendations that specifically ask them to 

read specific parts to cover some identified knowledge gaps.  

Learner control strategies are built on and specific to the human learning mechanism as in 

the following.  

 

2.3.1.2 The Human Learning Mechanism and the role of cognitive science 

 

During the 1980s, computer scientists specializing in AI continued to focus on the 

problems of natural language, student models, and deduction. However, the field also 

attracted researchers from outside the computer science discipline, most particularly John 

Anderson. He was working in cognitive science, developing the Adaptive Control of 

Thought (ACT*) theory of cognition (Anderson 1983), see Figure 2.2. The theory 

focuses on memory processes. It is an elaboration of the original ACT theory (Anderson, 

1976) and builds upon HAM, a model of semantic memory proposed by Anderson & 

Bower (1973). Anderson provides a complete description of ACT*, besides his own 

critique of ACT* and the outline for a broader development of the theory (Anderson 

1983, 1990, 1993). Anderson's name has become well known with ITS work as 

"Anderson-style tutors" (Chipman, 1993). Perhaps this is because his systems have 

actually been used in classroom settings and were not only for research purposes rather 

than practices. Two of the best examples of  ACT* are the Geometry Tutor (Koedinger 

and Anderson, 1993) and LISPITS “LISP Intelligent Tutoring System” (Ong and 

Ramachandran, 2000).   
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As shown in Figure 2.2, ACT* distinguishes between three types of memory structures: 

declarative, procedural and working memory (Anderson, 1993). Declarative memory 

takes the form of a semantic net linking propositions, images, and sequences by 

associations. While Procedural (production) memory and also called long-term memory, 

represents information in the form of production rules; each production has a set of 

conditions and actions based in declarative memory. The nodes of long-term memory all 

have some degree of activation. The Working memory is that part of long-term memory 

that is most highly activated.  

According to ACT*, all knowledge begins as declarative information. Procedural 

knowledge is learned by making inferences from already existing factual knowledge. 

Moreover, ACT* supports three fundamental types of learning: generalization, 

discrimination, and strengthening.  The first type is Generalization, in which productions 

become broader in their range of application. The second type is Discrimination, in 

which productions become narrow in their range of application. Moreover, the third type 

is Strengthening, in which some productions are applied more often. New productions are 

formed by the conjunction or disjunction of existing productions.  

In 1993 Clark has explained cognitive science as the following: "Cognitive science seeks 

to understand how the mind emerges from the brain. Artificial intelligence seeks to 

Declarative Memory 

Working Memory 

Procedural Memory 

Outside World 

Storage 

Retrieval 

Match 

Execution 

Encoding Performance 

Figure 2.2: ACT* theory of cognition (adapted from Anderson 1993) 
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implant a mind within the machine. To their detriment, both have largely ignored work 

on the natural history of the mind." (Clark, 1993). 

Cognitive Tutoring Systems are a subtype of ITS which incorporate domain-specific 

production rules which are based on a cognitive theory of skill acquisition, such as ACT-

R. (Anderson.  1993). Intermediate cognitive steps are first identified using empirical 

methods such as cognitive task analysis ( Lovett 1998; Koedinger and Anderson 1993; 

Gertner and Andes  2000). Most cognitive tutors can be used for procedural lessons, for 

example Science and Math lessons, flight simulator training, (Sarter and Amalberti, 2000) 

and training in the workplace (Lesgold et al 1993).   

2.3.1.3 Learner control options 

 

In general there are four options regarding learner control: the first one is content and 

content sequencing. This option gives learners the flexibility to select instructional goals 

and contents and control the display order of the courses, topics and screens within a 

lesson. Secondly, the pacing option where learners can control the time spent on each 

lesson. Third is the access to learning support. This option enables learners to control 

when to access which instruction components of lessons such as lessons, quizzes and 

practices. Finally, is the Instructional interaction method. This option gives the learner 

the opportunity to decide whether to learn individually or collaboratively (Clark and 

Mayer 2002, Li and Soh 2003). The following systems show the use of learner control 

strategies in ITS. 

TICCIT (Time-shared Interactive Computer Controlled Information Technology 

Television) was designed and developed Merril and his colleagues to teach “higher order 

“concepts. It uses learner controlled content selection, self pacing, sequencing and other 

instructional features. The system allows learners to access and change difficulty levels, 

number of examples and practice items and the nature of advice. Another example for 

learner control systems is MAIS (Minnesota Adaptive Instructional System). It was 

developed by Tennyson who used Bayesian statistical method to adjust the systems 

instructional support on selecting the appropriate amount and sequence of instruction for 

learners (Tennyson 1980). Moreover, the SCHOLAR system, as previously explained, is 
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the first ITS and is an example of the learner control systems where students are involved 

in a mixed-initiative dialogue in which eother students or the sytem can ask questions and 

expect response. The learner can at any time interrupt the dialog and reorient the 

interaction (Duchastel 1986, Carbonell 1970). In addition is another system that is named 

WEST.  WEST is a game environment that enables learners to progress through the game 

according to the learner strategy. The system is thus responsive to the learner initiated 

moves.  

2.3.1.4 Types of Learner Control Strategies 

In general, learner control strategies can be classified in to 6 types while these types are 

not absolute and there are some overlaps (Li and Soh 2003). The first strategy to discuss 

is the selection of instructional goal and content. This strategy gives the learner the 

opportunity to select the learning topics, content, goals and difficulty level. The second 

strategy is the sequencing and pacing of the instructional material and units. This type 

gives the learner the flexibility with content sequencing, speed and self pacing. The third 

type is the selection and control of instructional components as example the learner can 

control the presentation of the instructional components step by step as in the rule 

example practice. The learner can set the number of examples and practices besides other 

instructional tools. Meta-cognitive control is the fourth type to discuss. The learner is 

given the chance for self- regulated learning and control strategic planning such as 

teaching strategies and reviewing the past errors. The fifth type is the learner construction 

type. The learner in this type negotiates the instruction goals and objectives with the tutor 

and can do self-evaluation and assessment.  The last type is the selection and control of 

instructional interaction method. In this category the learner decides to work alone or 

collaboratively and decides the group, select partners (via Emails, chats or forums) and 

select the coordination and communication tools, mixed initiatives dialogue between 

learners and tutors or between learning partners (Li and Soh 2003). 
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2.3.2 Domain Content versus Practice-based classification method 

 

One way to organize tutoring systems is around what role they are anticipated to play. At 

one end of the scale, some systems are proposed to replace a textbook or classroom 

instruction to deliver domain content to a student for the first time e.g. intelligent 

hypermedia systems (Lane 2006).  

At the other end are systems designed to directly support practice. These usually 

complement an existing instructional component such as lectures, books, etc. ITS systems 

tend to lean on the practice end. Practice is when “the rubber hits the road” in learning. It 

is when knowledge gaps are revealed and skills are automated. Modern theories of 

learning stress the critical role of practice and highlight the importance of feedback 

because of the risks of unguided learning. (Kirschner et al., 2006; Lane 2006; Clark, 

2004) 

Tutoring systems usually supports practice in two ways. The first is called Product tutors 

which evaluate final outcomes. Feedback is given after the student completes the work 

and submits it. The ITS analyzes the system and gives the feedback using some 

engineering solutions such as plan recognition to identify the reasoning underlies the 

solution. A drawback of this method is that students may get stuck before they are able to 

generate a solution.  

The second way is by means of Process tutors. These tutors are more interactive and pro-

active. This type of tutors provides support while student is working. This is the most 

familiar category because human tutors work in this mode. The student is observed step 

by step, feedback, hints and recommendations are given, questions asked and answered, 

etc. (Kirschner et al. 2006; Lane 2006; Clark, 2004) 

One example of practice based process tutors is SHERLOCK. SHERLOCK is a practice 

environment for electronics troubleshooting commissioned by the American Air Force 

(Lesgold, et al. 1992; Katz and Lesgold, 1993). SHERLOCK represents a diagnosis 

stream, (Brownet al. 1973; Clancey 1982; Gitomer et al. 1995; and Tenney and Kurland, 
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1988). SHERLOCK is designed to give technicians practice in troubleshooting the F-IS 

Avionics Test Station. 

2.3.3 Abstraction of Learning Environment versus Knowledge Type of 

Instruction classification method 

 

In the following method of categorization we will concentrate on two dimensions: 

abstraction of the learning environment and the knowledge type of the instruction  

Abstraction of the learning environment  

 

Many systems attempt to provide instruction by simulating a realistic working 

environment in which the student can learn the task. There are many reasons for 

developing such systems, including the possible danger of training using the actual 

equipment and the lack of domain experts who can devote their expensive time to 

training novices. Therefore, a realistic simulated learning environment can reduce both 

the cost and the risks of training. An example of a simulation-based ITS is the Advanced 

Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) Tutor (Eliot and Woolf 1995). Another example of a 

system which may take less rigorous approach is Smithtown (Shute et al 1989). It takes 

this approach by providing a simulated setting for students to test hypotheses about 

economics. Another example of such a system is the Design for Manufacturing Tutor 

(Haugsjaa, and Woolf. 1996).  

Emphasis of Instruction  

 

There is a long history of classifying instructional goals according to the type of 

knowledge being taught. An important early attempt at this classification is Bloom's 

taxonomy (Bloom2 1956) and much recent work in categorizing knowledge has been 

derived from this. In addition to classifying learning goals by knowledge type, one can 

also examine what the student will be able to do upon completion of the ITS lesson. This 

                                                 
2 Please refer to Appendix A for more details about Bloom taxonomy/ theory and other learning theories. 
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can vary from the student being able to perform a set of skills in a manner similar to an 

expert to understanding abstract concepts such as Newton's third law (Beck  et al. 2004). 

According to this classification, there are two main types of tutor: cognitive tutors and 

knowledge based tutors. 

 

Cognitive tutors 

 

Modeling students’ cognitive skills is one of the most important research issues for 

Cognitive Tutors (Greer and McCalla, 1994). As discussed earlier in this chapter, 

Cognitive Tutors are intelligent tutoring systems based on a rule-based (expert systems) 

cognitive model of the subject domain being taught to students (Anderson et al. 1990). It 

develops a cognitive model of a student as they interact with the program, providing 

problems and individualized instruction based on this model. Based on the ACT theory 

(Anderson et al. 1995), this cognitive model is written as a system of if-then production 

rules that are capable of generating the multitude of solution steps and misconception-

steps typical of students (Koedinger and Anderson 1997). Cognitive Tutors are effective 

in increasing student learning rate over other alternative teaching methods (Anderson et 

al. 1995). 

According to Matsuda, Cohen and Koedinger (2005), the cognitive model is the basis for 

two student modeling techniques: model tracing and knowledge tracing. Model tracing is 

used to monitor student's progress through a problem solution (Anderson et al 1990). 

This tracing is done in the background by matching student actions to those the model 

might generate. The tutor is mostly silent. However, when help is needed, the tutor knows 

where the student is and can provide hints that are individualized to the student's 

particular approach to the problem. Knowledge tracing is used to monitor students' 

learning from problem to problem (Corbett & Anderson, 1992).  

An example of a Model tracing cognitive tutor is SHERLOCK (Lajoie and Lesgold. 

1992). Another example of an ITS that uses an analysis of expert behavior is the LISP 

tutor (Anderson and Reiser1985).  
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Knowledge based tutors 

 

These kind of tutors concentrate on teaching concepts and “mental models” to students. 

Such systems encounter two main difficulties. The first difficulty is that more substantial 

domain knowledge is needed for instruction. The second difficultly is that since learning 

concepts and frameworks is less well understood than learning procedures, there is less 

cognitive theory to guide knowledge representation and the pedagogical module.  For 

these reasons, ITSs of this type require a larger domain knowledge base and are referred 

to as knowledge based tutors. As a result of not having a strong model of skill acquisition 

or expert performance, these systems are forced to use general teaching strategies. They 

also place more emphasis on the communication and presentation system in order to 

achieve learning gains. An example of such a system is the Pedagogical Explanation 

Generation (PEG) system (Suthers 1992) which uses a substantial domain knowledge 

base to construct answers to student queries in the domain of electrical circuits.  

Emphasis on instruction is not a definitive method of classifying intelligent tutors. An 

example of a system that does not fall into either of these categories is Coach (Winkels et 

al 1990). It teaches how to use UNIX mail. This is a procedural skill, and hence cognitive 

in nature. However, the emphasis of this system is also knowledge based and involves 

generating explanations and using general pedagogical tactics for generating feedback.  

2.3.4 Scope and Functionality classification method: 

According to Murray in 2003 there is another method of categorizing ITSs into seven 

known categories depending on scope and functionality. Categories are Curriculum 

Sequencing and Planning, Tutoring Strategies, Device Simulation and Equipment 

Training, Domain Expert System, Multiple Knowledge Types, Special Purpose and 

Intelligent/Adaptive Hypermedia. As explained below. 

The Curriculum Sequencing and Planning category is the first category in this 

classification method. In this category systems organize instructional units into a 

hierarchy of prerequisites related courses, modules, lessons, presentations, and so on. 

These instructional units usually have instructional objectives. Some systems in this 
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category include instructional units that address misunderstandings, misconceptions or 

corrective and remedial material. The second category is the Tutoring Strategies 

category. Systems in this category surpass at representing various teaching strategies. The 

third category is the Device Simulation And Equipment Training category. With such 

systems in this category the student is usually shown a piece of equipment and is asked to 

identify its components, do some operating steps, perform some maintenance steps, 

and/or identify defective device behavior and repair or restore the concerned parts. The 

Domain Expert System category (aka Expert Systems and Cognitive Tutors) represents 

an important class of intelligent tutors. These systems include rule-based cognitive 

models of domain expertise. Such kind of tutors (aka model tracing tutors), observe 

student behavior and build a cognitive model of the student’s knowledge that can be 

compared with the expert model. In the Multiple Knowledge Types category, the instructional 

design theories classify knowledge and tasks into diverse categories, and recommend 

instructional methods for each category. Systems in this category have a tendency to be restricted 

to types of knowledge that can be easily defined, for example: facts, concepts, and procedures. 

The sixth category in this classification method is the Special Purpose Category. |Systems in this 

category focus on more specific, less general tasks. These systems specialize in particular tasks or 

domains. The last category in this system is the Intelligent/Adaptive Hypermedia. Systems in this 

category are designed to manage the hyperlinks between parts and units of content as well as 

managing the form and sequencing of the content itself. The links available to the student can be 

intelligently filtered, sorted, and explained based on a student model or profile for example, it 

could be based on prerequisites, cognitive load, subject suitability, complexity, and so on 

(Anderson and Pelletier 1991, Brusilovsky 1998, Murray 1999)   

 

These categories are not strict and many ITS may fall in more than one of them. 

Table 2.1 discusses the categories of each ITS clarifying each category’s strengths, 

weaknesses along with a summary of some features/points that might make systems 

differ within the category (Murray 2003). 
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No. Category Strengths Limitations Variations Projects/systems 

 

1 
Curriculum 

Sequencing and 

Planning 

- Rules, constraints, or 

strategies for sequencing 

courses, modules, and 

presentations 

- Separates content from 

presentation and sequencing

- Low fidelity Interfaces 

from student’s perspective 

- Low skill representation 

- Canned content 

- Simple students model 

- Whether sequencing rules 

are fixed or could be  

authored 

- Scaffolding of the 

authoring process 

Swift/DOCENT, 

IDE, ISD Expert, 

Expert CML 

 

 

2 
Tutoring Strategies 

- Micro-level  and explicit 

tutoring strategies 

- Sophisticated set of 

instructional primitives 

- Multiple tutoring strategies

- Low fidelity interfaces 

from student’s perspective 

- Low skill representation 

- Canned content 

- Simple student model 

 

- Strategy  

- Representation method 

- Source of instructional 

expertise 

REDEEM (& 

COCA) ,Eon, GTE, 

Smart Trainer AT 

 

 

 

 

3* 
Device Simulation and 

Equipment Training 

- Micro-world/simulation-

based learning 

environments 

- Authoring and tutoring 

matched to device 

component identification, 

operation, and 

- Limited instructional 

strategies 

- Limited student modeling 

- Mostly for procedural 

skills 

- Reliability of the 

simulation 

- Simplicity of authoring 

RIDES, DIAG, 

MITT-Writer, 

ICAT, 

SIMQUEST, 

XAIDA,  

Instructional 

Simulator 
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troubleshooting  

 

 

 

 

4* 
Domain Expert System 

- Executable/deep models of 

domain expertise 

- Detailed (fine chunked) 

student diagnosis and 

modeling 

- Buggy and novice rules 

included 

- Building the expert system 

is difficult 

- Limited to procedural and 

problem solving expertise 

- Limited instructional 

strategies 

- Cognitive vs. 

performance models of 

expertise 

Cognitive Tutor 

Authoring Tools 

(CTAT), ASPIRE, 

Demonstr8, D3 

Trainer, 

SimStudent 

DIAG, Training 

Express 

 

 

 

5 
Multiple Knowledge 

Types 

- Clear representation  

- Template like framework 

for decomposing content 

into facts, concepts and 

procedures. 

- Many are based on 

instructional design theory 

principle facts, concepts and 

procedures  

- Limited to relatively 

simple fact, concepts, and 

procedures 

- Pre-defined tutoring 

strategies 

- Inclusion of intelligent 

curriculum sequencing 

- Types of knowledge/tasks 

supported 

CREAM-Tools, 

DNA, ID-Expert, 

IRIS, XAIDA, 

AuthorIT, 

Instructional 

Simulator & 

IDVisualizer  

 

 

 
Special Purpose 

- Template-based systems 

provide strong authoring 

- Each tool limited to a 

specific type of tutor 
- Degree of inflexibility 

IDLE-

Tool/IMap/Indie, 
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6* 

guidance 

- particular design and 

pedagogical principles can 

be enforced 

- Inflexibility of 

representation and pedagogy 

Leap-AT, 

BioWorld Case 

Builder,  LAT, 

WEAR 

 

 

7 

Intelligent/Adaptive 

Hypermedia 

- Similar to category one but 

also deals with Navigation 

and (dis)orientation issues. 

-WWW has accessibility & 

UI uniformity 

- Adaptive selection and 

annotation of hyperlink- 

- Potential for making 

inferences from large 

numbers of students 

- Limited interactivity and 

learning environment 

- Limited student model 

bandwidth 

- Macro vs. micro level 

focus 

- Degree of interactivity 

ActiveMath, 

InterBook, 

MetaLinks, 

CALAT, 

GETMAS, 

TANGOW, 

ECSAIWeb 

 

Table 2.1: ITSs categories  (adapted from Murray 1999 & 2003)
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2.4 Types of Web-based Tutoring 

 

 In this chapter, we explain the different types of available Web-based ITSs. This is by 

discussing the different web-based tutoring systems, and showing the differences and 

similarities between them combined with some given examples. 

2.4.1 Static, Personalized and Adaptive Types of Web based Tutoring 
Systems 

 

From the very early days of the World Wide Web (WWW) there were several efforts to 

use WWW facilities for distance learning. At the same time most existing educational 

Web-based applications use the simplest solutions and are generally weaker and more 

restricted than existing 'on-site' educational systems and tools (Frasson  et al. 1992). ITSs 

use the Internet as a constructivist learning environment to provide intelligent assistance 

and improve both quality of training and distribution of knowledge in a distance learning 

situation. Web-based ITS systems are available to learners without the restriction of time 

and location. These kinds of systems provides learning opportunities to all people who 

cannot attend class for some reason or those who would like to learn at their own pace 

and convenience. It does not have end-users installation cost and provides learners the 

maximum time/place flexibility besides guidance and direction. 

The most obvious way to bring ITS to WWW is to port some existing ITS technologies to 

WWW. The most appropriate technique for that is intelligent knowledge sequencing and 

problem sequencing (Brusilovsky, 1992). Intelligent knowledge sequencing implies 

adaptive selection of the next topic to be learned using the student model and the 

knowledge about the learning material. Intelligent problem sequencing in the narrow 

sense implies choosing or generating the next problem for the student to solve, which 

should be most relevant to his level of knowledge and skills. In a broader sense it implies 

adaptive sequencing of all kinds of teaching operations - examples, tests, problems, 

questions, (Brusilovsky 1995). 
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The following are the main kinds of available Web-Based Tutoring (WBT) 

methodologies (Capuano et al 2000): static, personalized, and adaptive. The Static WBT 

is simply web based training provided by preparing learning material that covers one or 

more topics and converts them into interactive linked HTML pages or any type of Web-

deliverable object. Material is then sited on-line to make it available to users. Learners 

can make use of it only by following the path established by teachers. Personalized WBT 

is prepared by using some specialized authoring tools to perform manually a set of 

additional tasks. They can monitor student knowledge by assessing them, and define 

different paths through learning objects for different kind of learning goals. Adaptive 

WBT includes all features of a Personalized WBT but uses AI techniques to reproduce 

the teacher decision making and support. Example of adaptive ITS is ELM-ART (ELM 

Adaptive Remote Tutor) which is a WWW based ITS to support learning programming 

in Lisp. ELM-ART is based on ELM-PE (Weber & Möllenberg 1994), an Intelligent 

Learning Environment that supports example-based programming, intelligent analysis of 

problem solutions, and advanced testing and debugging facilities. For several years, 

ELM-PE was used in introductory Lisp courses at the University of Trier. The course 

materials were presented to students in lecture form and ELM-PE was used to practice 

the obtained knowledge by problem-solving. ELM-ART, which is projected to be used 

for distance learning, provides on-line both the course materials and the problem solving 

support (Brusilovsky et al 1996). 

 

2.5 A survey of ITSs in the computer field  

 

ITSs have been used to teach various types of scientific topics and professional skills. 

Examples may includes, different languages, mathematics, physics, chemistry, algebra, 

computer subjects, maps, radar skills and air force jet aircraft and navigation tools, flight 

simulators, various military training and medical education such as how to treat heart 

attack patients (Ong J. and Ramachandran S. (2000), Rane A. (2005), Henke S. (2006)). 

According to Brusilovsky, P. et al. (1996), most of the intelligent techniques applied in 
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ITS can be classified into the following three technologies: curriculum sequencing, 

interactive problem solving support, and intelligent analysis of student solutions. These 

technologies are meant to support the "intelligent" tasks that the human teacher offers. 

Curriculum sequencing and intelligent analysis of student solutions are the oldest and 

best-studied technologies in the domain of ITS. Most of the ITSs developed during the 

first 10 years of ITS history belong to these technologies. The technology of interactive 

problem solving support is a newer one, but it is more "intelligent" and supportive. It 

helps students in the most difficult part of the learning process. Nowadays, it became a 

dominating technology. Furthermore, making ITS available on the World Wide Web 

(WWW) is a way to incorporate the flexibility and intelligence of ITS with world-wide 

availability and easy accessibility of Web applications (Brusilovsky, P. et al. 1996). In 

this section, we discuss some related ITSs work on computer science subjects.  

 

ELM-ART (Brusilovsky, Pet al. 1996) is a WWW-based ITS that supports a learning of 

LISP programming. It is considered as an on-line intelligent textbook with an integrated 

problem solving environment. The system provides all the course materials such as 

presentations of new concepts, test, examples, and problems in hypermedia form. ELM-

ART differs from simple WWW "hyperbooks" in that it "knows" the material it presents 

to the students and supports them in learning and navigating the course material. Besides, 

all examples and problems, which are important components of any textbook, are "live 

experience" in ELM-ART and not just a text as in other textbooks. The student can 

investigate all examples and solve all problems on-line. To support the student navigating 

through the course, the system uses two adaptive hypermedia techniques: adaptive 

annotation and adaptive sorting of links. The former technique means that the system 

uses visual cues such as icons, fonts and colors to show the type and the educational state 

of each link. The later technique is used to present similarity links between cases. Also, 

as ELM-ART is a system that supports example-based programming, it encourages the 

students to re-use the code of previously analyzed examples when solving a new 

problem. 
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SQL-Tutor (Mitrovic, 1997) is a problem-solving ITS based on learning-by-doing for the 

Structured Query Language (SQL) of databases. The system uses constraint-based 

modeling to form models of its students. The student can learn about concepts and 

elements of SQL. It supports the acquisition of domain knowledge in a declarative form 

such as constraints and strengthening of this knowledge in the course of practice. The 

system provides assistance in problem solving and advice against mistaken actions. It 

helps learning by supporting details and clarifications on the basis of error messages and 

by providing the correct solutions to the student. Weaknesses of this system are that it is 

neither web-enabled nor connected to real Relational Database Management System 

(RDBMS) in such as way that it helps in providing a real learning environment. 

Consequently, students cannot view the result of their query, after they successfully 

finishing it (Bhagat S. & L et al. 2002, Rane A 2005).  

 

ACHARYA (Bhaghat L. et.al, 2002) is an ITS that focuses also on teaching SQL. It is an 

adaptive instruction sequencing system based on student model. Content is broken up 

into units, with each unit related to a specific concept that may or may not have pre-

requisite concepts. A concept should be recommended for study only if the student has 

completed all the pre-requisite concepts. A set of problems are presented to the student 

based on concepts that the student is expected to know from that concept and any pre-

requisite concepts. The primary components of ACHARYA are (Bhagat1 S.& L et al. 

2002): Traditional course material and intelligent problem solving environment. The 

former provides material on SQL organized to develop ITS technology. The later 

provides a problem solving environment where students try to solve problems posed by 

the system and get qualitative feedback on their solution to the problem posed by the 

system. Furthermore, in ACHARYA, the system focuses on hands-on practice exercises 

as the basic learning methodology.  It follows the constructive model for delivering the 

instruction (Rane A 2005).  

 

ADIS (The Animated Structure Intelligent Tutoring system) (Warendorf K.1997) is a 

constraint-based modeling ITS developed as a teaching aid for a course on Data 

Structures to enhance students understanding of this subject such as linked lists, stacks, 
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queues, trees and graphs. ADIS is entirely implemented in Java to allow platform-

independent standalone usage or internet delivery. ADIS has the potential to show data 

structures graphically on the computer monitor in addition to allowing graphical 

management of the data structure created. It consists of a tutorial mode that integrates 

exercises, where students can learn fundamental algorithms such as insertion and deletion 

of data structures visually (Warendorf K., Tan C., 1997, Rane A 2005, Ohlsson 1992). 

 

BITS (Butz C. et al.2006) is a Bayesian Web-based ITS that supports and guides students 

learning process in C++ programming. The decision making process performed in BITS 

intelligent system is guided by a Bayesian network (BN). BNs are a formal framework 

for uncertainty management in Artificial Intelligence based on the probability theory. The 

system can help a student navigate through the online course materials, recommend 

learning goals, and generate an appropriate reading sequence. The four main modules of 

BITS are (Butz C.J et al. 2004): BNs, the knowledge base, the user interface, and the 

study module. The study or tutorial module guides the student through the class concepts 

using three sub-modules called: Regular Study, Problem Study, and Quick Study. In 

general, the regular study module integrates exercises, where students can learn 

fundamental algorithms visually. The system keeps track of the student’s knowledge of a 

concept and accordingly, BNs is updated and the navigation menu is shown while 

additional help is provided, if necessary, and a sample quiz on the concept may be 

retrieved and shown to the student with immediate feedback. While in the problem study 

module, if the student indicates that the concept is not understood, then BITS displays the 

prerequisite concepts. Here BITS confirms that each of the prerequisite concepts is 

understood. Only then, BITS goes back to the problem concept. If a student wants to go 

directly to a specific concept, the quick study module facilitates this procedure and then 

displays the ancestor topic of the chosen concept. (Butz C.J. et al.. 2004). 

 

JV2M is a game-driven ITS to teach the compilation process of Java programs. JV2M was 

developed by Gomez-Martin et al. (2004). The system aims is to relate and put into 

practice the game idea combined with ITS. This system teaches programmers with Java 

knowledge, the internal mechanism of the Java Virtual Machine, and how the compiler 
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translates source code into object code (JVM code) through game-like simulations. It 

uses the Case Based Teaching (CBT) and pedagogical agents approach. JV2M provides a 

background story and a virtual, three dimensions environment, world wherein the student 

can manoeuvre objects and interact with agents and other characters. The user also owns 

an inventory where collected objects are stored for later use. The student has to solve 

exercises which include concepts at different levels. A pedagogical agent called JAVY 

resides in the learning environment and provides the user with help. According to 

Gomez-Martin et al. (2004)   JV2M  was  under development and it needed more work 

besides that system evaluation was planned to be conducted to assess the system 

effectiveness (Fasli M. and Michalakopoulos M. 2005; Gomez-Martin et al. 2004). 

  

 DB-TUTOR by Bouhadada T. and Laskri M.T. (2001) is based on the Double Test 

Learning (DTL) strategy. It uses two companions as co-students where one of both is a 

troublemaker. DB-TUTOR is designed for teaching the databases for students at the third 

year of the graduate cycle. The idea of the DTL strategy is based on that the student will 

benefit from the co-students’ mistakes and behavior. It starts with a training phase, then 

Post-Test1 phase where the teacher tests the student. The student will follow the 

interaction between the tutor and the co-students and he can write observations about the 

behavior of the co-students in a notebook that is created for that purpose. The interaction 

consists of a sequence of question/answer that is evaluated by the tutor. In the third phase 

called post-test2, the tutor will evaluate the human student, which will react to the 

interaction without his notebook. The system proposes a student model taking into 

account the DTL strategy for the evaluation phase. The prototype of the DB-TUTOR 

system was developed under DELPHI 5 environments. 

Our system in this paper is a web-based ITS which teaches computer concepts to students 

and prepares them for the ICDL/ECDL module 1 professional exam. The system 

provides the course material, pre and post quizzes for each chapter, an assessment tool at 

the end of the module, and intelligent practice exercises for each chapter and another 

practice for the overall module. Like in SQL Tutor and ACHRYA, the students can learn 

the concepts from the course material then assess their gained knowledge by carrying out 

the practice exercises included in each chapter. The system uses the learner control 
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strategy where students can select the topic they want directly while lessons are presented 

in a logical perspective. This is unlike ACHARYA and BITS which are program control 

software systems that recommend a concept only after pre-requisites are completed. The 

intelligent part uses the adaptive practice-based approach which helps students to identify 

their weakness points through a sequence of questions generated according to the 

students level and supports them by providing feedback, hints, explanations and 

suggestions when needed.  The system is connected to a database that helps teachers and 

students track progress, generate different reports, and according to the given permissions 

update the quizzing and assessment systems. More details about the system are explained 

in the following chapters.   

2.6 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter we presented a review of ITSs. We started with an overview of ITSs 

defining ITSs and explaining the main different components making an ITS. The ITS 

components discussed were the Expert Knowledge Model, the  Model, the Tutorial 

Planning Model, the Communication Model and the Evaluation Model with some 

description for each model role and functionality. Following the overview, we discussed 

ITS history and some previously related work of ITS. We learnt about the development 

of previous CAI and the importance of adding some “intelligence” to these systems to 

enhance education and individualize instruction which lead to the different ITSs. In our 

research we focused on adaptive and practice based systems giving some examples of 

developed systems. One very important area of our study was stressing on the importance 

of the role of cognitive science and reasoning about the problem the same way human do.  

We explored the ACT* theory which distinguishes between three types of memory 

structures: declarative, procedure and working memory with some explanation for each 

memory function and role in the cognitive process. 

Furthermore, we explained the importance of Web-based tutoring systems and explored 

the different available types of Web-based Tutoring with comparison made between them 

and examples given. The discussed types were: the Static, the Personalized and the 
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Adaptive types of web-based tutoring systems. Moreover, we studied and discussed the 

different types of ITSs. To categorize existing ITSs we found that scientists had used 

different classification methods. In this chapter we introduced the different categorization 

methods with some examples of ITSs for each method. The three classification methods 

were: The Domain Method versus Practice based classification method, Abstraction of 

learning versus knowledge type of instruction (aka Emphasis of Instruction which 

includes two tutors: Cognitive tutors and knowledge based tutors) classification method 

and the third method was classifying ITSs according to their scope and functionality into 

seven categories: Curriculum Sequencing and Planning, Tutoring Strategies, Device 

Simulation and Equipment Training, Domain Expert Systems, Multiple Knowledge 

Types, Special Purpose Systems and Intelligent/Adaptive Hypermedia Systems. At last,  

we have explored some current ITSs which teach computer subjects in an attempt to plan 

and build a system that combines the benefits of other systems while avoid the 

drawbacks. Our system is the first ITS system that covers ICDL/ECDL module 1 material 

taking into consideration the different levels, backgrounds and needs of learners and by 

combing all the 6 types of learner control strategies to produce a flexible comprehensive 

system. 

Our system in this paper is a cognitive tutor which teaches computer basics in a 

procedural way. However, the system embeds AI in the practice section where it asks a 

question, evaluates the answer, and depending on the student response it gives feedback, 

explanations and recommendations if needed. Then, it generates the next question and 

individualized instruction is given depending on the student model. This is rule-based 

that uses a set of “if-then” rules and follows a specific procedure to make sure students 

understand a topic before going to the next one. According to this and from our research 

in this chapter, the intelligent part of our system is classified as an adaptive WBT (online) 

system which uses AI to imitate the teacher decision making and support. In addition to 

this our system is considered as a model tracing cognitive, domain expert intelligent 

tutoring system at the same time it is using the problem sequencing and planning 

approach and techniques. The system uses the process practice based instruction 

cognitive system approach that monitors student progress through a problem solution by 

matching the student response to a student module an reproduce teacher help, direction 
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and guidance  to teach computer basics fundamentals as module one for ICDL 

International Certification. This approach can be used and fulfill the needs of other 

reputed International exams and certificates too. 

Our system in this paper combines the benefit of the student control system where 

students have the flexibility of selecting the topic, the sequence, practices and performing 

the quizzes and the program control system where during the intelligent practices the 

system make the learning decision of sequence of questions generated according to the 

learner level to help and guide the student through the learning process. In addition, 

students can control the time spent on any chapter, lesson or practice. Moreover, students 

can access the learning material anywhere internet exists and at anytime day or night. The 

system provides traditional lessons where learners can acquire information and help 

especially that intelligent practices recommend the chapter and lesson to refer to. 

Students can seek help from their teachers through the Questions and answers section 

where they can ask questions and learn from their peers’ questions too. Also, the system 

provides a comments section too to encourage collaborative learning and exchanging 

experiences. From the comments and the questions sections, students can enter their 

email and work collaboratively with each other if they like. 

Our system benefits from the convenience of the online systems, the cognitive ITSs to 

full fill knowledge gaps, besides many other features which will be explained later in the 

following chapters. It is a comprehensive system that serves different types of learners 

who can access it at their own convenience.  
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Chapter  3 :  System ana lys i s  and  

features  

 

In this Chapter, we propose a new initiative for an online cognitive practice-based ITS to 

teach the ICDL/ECDL module 1 in an attempt to enhance the instructional method and to 

cover a broader sector of the community. We will discuss the methodology, analysis, and 

techniques used to identify the system’s main components and requirements.  

 3.1 Methodology  

 

Besides the literature review presented in Chapter 2, community needs were studied, in 

one important step of this project, to survey and identify learners’ and teachers’ different 

needs for the ICDL/ECDL module 1. Moreover, additional survey was done to study and 

understand the different learning and educational theories. This is in addition to the 

technical survey done to select the suitable software and to follow the right educational 

web design techniques. 

3.1.1 Community needs survey 

 

Two different versions of the survey were prepared to understand both online learners’ 

and educators’ needs. The survey included 12 Information Technology teachers, 21 high 

school students and 13 adult learners from different organizations. The learners’ survey 

inquired about their needs in terms of functionality and design. The educators’ version of 

the survey concentrated on two aspects. The first was on their needs and requirements as 

educators and the second was on their feedback, from their experience with learners, 

inquiring about what they believe a successful education system should include. 

To conclude the survey results, learners emphasized the importance of the system 

interface in terms of simple straight forward design, navigation smoothness, instruction 
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clarity, language proficiency, flexibility of content, and instructional units accessibility. 

Moreover, some learners mentioned the importance of the human teacher in providing 

help, feedback and assurance and asked for established communication methods to keep 

in touch and feel connected with the teacher and other learners.   

On the other side, teachers have emphasized the importance of tracking students, 

providing help and assurance, and keeping in touch with them. Moreover, teachers asked 

for a reporting system where they could generate reports to evaluate both students 

progress and system effectiveness besides an available evaluation tool. This was in 

addition to the importance of clear instruction and lesson explanation, clear feedback to 

students and the importance of methods of electronic communication which can offer real 

human care and touch to motivate and support learners and enable them to share 

information, collaborate and learn from each other. 

The following is a further survey carried out to study, relate, and benefit from the 

learning and educational theories. 

3.1.2 Learning and educational theories survey 

 

In this section, we discuss the different types of learning and educational theories, 

learning process and requirements, a comparison between learner control and program 

control approaches, then we discuss in more details some educational theories and how 

our system meets them. 

3.1.2.1 Types of learning and educational theories 

 

According to Clark and Mayer (2002), three types of learning were identified during the 

past hundreds of years. These types can be seen in different software tutoring systems as 

follows. The first type is Receptive learning: this type of learning involves information 

acquisition used in lessons. It includes presenting information with little practice in order 

to satisfy the “inform” goals. The second type is directive learning: this is a response 

strengthening type of software which requires frequent responses from the learner with 

immediate feedback in order to satisfy the “perform-procedure” goals. The third type is 
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Guided discovery: this type is concerned with knowledge construction by providing 

lessons, practice exercises and resources in order to satisfy “perform-principle” goals. 

These types reflect the learning procedures for knowledge acquisition to improve 

learners’ problems solving skills (Li and Soh 2003). 

3.1.2.2 Learning process and requirements 

 

It is very important to understand how people learn and what affects the learning process 

in order to design successful learning software. Due to the human learning mechanism 

which was previously discussed in Chapter 2, ITSs rely on the following four key 

processes (Clark and Mayer 2002). First, the learner should focus on key text or graphics 

to select what will be learned.  Then, the learner must rehearse the information in the 

working memory to organize it and integrate it with existing knowledge in the long term 

memory. Next, the knowledge in the long-term memory is available to be  retrieved when 

needed. Finally, the meta-cognitive skills manage and adjust these processes. 

Meta-cognitive refers to the mental management processes that supervise information 

processing. A good ITS should provide some management processes to help learners with 

low meta-cognitive skills and enable learners with high meta-cognitive skills to take full 

advantage of  them and enhance learning (Li and Soh 2003). 

 

3.1.2.3 Learner Control and Program Control 

  

In Chapter 2, we introduced the concepts of learner control and program control. In this 

chapter, we want to differentiate between these two strategies in order to build our system 

in a way where we can benefit from both systems.  

Previous studies have been conducted to assess the learner control effectiveness and 

efficiency in comparison with program control systems. Lee and Lee (1991) examined 

these studies and focused on two learning phases: knowledge acquisition and review in 

conjunction with learners’ generic meta-cognitive skills and previous domain knowledge. 

Their findings stated that learner control is superior to program control for tasks of simple 
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content structure in which a low level of domain knowledge is required (Lee and Lee 

1991). 

 In 1996, Young also compared the outcomes of learner control in contrast to program 

control. He mainly compared learners with high and low meta-cognitive levels in either 

learner control or in program control. He found that learners with low meta-cognitive 

skills learnt less in learner control than in program control while learners with high meta-

cognitive skills learnt much better in learner control than in program control (Young 

1996).  

Other studies compared the two strategies through complex evaluation work (examples 

are Park and Tennyson (1980), Ross et al. (1980), Gray (1985), and Goetzfried and 

Hannafin (1985)). Their findings were that learner control strategy skills largely depend 

on learners’ meta-cognitive skills, content structure, and quality of the provided lessons. 

These studies concluded that the learner must know when and how to control the learning 

process. A learner with high meta-cognitive skills may do better with learner control 

while a learner with low meta-cognitive skills and with poor lesson design and structure 

will do worse than with a good lesson in program control (Lee and Lee 1991). 

The above studies show the necessity for well designed and structured lessons to give the 

highest opportunity for all learner levels to benefit from the proposed system and 

improve their learning skills. This was helpful in identifying lesson objectives and work 

needed on designing straight forward and well structured lessons. Another important 

point is to take into consideration the student meta-cognitive level which leads to 

combining the benefits of the two strategies in one system. To facilitate this we offer the 

flexibility of selection and pace and at the same time provide guidance and direction. 

3.1.2.4 Educational theories 

To design effective educational software, educational theories and different types of 

learners should be taken into consideration (Kearsley 2008). We discussed earlier in this 

chapter the different types of learning and now we discuss the different educational 

theories and how we meet them. Our system mainly depends on the cognitive load theory 

which we have discussed earlier in Chapter 2 but at the same time the system meets many 

other theories. Examples are as follows.  
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Experiential learning  

‘Experiential learning’ is often referring to a structured learning sequence which is 

guided by a repetitive model of experiential learning. Experiential learning includes 

accidental or unintentional learning in its basic realistic forms. It is frequently described 

as ‘learning through/from experience’. This type of learning can apply to any kind of 

learning through experience. It addresses the needs of the learner. The most lasting 

learning is the self-initiated learning (Kolb 1984). 

Our system supports this type of learning by offering the learners the flexibility of 

selecting the topic to study and the pace besides providing the intelligent practices where 

students apply the knowledge they have acquired, identify the gaps in their knowledge 

and learn from the system hints, feedback and recommendations. The learner has the 

flexibility to redo these practices as many times as they want and re-read the lessons as 

many times as necessary. 

Levels of processing theory 

The ‘levels of processing’ theory suggests that the deeper the information is processed 

the more likely learners can remember it. It can be summarized by saying that superficial 

processing occurs at the early stages such as coding the stimulus in means of their 

physical characteristics such as the visual characteristics of the letters and fonts where a 

word is printed, or the auditory features of a sound. Information is processed more deeply 

as it passes on through the system. Deep processing involves coding the stimulus more 

conceptually in terms of its meaning. Hence, visual and auditory coding are shallow, but 

semantic coding is deep (Crane J. 2008). 

Our system supports this theory by providing a logical content sequencing and giving the 

learner control in selecting the topic to read, the intelligent practice to perform. This is in 

addition to offering the flexibility in time and number of repetitions where learners’ can 

get back to any of the tutoring system component. 

 Component Display Theory 

Component Display Theory (CDT) classified learning along two aspects. The first is 

content which includes facts, concepts, procedures, and principles. The second is 
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performance which consists of remembering, using, and generalizing. The theory 

identifies four main presentation forms: 1) rules which are the expository presentation of 

a generality. 2) Examples which are the expository presentation of instance. 3) Recall and 

4) practice. Other secondary presentation forms may include prerequisites, objectives, 

help, mnemonics, and feedback (Merrill, 1994). 

 Our system provides content by means of a sequence of lessons, examples and images, 

practices where the learners recall the information and practice the knowledge they 

acquired besides the quizzes which help learners assess their knowledge level. Moreover, 

the system provides lesson objectives for every lesson, feedback and help when students 

carry on practices besides the feedback given after each quiz. 

Structural learning theory 

According to structural learning theory, students learn rules which consist of a domain, 

range, and procedure. Problem solving may be facilitated when higher order rules are 

used, such as rules that generate new rules. Unlike information processing theories which 

often consider complex control techniques and production rules, structural learning 

theory teaches the simplest solution path for a problem first then teaches a more complex 

path until the entire rule has been mastered (Scandura 2004). 

The intelligent part in our system uses the procedure approach in teaching any topic. It 

starts with a basic question and advances gradually to introduce more complex material. 

It is a rule-based system where learners should go through a specific sequence.  

Information Processing Theory 

 

Miller (1956) provided two theoretical ideas that are fundamental to cognitive 

psychology and the information processing framework. The first concept is "chunking" 

and the limited capacity of short term memory. He suggested that short-term memory 

could only grasp 5-9 chunks of information. A chunk is any meaningful unit and could 

refer to digits, words or people's faces. The second concept is the Test-Operate-Test-Exit 

(TOTE).  The concept suggests that TOTE should replace the stimulus-response as the 
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basic unit of behavior. In a TOTE unit, a goal is tested to see if it has been achieved or 

not. If not a process is performed to achieve the goal.  This cycle of test-operate is 

repeated until the goal is finally achieved or discarded (Miller et al. 1960).  

In our system, the module is chunked into chapters and consequently in lessons. Chapters 

have their own quizzes and practices. Intelligent practices can be done as many times as 

necessary for the learner to comprehend and make sure they meet all chapter outcomes. 

Learners can go back and read the recommended lesson by the intelligent tutor and redo 

the practices. 

Situated Learning 

Situated learning is a general theory of knowledge acquisition. It has been applied in the 

context of technology-based learning activities for schools that focus on problem-solving 

skills (Cognition & Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1993). Social interaction is an 

important component of situated learning. It encourages learners to become involved in a 

"community of practice" which represents certain beliefs and behaviors to be acquired. 

As the beginner or newcomer moves from the periphery of this community to its center, 

they become more active and engaged within the culture and hence assume the role of 

expert or old-timer (Lave & Wenger (1991). 

"Cognitive apprenticeship" supports learning in a domain by enabling students to acquire, 

develop and use cognitive tools in authentic domain activity. Learning, both outside and 

inside school, advances through collaborative social interaction and the social 

construction of knowledge." Brown et al. (1989) also highlights the need for a new 

epistemology for learning. A theory puts emphases on active perception over concepts 

and representation. Suchman (1988) investigated the situated learning framework in the 

context of artificial intelligence. 

In our system in this paper, we use Artificial Intelligence as a guide to help learners 

individually and identify the knowledge gaps learners may have. It gives learners 

recommendations and direction to enhance their learning process and skills. In addition, 

the system provides two communication tools, the comments and the questions areas. 

These tools are designed to introduce learners to each other where they can exchange 
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information, knowledge and emails if they like. Learners have the flexibility to submit 

comments, ideas and/or share experiences. Moreover, learners can ask the teacher 

questions and find answers besides learning from other learners’ questions and teachers’ 

feedback. 

Conditions of Learning 

This theory suggests that there are several different types or levels of learning. Each 

different type of learning entails different types of instruction. According to Gagne et al. 

(1992), there are five major categories of learning: verbal information, intellectual skills, 

cognitive strategies, motor skills, and attitudes. Different internal and external conditions 

are required for each type of learning. 

The theory outlines nine instructional measures related to cognitive processes (Gagne, 

Briggs & Wager, 1992):  

1. gaining attention (reception)  

2. informing learners of the objective (expectancy)  

3. stimulating recall of prior learning (retrieval)  

4. presenting the stimulus (selective perception)  

5. providing learning guidance (semantic encoding) 

6. eliciting performance (responding)  

7. providing feedback (reinforcement)  

8. assessing performance (retrieval)  

9. enhancing retention and transfer (generalization)  

In our system, examples of how we meet the nine instructional events are as follows: 

1. Gain attention -through the software availability, interface, and flexibility, the 

pre-quiz that learners do before they start the lesson 

2. Identify objective – through the provided lessons objectives link and the pre-

quizzes they carry on at the beginning of each chapter. 

3. Recall prior learning – ask students to perform the pre-quiz. 
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4. Present stimulus – traditional lessons with images and easy with easy navigation 

and simple web page layout 

5. Guide learning- through the sequence of lessons, the feedback of the pre-quiz and 

most important is the intelligent practices guidance and direction. 

6. Elicit performance – ask students to perform the practice provided in each chapter 

7. Provide feedback – feedback is provided intelligently with guidance in the 

practice part besides the feedback given after each type of quiz. 

8. Assess performance- scores with the right answers are provided after each type of 

evaluation the pre- quiz, post-quiz and the assessment. In addition, the practice 

part gives immediate feedback and direction with explanations and 

recommendations. 

9. Enhance retention/transfer – ask students to perform the post-test after carrying 

out the practice part as many times as required the required knowledge. After 

finishing all chapters, students are asked to do an assessment which covers all 

module objectives. 

More details about the system design are explained in Chapter 4. Details about technical 

analysis and system implementation are discussed in Chapter 5. 

3.1.3 Technical survey 

 

To design our system we conducted a research to select the right software which could 

satisfy the planned system requirements. We needed to do some studies in the areas 

presented in the following subjections. 

3.1.3.1 Web design 

In order for learners to access the system online at their own pace and wherever they are, 

the system should be designed as a website. This website should be dynamic, stable and 

able to be accessed by different web browsers. Moreover, the design study should include 

the design of content, layout, navigation, flexibility, and interface. 
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3.1.3.2 Designing techniques 

 

The study included the designing techniques for the look, navigation methods, and 

different functionalities of the website besides the technical side which includes different 

available platforms and software. The designing techniques, interface and functionalities 

of each part of the system are discussed in detail in Chapter 4, explaining why and how 

each component was designed and how it works. In Chapter 5, we discuss the system 

implementation in addition to the software used, why and how it was used in much detail. 

3.2 Analysis of system components: 

From the literature review and the research conducted, we identified the need for two 

different interfaces for different users: teachers and students. Each interface includes the 

required components and has the necessary permission as in Figure 3.1. In this section, 

we talk about the system different interfaces and also discuss in more details the system 

components.

 

Online ITS 
System 

Simple easy to 
navigate 
interface 

Easy access – 
online for a 
wider sector of 
learners 

E- Communication 
features 
- Comments 
- Questions 

Reporting and 
tracking system 

Different 
authorities and 
interfaces for 
teachers and 
students 

Complete 
lessons 

Different 
evaluation tools 

Provide guidance 
and direction 
through feedback, 
hints and 
recommendations 

Figure 3.1: Online ITS features and requirements 
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3.2.1 System Interface 

 

In this section we discuss in details the different user interfaces: the students and the 

teacher as follows. 

3.2.1.1 The Student Interface 

 

This interface provides complete lessons, assessment tools, basic reports, electronic 

communication tools with teachers and other students, practice exercises, individualized 

feedback and customized instruction.  

3.2.1.2 The Teacher Interface 

 

Besides all the student interface features that were mentioned above, the system provides 

an advanced reporting system which enable teachers to generate various types of reports, 

the flexibility to modify some features of the database contents such as  questions, and 

answer students questions. Additionally, the system enables teachers to provide help with 

a human touch by providing established different communication methods where they 

can for example review and answer students’ questions, add and review students’ 

comments, and share their Emails. 

3.2.2 System Components: 

 

In the following, we talk about the main system components such as the lessons, the 

quizzes, the questions, the practices, the reporting system, and the communication tools 

besides explaining some other features. 
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3.2.2.1 Lessons: 

 

Lessons are planned to meet the outcomes and objectives of the ICDL/ECDL syllabus 

with some images and clear instruction. Language used is English and lessons should be 

simple and forward to cater for non native English speakers as well. 

3.2.2.2 Quizzes: 

 

All assessments and quizzes are direct, with similar difficulty level of that in the real 

exam. The language is forward, clear and address all learners’ levels. Pre-quizzes and 

post quizzes particularly are of the same level for accurate comparisons and evaluation of 

students’ progress. Questions cover all the lesson objectives and the number of questions 

is flexible depending on the lesson and the intended outcomes. Assessment covers the 

complete module. After each quiz or assessment, a complete report with the wrong and 

right answers is displayed with the total score explaining the right answer for those wrong 

ones. Furthermore, teachers have the required permissions and flexibility to add, delete 

and modify any of the questions through a customized form. 

3.2.2.3 Questions: 

   

The ICDL/ECDL real exam environment uses multiple choice questions (MCQ) to 

evaluate the learners’ level of knowledge. To prepare students for the real exam, it was 

decided to follow the same style of question in all quizzes, practice exercises and 

assessment. In the following, we explore MCQ in more details. 

Multiple Choice Questions 

 

Multiple choice questions are a form of assessment questions where examinees are asked 

to select one or more of the choices from a list. Test authors are usually trained using 

Bloom’s taxonomy (Rizvanov F. and Lizotte R. (2000); Carneson, J et al. (n.d.), Kehoe 

J.(1995)). 
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Structure and considerations 

 

Multiple-choice questions consist of a stem and a set of options. The stem is the 

beginning part of the item that presents the problem to be solved, a question asked of the 

respondent, an incomplete statement to be completed, or in some cases graphs, a case 

study or any other relevant information. The options are a list of possible answers that the 

examinee can choose from. The correct answer is called the key and the incorrect answers 

called distracters (Kehoe, Jerard 1995). Figure 3.2 gives an example of an MCQ. 

Multiple choice questions have many advantages if the author of the questions is well 

trained (Kehoe, Jerard 1995). Test reliability is improved with larger numbers of 

questions on a test (Downing 2004). This is in addition to the fact that multiple choice 

tests often require less time to administer which results in a better and more 

comprehensive evaluation tool. With well trained examiners, multiple choice questions 

help in the development of objective assessments. Examinees are graded only on their 

selections and hence on their knowledge of the subject. Factors irrelevant to the assessed 

material, such as clarity of presentation, do not affect the result in a multiple choice 

assessment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MCQ are not easy to construct, however with experienced authors, a good set of MCQs 

can be designed for the cognitive levels they can test. With careful writing, it is quite 

possible to construct MCQs which test all cognitive levels including the more complex 

Select the best for the following question: 
 
1. To detect and deal with a virus which software would be required? 

 A firewall 
 Defragmentation Software 
 An Operating System 
 Anti-Virus Software * 

 

Distracters 

The key 

The stem 

Figure 3.2: Example of a multiple choice question 
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ones. In addition, MCQ tests can be reused, item banked, autocorrected, and gives quick 

feedback on students performance (Isaacs, G 1994). 

On the other hand, with untrained authors, ambiguity and subjectivity may result. If the 

writer could not interpret the information right, this can result in an "incorrect" response, 

even if the examinee’s response is potentially valid. This is in addition to the fact that 

some examinees, who do not know the answer, can guess the answer and get the mark 

while some other examinees who may know parts of the answer, select the wrong 

response and loose the mark. Furthermore, MCQ tests can never test creativity and 

literacy (Isaacs, G 1994). 

Many notable international examinations use MCQ style to assess students’ knowledge. 

Examples are in the following table (table 3.1): 
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Test Name Description 

SAT The SAT Reasoning Test is a standardized test for college 

admissions in the United States.  

MCAT The Medical College Admission Test, commonly known as 

the MCAT, is a computer-based standardized examination 

for prospective medical students in the United States and 

Canada 

LSAT The Law School Admission Test (LSAT) is an examination 

administered by the Law School Admission Council (LSAC), 

intended to provide law schools in the United States and 

Canada with (to quote the LSAC) "a standard measure of 

acquired reading and verbal reasoning skills that law 

schools can use as one of several factors in assessing 

applicants." 

Examination of the IB  

Diploma Program  

The International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Programme 

(DP) is an educational programme examined in one of three 

languages (English, French or Spanish) and is a leading 

university entrance course. 

ASVAB The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) 

is a multiple choice test, administered by the United States 

Military Entrance Processing Command, used to determine 

qualification for enlistment in the United States armed 

forces 

TOEIC  

 

Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC) 

measures the ability of non-native English-speaking 

examinees to use English in everyday work activities. 

Multistate Bar 

Examination  

The Multistate Bar Examination (MBE) is a six-hour, two-

hundred multiple-choice question examination administered 

as a part of the bar examination in almost all jurisdictions of 

the United States. 

AP The Advanced Placement Program, commonly called AP is a 

program that offers college level courses at high schools 

across the United States and Canada 

PSAT The PSAT/NMSQT, or Preliminary SAT/National Merit 
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Scholarship Qualifying Test, is a multiple-choice 

standardized test administered by the College Board and 

National Merit Scholarship Corporation (NMSC) in the 

United States. 

GRE The Graduate Record Examination or GRE is a 

standardized test that is an admissions requirement for 

many graduate schools principally in the United States, but 

also in other English speaking countries 

FE Fundamentals of Engineering exam 

 

 

3.2.2.4 Practices 

 

Practices are the intelligent part of the system. They intend to identify learners knowledge 

gaps while the learners answer a sequence of MCQs. Questions are designed to 

individualize the instruction in a procedural manner. Therefore, learners are examined in 

specific areas and according to the selected answer, the next question is generated. 

Feedback, explanations and recommendations are immediately provided to the learner 

after each question besides recommendations when there is a need for them. Each wrong 

answer chosen is authored to reveal learner misconceptions and weaknesses and therefore 

provide reinforcement in this particular area. Each student path differs based on his/her 

responses. More details and the algorithm are explained in Chapter 4. 

3.2.2.5 Reporting systems 

 

Students and teachers need to track progress in different ways. Students need to track the 

lessons they visit, the quizzes and assessments they finish including the scores. On the 

other hand, teachers need to track individual student progress and the progress of the 

students’ overall. To fulfill the different needs for both teachers and students, each party 

is given the necessary permissions and different reporting systems were created. 

Table 3.1 – Examples of international examinations that use MCQ1 
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Students’ reports. Students can access the following reports: the first report is the 

lessons visited report which gives a good summary of the lessons and when they were 

visited by the student.  The other report is the test history report. This report shows details 

about each chapter assessment performed by the student. It includes information about 

the assessment number, content, score and time carried out. 

Teachers’ reports. Teachers can generate 6 different reports to evaluate both the 

students’ progress and the system functionality. These reports are as follows: 1) report 

lists all the lessons visited by students including details about the lessons, the student who 

visited the lesson and time the lesson was visited, 2) The assessment report gives the 

information and details about students who performed the module assessment and their 

scores. 3) The pre quizzes report, lists information about students who have completed 

the pre quizzes, their scores and the time the quiz was submitted, 4) the post quizzes 

report is similar to the previous one but the details given are about the post-quizzes. 5) 

The students’ progress report compares the post-quiz results with the pre-quiz results and 

calculates the progress rate. This report can be used to monitor a student’s progress and at 

the same the time system effectiveness. 6) The last report analyses the quiz results and 

this can be done for any quiz or assessment to find the difficulties students face with the 

content and identify system weaknesses and how to fix them. This report can be exported 

to either PDF or excel for further analysis. 

Students’ information and results are kept in the database for future reference and more 

reports can be generated when there is a need. 

  

3.2.2.6 Communication tools 

 

As mentioned previously in Chapter 1, studies have shown that the most effective and 

efficient education is done by using the professional human tutors (Bloom 1984; vanLehn 

et. al. 2005). Although scientists have adopted the human tutor as a model in their ITSs to 

guide students through the learning process, still learners miss the support and human 

contact tough when they are for any reason stuck in the process or need extended help or 
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even when they need at least assurance. To tackle this, two different communication 

areas have been provided in this system: the questions area and the comments area. 

The questions area is where students can refer to a real tutor who can answer their 

questions and deal with their concerns, crossing the distance barriers and providing 

support help when extra help is needed. This tool can be used to extend learners thoughts 

and knowledge by helping them learn from other learners’ questions and feel more 

connected and belongs more to a virtual community instead of feeling lonely in the 

learning process. 

Another tool is the comments tool where learners can share their comments with each 

other and with teachers or educators. This is a good tool to consider while evaluating the 

overall system performance. Learners can also feel the importance of their feedback in 

enhancing the system. This tool can be used as a collaborative tool where learners can 

help each other and they may share their emails as an option if they like to create study 

groups or collaborative groups. Older students may find it a very good opportunity to 

give hints and share their experience. These tools for security and validity reasons are 

monitored by the teacher. The teacher has the necessary permission to delete any 

unwelcome or irresponsible comments. 

 

3.2.2.7 Other features: 

 

In addition to the previously mentioned system features, both teachers and students can 

change their password. Furthermore teachers have the flexibility to add students to the 

system.  Moreover, the system is designed in a flexible way using and storing information 

in a database for future enhancements and to accommodate more functionalities as 

required by the different users. 
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3.3 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter, we discussed the methodology of our thesis and talked in details about the 

main components of our proposed system. We carried out different surveys in addition to 

the literature review done in Chapter 2. In these surveys, we studied the community 

needs, explored different learning and educational theories, learnt about the learning 

process and requirements, differentiated between learner control and program control 

tutoring systems and compared our system to some educational theories. Furthermore, a 

technical survey was performed and more information about the selected software and the 

designing techniques used to develop the online system that will be discussed later in 

chapters 4 and 5. 

The conclusion of the above community survey, both online learners and educators 

emphasized the importance of an attractive, straight forward interface with different user 

permissions, instruction clarity, language proficiency, and system accessibility, 

availability of a reporting system, assessment tools and established communication. 

These findings and more have been taken into consideration during the phases of 

analyzing and designing the system. To fulfill users’ needs, two interfaces were designed: 

the student and the teacher. Each interface provides different accessibility permissions. 

To design an effective educational website, further studies were performed in the learning 

and education field. From these studies we learnt the three types of learning used in 

different software tutoring systems and how they work. The three introduced types were: 

the receptive learning, directive and guided discovery learning. Our system provides 

lessons, practice exercises and other resources which mainly describes the Guided 

discovery type of learning. Furthermore, it was important to understand how people learn 

and understand the learning process which helped us better in identifying the system 

components during the system analysis phase.  Also, we introduced the concepts of 

learner control and program control strategies to help us building a system those benefits 

from both strategies and improve the learning process. Hence, our system is designed as a 

learner control which gives the user the flexibility to select the lesson as an example 
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while during the intelligent practice the system guides the student in a specific sequence 

of questions according to the student level and responses.  

From the literature review and the different surveys, we identified the system components 

to include web-based: Lessons, different types of quizzes and assessment, intelligent 

practice exercises, reporting system, two types of communication tools, besides some 

other features like the flexibility to change the password. Questions used in the different 

types of quizzes, assessments and the practice exercises were MCQ. This is to imitate the 

real exam environment and for the MCQ objectivity. We explained in details the structure 

and how this type of assessment questions work giving some examples of other 

international examinations that uses MCQ. 

In the following chapters we discuss in more details the system design and 

implementation in addition to the testing phase results and conclusions. 
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Chapter  4 :  

Techno log ies  and  too ls  used  to  

bu i ld  the  proposed  sys tem 

 

To develop the system described in Chapter 3, different technologies have been used to 

satisfy different needs and uses. The proposed system consists of two main parts: the 

website and the embedded expert system. In general, the website provides the online 

domain information for students to acquire knowledge and learn new concepts. This is in 

addition to the evaluation and communication tools offered to serve different users for 

various purposes as discussed in Chapter 3. The expert system is the intelligent practice 

based part of the system where misconceptions are revealed and according to students’ 

levels, the instruction is adapted and individualized, and guidance is offered in a 

cognitive manner.   

Each part of the proposed system requires different tools and technologies to be 

constructed and integrated. A technical survey was carried out to identify the required 

technologies and tools. According to the survey results, for the website part, we used 

ASP.NET as a development tool and VB.NET as the programming tool while the XML 

was used to build the site map, and SQL 2005 Server to create and manipulate the 

database system including tables and relations. While to develop the expert system part, 

we used CLIPS, a well-known expert systems building tool, as our intelligent 

development environment and VC++ to create the standalone expert system executable 

files, and the “ZIP 2 Secure EXE” tool, a self extracting software, which enables users to 

run the compressed lesson automatically after extracting it to the desktop.  

In this chapter, more information is given about each used technology and its role.  
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4.1 Website Development tools 

 

The technologies used to develop the website are discussed in the following subsections. 

They are: ASP.NET 2005, VB.NET 2005, XML and Microsoft SQL Server 2005. 

4.1.1 ASP .NET 2005 (Active Server Pages) 
 

Since 1995, Microsoft has been constantly working to shift its focus from Windows-

based platforms to the Internet. As a result, Microsoft introduced ASP (Active Server 

Pages) in November 1996 (Microsoft 2008). 

ASP.NET is a platform for rapid development of powerful web-based sophisticated, 

interacting applications. It is not the only platform available for Web-based applications. 

There are many alternatives such as PHP, ColdFusion, and several Java based tools but 

these tools cannot compete with ASP.NET which is the integrated development 

environment that combined a web-page editor, a code editor, a debugger and several 

other development tools into one programs (Lowe et al 2006).In addition, ASP .NET is a 

powerful database-driven development tool. Moreover, ASP.Net is object-oriented and 

has many programming tools that allow for faster development and more functionality 

((Lowe D. et al. 2006, Microsoft 2008). ASP.NET easily works with ADO .NET using 

data-binding and page formatting features. According to Mischel J. in startvbdotnet 

website (2008), some ASP.NET features and comparisons with other tools are as follows 

(Startvbdotnet.com3, Mischel J. 2008). 

Performance and scalability 

                                                 
3 Startvbdotnet.com is a resource for new comers and VB veterans migrating to VB .NET. Teaches VB 
.NET and ASP.NET 
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ASP.Net was tested and found to be over 10 times faster for the average user than Java's 

J2EE technology. While there have been some debates about the methods of the testing it 

is interesting to note that this has been validated by 3rd parties. 

The two aspects of ASP.Net that make it fast are compiled code and caching. The source 

code is compiled the first time the page is requested. Execution is fast as the Web Server 

compiles the page the first time it is requested. The server saves the compiled version of 

the page for use next time the page is requested. 

Multiple language support  

Programmers can actually write their code in more than 25 .Net languages (including 

VB.Net, C#, and JScript.Net). This allows programmers to develop sites in the language 

they know best. 

Simpler, less coding, easier code and development and validation controls 

ASP.NET makes development simpler and easier to maintain with an event-driven, 

server-side programming model. Additionally, ASP.NET drastically reduces the amount 

of code required to build large applications. Moreover, there is no need to register 

components because the configuration information is built-in. This is in addition to the 

fact that ASP.NET pages are easy to write and maintain because the source code and 

HTML are together in the same page. Also, ASP.NET validates information entered by 

the user without writing a single line of code. 

Security, memory leak, deadlock and crash protection  

The HTML code produced by the ASP.NET page is sent back to the browser. The 

application source code written by the developer is not sent and accordingly is not easily 

stolen. In addition, the Web server continuously monitors the pages, components and 

http://www.gotdotnet.com/team/compare/petshopperf.aspx
http://www.gotdotnet.com/team/compare/petshopperf.aspx
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applications running on it. If it notices memory leaks, infinite loops, other illegal software 

or activities, it seamlessly kills those activities and restarts itself.  

Flexibility and Simplified deployment 
An important feature of ASP.NET is that the source code is executed on the server. This 

approach gives pages more power and flexibility. With ASP.NET, the developer can 

deploy an entire application as easily as an HTML page. He only has to copy the page to 

the server. No need to run regsvr32 to register any components, and configuration 

settings are stored in an XML file within the application. 

In our proposed system we used ASP.NET 2005 platform to construct the web-based 

system taking into consideration future improvements and expansion of the system. The 

selected programming language for the code was Visual Basic and the SQL server 2005 

as the data platform to communicate with the database. 

4.1.2 Visual Basic .NET 2005 
Visual Basic .NET or VB.NET is an object-oriented computer language that can be 

viewed as an evolution of Microsoft's Visual Basic (VB) implemented on the Microsoft 

.NET framework. It has been reengineered to be a first-class language on the Microsoft 

.NET Framework. It provides the easiest and most productive route for new developers 

and existing Visual Basic programmers to quickly build Windows–based applications, 

next generation XML Web services, thin-client Web applications, and software for 

Mobile devices (Lowe D. et al. 2006).  

In this system, Visual basic .NET is used in the code-behind files and to calculate 

students’ marks after each Quiz or assessment. 

4.1.3 Microsoft SQL Server 2005 
 
The Structured Query Language (SQL) is used to communicate with a database. It is the 

standard language for relational database management systems. Some common relational 

database management systems that use SQL are Oracle, Sybase, Microsoft SQL Server, 

Access, Ingres (Microsoft 2008). 
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Microsoft SQL Server 2005 is a data platform leader. It is comprehensive, integrated data 

management and analysis software. It enables organizations to reliably manage critical 

information and confidently run complex business applications. In this system we have 

used Microsoft SQL Server 2005 to create and alter our tables. We have used it to run 

queries, create reports and with the communication tool to store data (Microsoft 2007, 

Lowe D. et al. 2006). 

4.1.4 XML (Extensible Markup Language)   
 
XML has become a common format for storing and transferring data. In this website we 

have created an xml file to store website information to use as a data source for the site 

map. 

4.2 Expert System Development tools 

 
In this is section we present the intelligent part of the system. It is built in the form of 

practice exercises to identify knowledge gaps and treat them. The system generates a 

sequence of questions adapted to students’ levels and cognitive instruction is provided 

accordingly to clear misconceptions. In short, technically speaking, the system branches 

to the next step according to the student response in an “if then” manner. As a result, to 

develop such expert system we required a rule based intelligent language. According to 

the technical survey we conducted, we used CLIPS as our intelligent language. CLIPS is 

discussed in the following subsection. 

 

4.2.1 CLIPS - C Language Integrated Production System 
 
CLIPS is a public domain, productive -chaining rule-based language expert system tool. 

It provides a complete environment for the construction of rule and/or object based expert 
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systems. It was developed by the Software Technology Branch (STB), NASA/Lyndon B. 

Johnson Space Center. CLIPS is designed to facilitate the development of software to 

model human knowledge or expertise. (NASA 1991; Martin et al 1992; Gonzalez et al 

1993; Giarratano et al 1994). 

Rule-based programming is one of the most commonly used techniques for developing 

expert systems. In this programming paradigm, rules are used to represent heuristics, or 

"rules of thumb," which specify a set of actions to be performed for a given situation. A 

rule is composed of if and then portions. The inference engine is a tool which 

automatically matches facts against patterns and determines which rules are applicable. 

The actions of applicable rules are executed when the inference engine is instructed to 

begin execution. The inference engine selects a rule and then the actions of the selected 

rule are executed. The inference engine then selects another rule and executes its actions. 

This process continues until no applicable rules remain. In summary, Figure 4.1 shows 

the basic components of the intelligent system (Madey et al 1992). 

 

 

User Interface 

Facts List 

Knowledge 
base 
 

Inference 
Engine 

Agenda 

Figure 4.1: Basic components of an intelligent IT system 
(adapted from Madey et al. 1992) 
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4.3 Integration tools 

 

In the previous section, we discussed CLIPS as the intelligent language we utilized to 

build the intelligent part of our proposed system. The next step was to find the tools 

needed to integrate the two parts making up our system in this thesis.  

CLIPS is been designed for full integration with other languages such as C. In fact, 

CLIPS is an acronym for C Language Integrated Production System. Rules and objects 

form an integrated system too since rules can pattern-match on facts and objects. In 

addition to being used as a stand-alone tool, CLIPS can be called from a procedural 

language, perform its function, and then return control back to the calling program. 

Procedural code too can be defined as external functions and called from CLIPS. When 

the external code completes execution, control returns to CLIPS (Giarratano, 2002). In 

this system our CLIPS programs are called from Visual C++ .NET 2005. The next 

integration step was to create a self extractable zipped file which requires the least user 

interference taking into consideration the students capabilities. To do so, and from the 

technical survey we decided to use “ZIP 2 Secure EXE” software. In the following sub-

sections, we discuss in brief, both Visual C++ and the ZIP 2 Secure EXE tools. 

4.3.1 Visual C++ .NET 2005 
 

Visual C++ provides a powerful and flexible development environment for creating 

Microsoft Windows–based and Microsoft .NET–based applications besides many other 

forms of applications (Riley G. 2008).  

In our proposed system, we employed Visual C++ to create the expert system exe files 

from the CLIPS files. The algorithm and implementation are discussed in details in 

chapter 5. 

4.3.2 ZIP 2 Secure EXE 
 
"ZIP 2 Secure EXE" is a utility program that creates self-extracting EXE files for 

Microsoft Windows© platform. Self-extracting EXE files are executable programs that 
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contain a ZIP file and the software necessary to unzip the contents. This program runs the 

required (target) program automatically after unzipping. Users can unzip the contents of a 

self-extracting EXE simply by running it like any other program. To be able to add the 

file to the website so the student can access them online, files were zipped using WinZip 

then and exe file was created using ZIP to Secure EXE program. ZIP to Secure EXE 

program creates a self extracting exe file besides that it automatically runs the program 

while WinZip exe self extracting file which only unzips the file. This is very convenient 

to beginner users who may find it difficult to find out and run the file without assistance 

(Chilkat Software 2008). Figure 4.1 is a screen shot of the ZIP to Secure EXE program 

dialog box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After creating the Zip to secure exe file, we add it to the website and the user can simply 

download any of the intelligent practice exercise from a link can be accessed from every 

lesson.

Figure 4.2: Screen shot for the ZIP to 
Secure EXE program dialog box. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

 

In this Chapter we discussed the technical survey findings. This Survey covered a study 

about the different technologies and tools we required to build our system as described in 

Chapter 3. The survey included technologies used to build the different parts making up 

our proposed web based cognitive, adaptive practice based system. At the beginning we 

discussed the technologies used to build the overall website which included ASP.NET, 

VB .NET, Ms SQL 2005 Server and XML. Then we illustrated the expert system part and 

the need for the intelligent language to build the practice based intelligent part of the 

tutoring system in an adaptive, cognitive approach. We introduced CLIPS with some 

details as our intelligent language. At last, we described the integration tools we entailed 

to integrate the both parts and make the intelligent practice exercises accessible online. 

To accomplish this, we employed Ms VC++ to create the exe files then “ZIP to Secure 

EXE” tool to create the self extracting zipped file which can be added to the website and 

simply accessed online from a hyperlink. 
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Chapter  5 :  The  Proposed  System 

Arch i tec ture   

 

In Chapter 3, we analyzed and identified the system different interfaces and components 

according to the various surveys carried out besides the literature review and study 

conducted in Chapter 2. As introduced in the previous chapters, our system in this thesis 

is an online intelligent tutoring system which helps students to prepare for the 

ICDL/ECDL module 1 certification exam. The system can be used also to teach computer 

fundamentals and concepts for beginners. This system combines the benefits of the 

traditional learning systems and the intelligent cognitive, practice-based tutoring systems. 

Also, it combines the learner control environment used for the traditional part of the 

system with the program control environment used in the intelligent practice exercises. 

To fulfill the proposed system needs, we developed a dynamic, database driven website 

with an embedded intelligent tutoring system.  

In this chapter, we explain the system architecture, design and implementation.  

Therefore, we explain in details the design, algorithm, code and implementation of every 

part making up the online/ web-based system.  

 5.1 Overall System architecture 

 

Figure 5.1 shows the overall architecture of the proposed web-based ITS. This system is 

designed to meeting different educational and learning theories as mentioned in Chapter 

3. It consists of the teacher and the student interfaces. Depending on the username the 

system directs users to the appropriate page giving them the required/necessary 

permission. 

Moreover, the system is made up of the following components: lessons where students 

acquire knowledge and learn concepts, different types of quizzes to assess students 

previous and acquired knowledge, intelligent practice exercises which is the intelligent 
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part of the system to assess students readiness and reveal knowledge gaps, different 

reporting systems to track and analyze students progress, and the communication tools 

which allow students to ask questions, give feedback, and exchange experiences . These 

are in addition to some other tools such as the change password tool, and add new 

students’ tool and the questions  
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Figure 5.1: System Architecture 
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Figure 5.1 shows that we have two different interfaces. The teacher interface includes all 

the features that the student interface has besides other features that are necessary to 

teachers only. Both interfaces have access to a complete list of lessons, practices, 

different types of quizzes and assessment, electronic communication methods and a 

shared basic reporting system. Teachers have access to more advanced reporting system 

that enable to them to monitor students progress and analyze the system efficiency. Data 

and information are stored in a database while the intelligent part, which is the practices, 

is stored in the domain model. In the following sections, we describe how web pages are 

created using ASP.NET then, talk about each component design and implementation in 

details. 

 

5.2 Creating the Web pages using ASP.NET  

 
To create any webpage two source files are created, the markup files (the .aspx files) 

which define the appearance of the webpage and the code-behind file which provides the 

code to be executed when the user submits the page (Lowe D. et al. 2006). 

In the following, Figure 5.2 shows an example of the .aspx (Markup code) and Figure 5.3 

shows an example of the code-behind file. 
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<%@ Page Language="VB" AutoEventWireup="false" CodeFile="ClipsOutPut.aspx.vb" Inherits="ClipsOutPut" 
%> 
 
<%@ Register Assembly="Microsoft.ReportViewer.WebForms, Version=8.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=b03f5f7f11d50a3a" 
    Namespace="Microsoft.Reporting.WebForms" TagPrefix="rsweb" %> 
 
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd"> 
 
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" > 
<head runat="server"> 
    <title>Progress Report</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
    <form id="form1" runat="server"> 
    <div> 
        &nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp; 
        <rsweb:ReportViewer ID="ReportViewer1" runat="server" Font-Names="Verdana" Font-Size="8pt" 
            Height="476px" Style="z-index: 102; left: 6px; position: absolute; top: 0px" 
            Width="1205px"> 
            <LocalReport ReportPath="Report2.rdlc"> 
                <DataSources> 
                    <rsweb:ReportDataSource DataSourceId="ObjectDataSource2" 
Name="DataSet1_DataTable1" /> 
                    <rsweb:ReportDataSource DataSourceId="ObjectDataSource1" 
Name="DataSet3_DataTable1" /> 
                </DataSources> 
            </LocalReport> 
        </rsweb:ReportViewer> 
        <asp:ObjectDataSource ID="ObjectDataSource2" runat="server" 
OldValuesParameterFormatString="original_{0}" 
            SelectMethod="GetData" 
TypeName="DataSet3TableAdapters.DataTable1TableAdapter"></asp:ObjectDataSource> 
        <asp:ObjectDataSource ID="ObjectDataSource1" runat="server" SelectMethod="GetData" 
            TypeName="DataSet3TableAdapters.DataTable1TableAdapter" 
OldValuesParameterFormatString="original_{0}"></asp:ObjectDataSource> 
        &nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp; 
     
    </div> 
    </form> 
</body> 
</html>

Figure 5.2: An example of the markup code  (.aspx)
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Partial Class Moduleselection 
    Inherits System.Web.UI.Page 
    Protected Sub Page_Load(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
Handles Me.Load 
 
        If IsPostBack = False Then 
 
            If Not Request.QueryString("moduleid") Is Nothing Then 
                Dim moduleid As Integer = 
Integer.Parse(Request.QueryString("moduleid")) 
                Session.Add("moduleID", moduleid) 
 
                Response.Redirect("topic.aspx") 
            End If 
 
        End If 
         
    End Sub 
    Sub Page_PreInit(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As EventArgs) Handles 
Me.PreInit 
 
        If Profile.IsAnonymous = False Then 
            If Profile.Theme <> "" Then 
                Page.Theme = Profile.Theme 
            End If 
 
        Else 
            Response.Redirect("default.aspx") 
        End If 
    End Sub 
     
End Class 

Figure 5.3: An example of the code-behind file (in Visual Basic .NET)
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5.2.1: The Main Page (Default Page) 
 

The front page, which is the system main page, shows the anonymous login view at the 

beginning as in Figure 5.4.  When the user enters the log in data to the system, the system 

checks the given username and password with its database. If the system acknowledges 

the given data, it directs the user to the appropriate logged in login view as explained in 

Figure 5.5. Otherwise, the system asks the user to re-enter the login data. As mentioned 

earlier in this chapter, the system consists of two interfaces (logged in views): the 

teachers interface and the students interface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Log in web page

Created 
login views 
according to 
the role

Figure 5.5: The available login views
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To create the main page, two files were created as explained earlier: the markup file 

and the code-behind file. We employed Visual Basic .NET as our programming 

language in the code behind file. Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 show examples of the 

markup code, the design view and code-behind file for the Main Page Anonymous 

view. Then we will discuss the students and teachers interfaces in more details. 

 

 

 

 

 

<AnonymousTemplate> 
                <table width="560" align="center"> 
                    <tr> 
                        <td style="width: 100%; height: 70px;"> 
                            <asp:Image ID="imgWelcome" runat="server" SkinID="welcome" style="z-
index: 100; left: 245px; position: absolute; top: 87px" Width="111px" /> 
                            &nbsp; 
                        </td> 
                    </tr> 
                    <tr> 
                        <td style="width: 100%; height: 21px;">&nbsp;</td> 
                    </tr>                       
                    <tr> 
                        <td class="h1" style="width: 100%"> 
                            Please Enter your user name and Password</td> 
                    </tr> 
                    <tr> 
                        <td style="width: 100%; height: 18px;"></td> 
                    </tr> 
                    <tr> 
                        <td style="width: 100%; height: 143px;"> 
                            &nbsp; 
                            <img id="IMG1" src="Images/computers-basics.jpg" style="z-index: 100; 
left: 25px; 
                                width: 168px; position: absolute; top: 213px; height: 136px" 
language="javascript" onclick="return IMG1_onclick()" /> 
                            <asp:Image ID="imgLine1" runat="server" SkinID="line" style="z-index: 
100; left: 13px; position: absolute; top: 13px" /> 
                            &nbsp;&nbsp; 
                            <table style="z-index: 99; left: 23px; position: absolute; top: 228px"> 
                                <tr> 
                                    <td style="width: 202px; height: 26px"> 
                                    </td> 
                                    <td style="width: 100px; height: 26px"> 
                            <asp:Login ID="Login1" runat="server" TitleText="" 
PasswordRecoveryText="Forgot your password?" PasswordRecoveryUrl="~/recoverpassword.aspx" 
Width="327px" style="z-index: 100; left: 207px; position: absolute; top: -4px" > 
                                <FailureTextStyle CssClass="incorrect" /> 
                                <CheckBoxStyle CssClass="login" /> 
                                <ValidatorTextStyle CssClass="incorrect" /> 

Figure 5.6:  a sample of the markup code (.aspx) used for the anonymous interface (view)
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Partial Class _Default 
    Inherits System.Web.UI.Page 
 
    Protected Sub Page_Load(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles Me.Load 
 
        If Profile.IsAnonymous = False Then 
            Session.Add("UserName", User.Identity.Name) 
        End If 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Sub Page_PreInit(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As EventArgs) Handles Me.PreInit 
 
        If IsNothing(Request.QueryString("theme")) = False Then 
            Profile.Theme = Request.QueryString("theme") 
        End If 
 
        If Profile.IsAnonymous = False Then 
            If Profile.Theme <> "" Then 
                Page.Theme = Profile.Theme 
            End If 

End If

Figure 5.8:  a sample of code behind file (in VB .NET) used to create the anonymous view 

Figure 5.7:  a sample of the design interface (.aspx) used to create the anonymous view 
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5.2.1.1 The Student Interface: 

 

As illustrated in Figure 5.9, in the student interface, students are able to view and select 

from the available list of lessons. In the lessons, objectives link explains to the student 

what to expect in this lesson (chapter). Each lesson contains some information, and the 

necessary links to the associated practices. Practices are some intelligent exercises where 

students answer multiple choice questions and get the necessary feedback and 

accordingly a sequence of questions. Students can also perform all lesson related quizzes 

and do the end of chapter assessment. Furthermore, students can track which lessons they 

have visited, and view quizzes results and feedback. Moreover, students can add and 

view comments and feedback sent to teachers by him/her and colleagues. Also, they can 

ask and view questions sent to and answered by teachers. Another system feature is that 

students can change their password at anytime. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5.9 Student Main page 
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This interface is created as a view from the default page (main page) as in Figure 5.10. 

This view is associated with a markup code as shown in Figure 5.11  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Login view – 
role group - 
Student 

Hyperlinks  

Figure 5.10: student role group design view

<asp:RoleGroup Roles="Student"> 
                    <ContentTemplate> 
                        <table style="width: 742px; text-align: left; border-right: silver thin solid; 
border-top: silver thin solid; border-left: silver thin solid; border-bottom: silver thin solid;" 
id="TABLE1" language="javascript" onclick="return TABLE1_onclick()"> 
                            <tr> 
                                <td class="h1" style="width: 825px; height: 1px"> 
                                    &nbsp; 
                                </td> 
                            </tr> 
                            <tr> 
                                <td style="width: 825px; height: 71px;"> 
                                    <br /> 
                                    <asp:Image ID="imgMainMenu" SkinID="line" runat="server" /> 
                                    &nbsp;<img id="IMG2" src="Images/books2.jpg" style="width: 100px; 
height: 91px;" language="javascript" onclick="return IMG2_onclick()" /> 
                                    &nbsp;<br /> 
                                    <br /> 
                                </td> 
                            </tr> 
                            <tr> 
                                <td style="width: 825px; height: 28px"> 
                                    &nbsp; 
                                    <asp:HyperLink ID="HyperLink10" runat="server" 
NavigateUrl="~/Readme.txt" Width="420px">Before you Down Load the Intelligent tutor.. read 
this</asp:HyperLink> 
                                    <asp:HyperLink ID="HyperLink9" runat="server" Height="16px" 
NavigateUrl="~/IntelligentPractices.aspx" 
                                        Width="257px">Go to  the Intelligent Tutor 
Page</asp:HyperLink></td> 
                            </tr> 

Figure 5.11: Sample of the markup code (.aspx) for the student interface.
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5.2.1.2 The Teacher Interface: 
 
Besides everything that is available for students, teachers can also answer students’ 

inquiries. Additionally, teachers can track all students’ progress in lessons and the 

different quizzes and assessment. This is besides that teachers have the ability to generate 

more detailed reports from data stored in the database. Furthermore, teachers are given 

the necessary permission to modify the question database to design a variety of up-to-

date quizzes and assessment. Another privilege teachers have is to add/enroll new 

students to the system. 

 

The teacher main page is shown in Figure 5.12 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.12: teachers’ main page
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The teacher interface is also created as a login view in the main page as shown in figure 

5.13. Figure 5.14 shows a sample of the markup code for the teacher group role template 

(.aspx).  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.13: the design view for the teacher interface 

The teacher 
group role 
login view 

Hyperlinks 

<asp:RoleGroup Roles="Teacher"> 
                    <ContentTemplate> 
                        <table align="center" style="width: 767px; height: 353px; border-right: 
silver thin solid; border-top: silver thin solid; border-left: silver thin solid; border-bottom: 
silver thin solid;"> 
                            <tr> 
                                <td style="width: 798px; height: 28px"> 
                                    <br /> 
                                    <br /> 
                                    &nbsp; 
                                    <img src="App_Themes/Silver/images/line3.gif" /> 
                                    <img src="Images/teacher1.jpg" style="width: 97px; height: 86px" 
id="IMG3" language="javascript" onclick="return IMG3_onclick()" /></td> 
                            </tr> 
                            <tr> 
                                <td class="h1" style="width: 798px; height: 28px"> 
                                    <asp:HyperLink ID="HyperLink11" runat="server" Height="16px" 
NavigateUrl="~/SiteMap.aspx" 
                                        Width="329px">Site Map</asp:HyperLink></td> 
                            </tr> 
                            <tr> 
                                <td class="h1" style="width: 798px; height: 28px"> 
                                    <asp:HyperLink ID="HyperLink9" runat="server" 
NavigateUrl="~/IntelligentPractices.aspx" Width="257px" Height="16px">Go to  the Intelligent Tutor 
Page</asp:HyperLink> 

H Li k ID "H Li k10" t " "

Figure 5.14: sample of the markup code (.aspx) for the teachers login view
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5.2.2 The Lessons 
 
It is important to consider the educational and pedagogical point of view when we design 

the interface for an educational website. A well-designed educational website must 

appear attractive, simple, descriptive, informative and organized; setting the environment 

for learning new ideas (Jeffrey 2001; Krug and Steve 2001). Important considerations 

were taken while designing and building the website interface. One important 

consideration was to design a simple lesson layout web pages template that does not 

contain too much information in one page (information is stored in separate web pages). 

Another point that was taken into consideration was avoiding eye strain and distraction 

by selecting eye-relaxing colors to help student concentrate while reading the lessons or 

doing the quizzes. Furthermore, making navigation easy between pages and lessons was 

another important point to consider. Lessons were divided into different pages with next 

and previous buttons to avoid too much content in one page and to minimize scrolling up 

and down. In addition, clear instruction and consistency between pages were important 

points that were sought of and considered during the design phase. Figure 5.15 shows 

some examples of different lessons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All lessons were designed to meet the ICDL/ECDL Module1 certification syllabus. 

Lessons are presented in a logical hierarchy in a learner control environment where 

students can directly go to any desired lesson or follow the structure. This is to serve 

different learners needs. Furthermore, lessons were designed to meet different 

Figure 5.15 examples of different lessons  
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educational theories as discussed in Chapter 3. Lessons can be used by independent 

learners where students can use the system at their own pace like in distance learning or 

can be used in classroom as an e-learning tool in a blended learning approach as a 

reference material for students to get back to. Lessons include images where applicable 

and follow a simple layout where only important links are available. These links are 

either lesson related or navigation related. Lesson related links include: the lesson 

objectives link which is for students to understand what to expect in a specific chapter, 

“Pre-Quizzes” (per chapter) to evaluate previous knowledge and for students to get an 

idea about the lesson content, “Post-Quizzes” to assess students’ progress and to evaluate 

their readiness for the exam, and “Practices” which is the intelligent part of the system 

that help students assess their understanding of the lesson, reveal the knowledge gaps, 

correct misconceptions and assist students acquire the needed knowledge for the exam. 

Additionally, the navigation links include: the “Main Page” link which gives students the 

flexibility to go back to the main page anytime, “Lessons Index” where students can go 

and select between different lessons and chapters. To move between lessons in the same 

chapter, students are provided with two command buttons: “Previous“ and “Next“ 

buttons as shown in Figure 5.16 
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In our proposed system we created 40 main lessons while many of these lessons contain a 

different number of sub-lessons. Every lesson and sub-lesson is created as a separate 

webpage consists of the markup .aspx code file and the code-behind VB.NET file like the 

examples in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. The mark up file contains the design information and 

the VB connects the current lesson with other lessons. 

Figure 5.16: Sample lesson 

Chapter 
related links 

Website 
navigation 
links 

Within lesson 
navigation links 

Lesson content  

Figure 5.17: A sample of a lesson webpage in the design and markup code. Aspx modes 
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 Figure 5.18:  An example of  the visual Basic code of a lesson 
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5.3 Designing and constructing the database 

 
To make the system flexible, easily modified and can be expanded to meet future needs, 

many features of the system were designed in a database driven approach. The database 

contains the users’ information relations and the tutoring system relations. This database 

is used in the system by many components such as the reporting system, communication 

tools and evaluation tools as will be discussed later in this chapter. 

5.3.1 Identifying the relations 
 
Building a relational database was essential for the system in order to store, access, and 

manipulate data. List of relations to fulfill the system needs has been identified as shown 

in Figure 5.19  

Relation Description 
Module( ModuleID, ModuleTitle, 
ModuleDescription) 

This table contains all available modules. For now 
only Module 1 is available but the system can be 
easily be expanded to include all seven modules. 

Topic(ModuleID, TopicID, Topictitle, 
TopicDescription) 

Topics here mean chapters. Module 1 contains 9 full 
chapters. 

Lesson(TopicID, LessonID, LessonTitle, 
LessonDescription) 

Lessons are the content lessons. Each lesson has a 
number to be identified with. 

UserLesson(UserLessonID, LessonID, 
DateTimeVisited, Username) 

UserLesson is used to track visited lessons  

Quiz(QuizID, ModuleID, Title, 
Description) 

Quiz refers to the available assessment. The system 
accepts as many assessments as needed. 

UserQuiz(UserQuizID, 
QuizID,DatetimeComplete,Score, 
Username) 

UserQuiz is used to track Assessment ( who has 
done them and with some details about the score 
and time) 

Question(QuestionID, ModuleID, Title, 
Answer1, Answer2, Answer3, Answer4,  
CorrectAnswer, AnswerExplanation, 
QuestionOrder, QuizID) 

In this relation Assessment questions and answers 
are listed with the correct answer. Assessment are 
done per module. Number of questions if flexile and 
the system accept as many questions as needed per 
assessment. 

PreQuiz(PreQuizID, TopicID, Title, 
Description) 
 

This is a table containing information about pre-
quizes for all lessons. Number of PreQuizes can be 
extended as needed. Pre-quizes are designed for 
each chapter (number of lessons). We have 9 ready 
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Pre-quizzes ready with the system 

UserPreQuiz(UserPreQuizID, 
PreQuizID,DatetimeComplete,Score, 
Username) 
 

 

UserPreQuiz is used to track Pre-Quizzes ( who has 
done them and with some details about the score 
and time) 

PreQuestion(QuestionID, ModuleID, Title, 
Answer1, Answer2, Answer3, Answer4, 
CorrectAnswer, AnswerExplanation, 
QuestionOrder, QuizID) 
 

 

In this relation Pre-Quizzes questions and answers 
are listed with the correct answer. Assessment are 
done per module. Number of questions if flexile and 
the system accept as many questions as needed per 
assessment. 

PostQuiz(PostQuizID, TopicID, Title, 
Description) 
 

 

This is a table containing information about Post-
quizes for all lessons. Number of PostQuizes can be 
extended as needed. Post-quizes are designed for 
each chapter (number of lessons). We have 9 ready 
Post-quizzes ready with the system 

UserPostQuiz(UserPostQuizID, 
PostQuizID,DatetimeComplete,Score, 
Username) 

UserPostQuiz is used to track Post-Quizzes ( who 
has done them and with some details about the 
score and time) 

PostQuestion(QuestionID, ModuleID, Title, 
Answer1, Answer2, Answer3, Answer4, 
CorrectAnswer, AnswerExplanation, 
QuestionOrder, QuizID) 

In this relation Post-Quizzes questions and answers 
are listed with the correct answer. Assessment are 
done per module. Number of questions if flexile and 
the system accept as many questions as needed per 
assessment. 

Comments(CommentID, Name, Email, 
Comment) 

This relation is one mean of Electronic 
communication where students can send their 
feedback and comment about the system overall 
and how to improve it. 

StudentQuestion(StudentQuestionID,Studen
tName, StudentEmail, StudentQuestion, 
TeacherAnswer) 

Another means of Electronic communication is the 
students questions feature which gives students the 
opportunity to post questions and seek teachers help 
when needed. Teachers can read these questions 
and answer them in return. 

 

There are additional relations such as those concerned with users’ information, 

passwords, roles and other personal information including emails. 

 

Figure 5.19 Samples of the database relations/tables 
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5.3.2 Building the tables 
 
 
As explained before all necessary relations were identified during the design time and 

Microsoft SQL 2005 server was selected to create these relations and build all required 

queries as in the following examples. 

Figure 5.20 is an example that presents the available pre-chapters quiz table definition 

and table content. Another example is in Figure 5.21 which presents the Pre-Quizzes 

questions table definition and table content. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.20: An example of the available pre-Quizzes table and its content 
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5.3.3 Relating tables: 
 
Every created table has a primary key and in some cases a secondary key. For effective 

use of the database, tables were related using mainly the primary key.  

Figure 5.22 shows the database diagram. A better view of the system tables/relations 

diagram is in Appendix B. 

Figure 5.21: An example of the available pre-Quizzes questions table and its content
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An example of different tables relationships is the lesson selection mechanism. At first, 

the system makes a list of modules available for users to select from. This list is taken 

from the modules table. According to the module selection (Module ID), a list of chapters 

(in the database we call them topics) is shown to the user to select from. Each chapter or 

topics as named in the database, has a unique ID number and a list of lessons related to 

this number. With reference to the selected topic ID, a list of lessons will be available for 

users to select from. Each lesson in turn has its own ID too. Pre- and post-chapter quizzes 

are called in each chapter according to the correspondence topic ID. This example 

explains that, depending on the module number, a list of topics are displayed to the user 

and in turn,  according to the selected topic (topic number) a list of lessons is displayed 

for users to select from. Figure 5.23 illistrates how modules, topics and lessons are 

related in the database. Next, Figure 5.24 explains the hirarachy of modules, chapters 

Figure 5.22: Database Diagram  
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(topics) and lessons and how are topics related to the module number and the lessons are 

displayed according to the topic number.  Then, Figure 5.25 shows screen shots of how 

the displayed lists of lessons may differ depending on the selection.  

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson 

Module 1 
 

Chapter 1 

Chapter 2 

Chapter n 

Chapter 3 

According to 
moduleID 

Lesson 
Lesson 

Lesson 
Lesson 

Lesson Lesson 
Lesson 

Lesson 
Lesson 

Lesson 
Lesson 

Lesson 
Lesson 

Lesson 
Lesson 

Lesson 

Lesson 
Lesson 

Lesson 
Lesson 

Lesson 
Lesson 

Lesson 

List of available 
lesson per 
chapter/ topic 

Figure 5.24: Modules, chapters (Topics) , lessons hierarchy and dependency 

Figure 5.23: An example of some table relationships 
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Available 
Modules 

According 
to the 
module ID a 
list of 
chapters 
appears 

According to 
the chapter 
(topic) ID a 
list of lessons 
is shown 

Different topics/ 
chapters consists 
of different 
lessons 

Figure 5.25: Example screen shots of different selections of topics/ chapters and lessons 
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Other relations will be explained later in this chapter when we talk about the reporting 

system, different quizzes and the communication tools. 

5.3.4 Building Queries 
 
A number of queries were built to retrieve information from one table or more according 

to specific criteria or to undertake some specific action like calculation or sorting. We 

used SQL as our query language as explained in Chapter 4. Then embedded the query 

with the .aspx code. To do this we used some tools from Microsoft visual studio 2005 

such as the GridView, DataLists, DetailsView, FormView and the Repeater tools besides 

the sqlDataSource tool. 

Figure 5.26 is an example of a query used to retrieve information and built the students 

progress report as will be explained in more details later in this chapter. Following is 

Figure 5.27 which illustrates how a query is embedded within the .aspx markup code. 

 

SELECT UserPreQuiz.PreQuizID, UserPreQuiz.DateTimeComplete, 
UserPreQuiz.Score, UserPreQuiz.UserName, UserPostQuiz.UserPostQuizID, 
UserPostQuiz.PostQuizID, UserPostQuiz.DateTimeComplete AS Expr1, 
UserPostQuiz.Score AS Expr2, UserPostQuiz.Score - UserPreQuiz.Score AS 
Progress, PreQuiz.TopicID FROM UserPostQuiz INNER JOIN UserPreQuiz ON 
UserPostQuiz.UserName = UserPreQuiz.UserName INNER JOIN PreQuiz ON 
UserPreQuiz.PreQuizID = PreQuiz.PreQuizID INNER JOIN PostqUIZ ON 
UserPostQuiz.PostQuizID = PostqUIZ.PostQuizID AND PreQuiz.TopicID = 
PostqUIZ.TopicID 

Figure 5.26: This query is used to calculate students’ progress 
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</div> 
        <asp:ObjectDataSource ID="ObjectDataSource1" runat="server" SelectMethod="GetData" 
            TypeName="DataSet1TableAdapters.DataTable1TableAdapter"></asp:ObjectDataSource> 
        <img src="Images/report2.jpg" /> 
        &nbsp;&nbsp; 
        <br /> 
        <asp:HyperLink ID="HyperLink5" runat="server" Height="10px" 
NavigateUrl="~/Default.aspx" Width="105px">Main Page</asp:HyperLink>&nbsp; 
        <asp:HyperLink ID="HyperLink2" runat="server" NavigateUrl="~/Reports.aspx" Style="z-
index: 100; 
            left: -12px; top: 2px">Reports Page</asp:HyperLink><br /> 
        <br /> 
        <asp:HyperLink ID="HyperLink1" runat="server" 
NavigateUrl="~/studentsProgressReport.aspx">Report view ( export to excel or pdf 
?)</asp:HyperLink><br /> 
        <br /> 
        <asp:GridView ID="GridView1" runat="server" AutoGenerateColumns="False" 
            DataSourceID="SqlDataSource1" Style="color: black; background-color: gray;" 
AllowPaging="True" AllowSorting="True" Height="527px"> 
            <Columns> 
                <asp:BoundField DataField="UserName" HeaderText="UserName" 
SortExpression="UserName" /> 
                <asp:BoundField DataField="PreQuizID" HeaderText="PreQuizID" 
SortExpression="PreQuizID" /> 
                <asp:BoundField DataField="TopicID" HeaderText="TopicID" 
SortExpression="TopicID" /> 
                <asp:BoundField DataField="Score" HeaderText="pre quiz Score" 
SortExpression="Score" > 
                    <ItemStyle BackColor="#E0E0E0" Font-Bold="True" ForeColor="Navy" /> 
                </asp:BoundField> 
                <asp:BoundField DataField="PostQuizID" HeaderText="PostQuizID" 
SortExpression="PostQuizID" /> 
                <asp:BoundField DataField="Expr2" HeaderText="Post Quiz Score" 
SortExpression="Expr2" > 
                    <ItemStyle Font-Bold="True" ForeColor="Navy" BackColor="#E0E0E0" /> 
                </asp:BoundField> 

<asp:BoundField DataField="Progress" HeaderText="Progress"

Figure 5.27 illustrate an embedded query within the markup code. 

The SQL 
query 
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5.4 The Reporting system 

An important system feature is the ability to generate different reports for the students 

and the teachers to track students’ progress. Some reports provide an analysis as a 

feedback and evaluation method for teachers to continuously enhance the system 

functionality and teaching methodology. In this section and subsections we explain the 

available different reports in details.  

Figure 5.28 is a snapshot of the reports page in the teacher interface 

Figure 5.28: different reports available for teachers use
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Figure 5.29: visited lessons report as seen by the student 

5.4.1. The Lessons visited report 
 
The lessons visited report is available for both teachers and students. Every time a lesson 

is visited by a student or a teacher, the action is recorded in the database. In the student 

interface, students can track the lessons they have visited with some details such as the 

time of visit, the visited topic title and lesson ID. Any lesson may be visited as many 

times as required. While in the teacher interface, teachers can track all visited lessons by 

any student or teacher with all the mentioned details as in the student interface. This 

report gives the student an idea on their study progress. On the other hand, teachers can 

monitor students’ progress besides some other analysis that can be conducted and 

realized from the report results. The report results can be sorted according to the topic 

title, lesson ID, student username or the date and time of when the lesson was visited.  

Figure 5.29 is a snapshot of the lessons visited report 
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To create this report, we built a query as in Figure 5.30 

 

 

5.4.2 Visited Assessments 
 

Both students and teachers can also see the visited assessment or the assessment history 

report. The word assessment here means the final exam which includes the full module 

chapters and lessons. Usually this assessment is done at the end of the module after 

students feel ready to perform the real module international examination. This assessment 

Figure 5.30: lessons visited query – Student Interface

This restriction is 
only in the student 
interface. 
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will be discussed in more details later in this chapter when we talk about the evaluation 

tools. As with the visited lessons report, students can only see their visited assessments 

while teachers can see visited assessments and history done by all students. Figure 5.31 

shows an example of the visited assessments report. 

 

To build this report, we used the GridView tool (as in Figure 5.32) then ran a query as 

explained in Figure 5.33. 

 

Figure 5.31: An example of the visited assessments report 

Figure 5.32 illustrates the GridView used for the assessments history report
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5.4.3 The visited Post-Quizzes and the visited Pre-Quizzes reports 
 

The visited Post-Quizzes and the visited Pre-Quizzes reports are both available for 

teachers to track students study progress and at the same time the Post-Quizzes can be 

used as an evaluation tool if the system is employed to teach computer fundamentals. 

More details about these two reports will be explained later in this chapter when we talk 

about the different evaluation tools. 

Figure 5.33 The query used for the assessments history report 
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 To create these two reports we followed the same concept as in the visited assessment 

report. In other words, we created the interface using the GridView tool and ran a query 

for each report. Figure 5.34 shows the .aspx code of the query formed for the visited 

Post-Quizzes report while Figure 5.35 shows the query formed for visited Pre-quizzes 

report . 

  

 

 

 

 

<asp:SqlDataSource ID="SqlDataSource1" runat="server" 
ConnectionString="<%$ ConnectionStrings:ConnectionString %>" 
                        SelectCommand="SELECT * FROM [UserPostQuiz]"> 
                    </asp:SqlDataSource> 

Figure 5.34: Query for the visited Post-Quizzes report – from the markup .aspx  code 

Figure 5.35: the query built for the visited Pre-Quizzes report 
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5.4.4 The Students Progress Report 
 

The students’ progress report is designed to give feedback and help teachers and 

educators assess students’ progress and identify system weaknesses. It compares the 

students’ pre-quiz score with the post-quiz score to calculate the progress. Report results 

can be sorted according to the student username, Topic ID, quiz ID, pre-quiz results, post 

quiz results or the progress. Figure 5.36 is an example of the report results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

To design this report, we created a query which involved many tables besides 

performing some calculations. The following figure (Figure 5.37) shows the query in 

details.  

Figure 5.36 the Students Progress Report 

The report can 
be exported and 
viewed in other 
format 
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The results can be viewed in and exported to different formats like excel and pdf. 

This is to help users further analyze and learn from the results. Figure 5.38 is an 

example of the export where the user can view and export results to other formats 

while Figure 5.39 shows exported results to a workbook (excel format). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.38: The Students progress report viewed in excel form 
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Figure 5.39: The Students progress report exported to and excel sheet 

Figure 5.38: The Students progress report where results can be exported to other formats 
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To make results available to be viewed in other formats, we utilized the report viewer 

tool as in Figure 5.40. The report viewer tool provides a simple report preview with 

some export options and navigation tools as in Figure 5.41 

 

 

 

 

As shown in Figure 5.40, the report viewer displays Report2.rdlc which is the report 

we have designed as in Figure 5.42 

 

Figure 5.40 shows the report viewer tool and its code 

Figure 5.41 – Report preview interface

Navigation and 
export to other 
formats options 
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While the dataset table is an xsd file defined as in Figure 5.22 

 

 

Figure 5.21 report2.rdlc design (the report design) 

Figure 5.22 the report data table 
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5.4.5 The Quizzes Analysis Report 
 

Another important report that teachers can generate is the quizzes analysis report. 

This report analyzes any type of quizzes as in Figure 5.23 to give a clear picture about 

student's previous knowledge, acquired knowledge and to find out common 

difficulties amongst students. This is besides that this type of report can be used to 

enhance the lessons and the questions bank. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.24 shows an example of the pre-quiz analysis, while Figure 5.25 is an example 

of the post quiz analysis.  

Figure 5.23 Quiz analysis reports 
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For example, this analysis shows 
that for the getting started lesson, 
most students have some back 
ground about the subject and in 
average they score between 40% 
and 50% while no students got 
higher than 80% 

Figure 5.24: an example of the pre-quiz analysis report

Figure 5.25: an example of the post-quiz analysis report

For the same group of students as in 
figure 3.24, the post quiz analysis shows 
that most students got 80% and above 
while no students got less than 40% but 
still no students got 100% which means 
that the lessons and practices could be 
enhanced. 
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This report is a prototype which could be enhanced in the future to include percentage or 

even go to the question level analysis. 

To construct this report, we created a query for each type of quizzes .Figure 5.26 is an 

example of the query used for the post quizzes analysis report. 

.  

To view the report, we used the GridView Data tool. Figure 5.27 demonstrates the 

GridView for the post Quizzes analysis report. 

Figure 5.26: the post Quiz analysis Query
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5.5 The evaluation tool 

 

The system can be used as an evaluation tool in different ways. The system contains more 

than 400 different quiz questions distributed between pre-quizzes, post-quizzes, 

assessment and the intelligent practice questions. While all are considered as evaluation 

tools, as mentioned before, in this thesis we employ the different types of evaluation tools 

to perform different tasks. The pre-quizzes are meant to estimate students’ previous 

knowledge while Post –quizzes are designed to evaluate students post lessons knowledge. 

We can compare the two results of the pre-quizzes and the post-quizzes to assess students 

gained knowledge. Moreover, in this thesis the word “assessment(s)” is used to identify 

the end of module exam(s) that assess students understanding of the overall module and 

readiness for the international examination. Figure 5.28 explains the different types of 

evaluation tools and the way they are distributed. 

Figure 5.27: Post Quizzes analysis Data Grid View 
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From the Figure 5.28, the system consists of one module and an assessment at the end of 

the module to assess students understanding of the module overall. The module is made 

up of 9 chapters. Each chapter contains different lessons and two different evaluation 

tools: a pre-quiz and a post quiz for each chapter besides the intelligent practice which we 

will explain in details later in this chapter. 

  

As discussed in Chapter 3, all questions are MCQs. To make it easy for students to 

concentrate on the question, the system introduces one question at a time in a simple and 

straightforward layout. After every assessment or quiz, a results report including the 

score with brief feedback is shown. The report shows the correct, incorrect and the 

correct answers for all questions. Figure 5.29 shows an example of a quiz question and a 

result report. 

 

 

 

Module 1 

9 Chapters 

Different number of lessons 

Assessment after each module 

Pre-Quiz before every Chapter 

Post-Quiz after every Chapter 

Figure 5.28: Evaluation tool 

Intelligent Practice for every 
Chapter 
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Teachers can view, modify, add, and delete questions easily from a tool provided in the 

teachers. Figure 5.30 shows an example of how teachers can add, modify and delete 

questions from any of the quizzes or the assessment. In the following subsections, the 

different evaluation tools are discussed in more details. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 5.30: teachers can add, modify and delete questions in any quiz or assessment 

Add new Modify or delete

Figure 5.29: An example of a quiz question and the results report. 
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5.5.1 Assessment 
 
Assessment test is done after every module. It can be used to assess the students’ 

readiness for the ICDL/ECDL real test or as an assessment tool if used for school 

education as material for a computer basics course. 

5.5.2 Pre-Quizzes 

Pre-quizzes are done before each chapter. There are many benefits for both teachers and 

students from doing these quizzes such as the following: 

Students can use the quizzes system to get some idea about their level of knowledge with 

the material in the chapter. They can find out what to expect and what lessons will be 

covered in a specific chapter. They can also anticipate their weakness points. Teachers 

can use the system to get some information about students IT background knowledge 

related to a specific lesson and their weakness points (this helps for future system 

enhancements too), and to evaluate system performance under a controlled environment. 

For now the system includes one Pre-quiz per chapter but at the same time is has the 

flexibility to accommodate as many quizzes as needed.  

5.5.3 Post-Quizzes 

Post-Quizzes are given after each chapter. There are many benefits for both teachers and 

students from doing these quizzes. While students can evaluate their progress and assess 

their readiness to go further with other chapters and get an idea about the points they did 

not understand, teachers can use the system to assess students learning gain, evaluate a 

student’s progress, evaluate system performance, and evaluate teaching strategy. 
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5.5.4 Constructing a quiz 

 
All the evaluation tools that we discussed in this section were constructed using the 

same methodology. To explain how we built them, we will take the post-Quiz as an 

example.  

Post quizzes are available for each chapter from the lessons page as in Figure 5.31 

 
 
 

From the hyperlink, the system leads the users to the available post quizzes list for the 

specific chapter according to the topic ID number. In our system we included one 

Pre-Quiz and one Post Quiz for every chapter but the system is built in a flexible 

mechanism to expand and include more Pre- and Post-quizzes as needed as shown in 

Figure 5.32.  

 

 

Figure 5.31 shows how to access a post quiz from a lesson page
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The list of quizzes comes 
from the database 
depending on the topic 
ID. The system may 
include many Quiz IDs 
related to the same Topic 
ID. 

The post Quiz has an ID and 
related to the topic ID 
We can add many Post quizzes for 
the same topic ID i.e. Chapter 

Figure 5.32: The list of available Post Quizzes comes from the database 

A query is built to kist all 
available Post Quizzes for a 
specific topic (Chapter) 
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After a specific post quiz is selected, the system starts displaying the related MCQs 

one question at a time. Figure 5.33 shows the questions table, the table content, and 

then the SQL query employed to display only related questions to the user in the user 

interface. 

. 

 

 

 

Each question has 
its own ID and is 
related to a specific  
Quiz ID and topic 
(topic ID) 

Post Questions Bank 

Post Quiz Query 

Using the details view 
to connect to the 
database and display the 
related questions 

Figure 5.33 illustrates the Post Quiz building stages 
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5.5.5 Results Calculations  

 

When the user performs any type of exam, all selected answers are stored in an array with 

the question ID, order and correct answer. Then the user answer is compared to the 

correct answer and the score is calculated accordingly. Figure 5.34 shows the Post 

Quizzes questions code where answers are recorded with their Question ID, order number 

and correct answer in an array to be evaluated. The system checks if the question is the 

last question or not as in Figure 5.35. If the question is the last one, the system directs the 

user to the results page where score calculation takes place with some feedback about 

correct and incorrect answers. If the answer is incorrect the correct answer is displayed. 

Figure 5.36 shows the VB application code (evaluation) then Figure 5.37 explains the 

score calculation criteria and how the results are stored in the database for later reference. 

The stored results are used, as previously explained, in the post, pre quizzes and 

assessment history (visited post-quizzes, visited pre-quizzes and visited assessments) 

report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
    Protected Sub Button1_Click(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles buttonNext.Click 
 
        Try 
            ' Save off previous answers 
            Dim dr As System.Data.DataRowView 
            dr = CType(PostQuizDetails.DataItem, System.Data.DataRowView) 
 
            ' Create Answer object to save values 
            Dim a As Evaluation = New Evaluation() 
            a.QuestionID = dr("QuestionID").ToString() 
            a.QuestionOrder = dr("QuestionOrder").ToString() 
            a.CorrectAnswer = dr("CorrectAnswer").ToString() 
            a.UserAnswer = answerDropDownList.SelectedValue.ToString() 
 
            Dim al As ArrayList 
            al = CType(Session("AnswerList"), ArrayList) 
            al.Add(a) 
 
            Session.Add("AnswerList", al) 
 
        Catch ex As Exception 
        End Try 

Figure 5.34 - Answers stored in an array (VB Code)
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If PostQuizDetails.PageIndex = PostQuizDetails.PageCount - 1 Then 
            ' Go to evaluate answers 
            Response.Redirect("results3.aspx") 
        Else 
            answerDropDownList.SelectedValue = 1 
            PostQuizDetails.PageIndex += 1 
        End If 
 
        If PostQuizDetails.PageIndex = PostQuizDetails.PageCount - 1 Then 
            buttonNext.Text = "Finished" 

End If

Figure 5.35 – Last question check VB code
Public Class Evaluation 
 
    Private the_QuestionID As String 
    Private the_QuestionOrder As String 
    Private the_CorrectAnswer As String 
    Private the_UserAnswer As String 
    Private the_Result As String 
 
    Public Property QuestionID() As String 
        Get 
            Return the_QuestionID 
        End Get 
        Set(ByVal value As String) 
            the_QuestionID = value 
        End Set 
    End Property 
    Public Property QuestionOrder() As String 
        Get 
            Return the_QuestionOrder 
        End Get 
        Set(ByVal value As String) 
            the_QuestionOrder = value 
        End Set 
    End Property 
 
    Public Property CorrectAnswer() As String 
        Get 
            Return the_CorrectAnswer 
        End Get 
        Set(ByVal value As String) 
            the_CorrectAnswer = value 
        End Set 
    End Property 
 
    Public Property UserAnswer() As String 
        Get 
            Return the_UserAnswer 
        End Get 
        Set(ByVal value As String) 
            the_UserAnswer = value 
        End Set 
    End Property 
 
    Public ReadOnly Property Result() As TheResult 
        Get 
            If the_UserAnswer = the_CorrectAnswer Then 
                Return TheResult.Correct 
            Else 
                Return TheResult.Incorrect 
            End If 
        End Get 
    End Property 
 
    Public Enum TheResult 
        Correct 
        Incorrect 
    End Enum 
End Class 
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If IsPostBack = False Then 
 
            ' calculate score 
            Dim questions As Double = al.Count 
            Dim correct As Double = 0 
 
            Dim i As Integer = 0 
            For i = 0 To al.Count - 1 
                Dim a As Evaluation = CType(al(i), Evaluation) 
                If a.Result = Evaluation.TheResult.Correct Then 
                    correct += 1 
                End If 
            Next 
 
            Dim score As Double = (correct / questions) * 100 
            Label1.Text = score.ToString() & " %" 
 
            Dim UserPostQuizDataSource As SqlDataSource = New SqlDataSource() 
            UserPostQuizDataSource.ConnectionString = 
ConfigurationManager.ConnectionStrings("ConnectionString").ToString() 
            UserPostQuizDataSource.InsertCommand = "INSERT INTO [UserPostQuiz] ([PostQuizID], 
[DateTimeComplete], [Score], [UserName]) VALUES (@PostQuizID, @DateTimeComplete, @Score, @UserName)" 
 
            UserPostQuizDataSource.InsertParameters.Add("PostQuizID", Session("PostQuizID").ToString()) 
            UserPostQuizDataSource.InsertParameters.Add("DateTimeComplete", DateTime.Now.ToString()) 
            UserPostQuizDataSource.InsertParameters.Add("Score", score.ToString()) 
            UserPostQuizDataSource.InsertParameters.Add("UserName", User.Identity.Name) 
 
            Dim rowsAffected As Integer = UserPostQuizDataSource.Insert() 
            If rowsAffected = 0 Then 
                ' Let's just notify that the insertion didn't  
                ' work, but let's continue on ... 
                errorLabel.Text = "There was a problem saving your quiz results " & _ 
                        "into our database.  Therefore the results from this quiz " & _ 
                        "will not be displayed on the list on the main menu." 
            End If 
 
        End If 

Figure 5.37 Results calculation and results storage in the database code 
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5.5.6 Displaying results 
 

In the previous subsection, we explained how the results are calculated using Visual 

Basic code, and then the results are stored in the database for future reference. Results 

can be used for example to run and generate different reports in order to track students' 

progress and enhance the system. In this section we will explain how the results are 

displayed after each type of Quiz or test.  

To display results we utilized both the GridView and DetailsView data tools as 

demonstrated in Figure 5.38.  The GridView is utilized to display the user correct and 

incorrect answers with the score calculated just under the Grid. Figure 5.39 shows the 

aspx code of how results are displayed in the Grid view. The user can select any question 

to view more details about it such as the question stem, the available list of choices and 

the correct answer. These details are displayed using the DetailsView tool as explained in 

Figure 5.40. 

  
The 
GridView 

The Details View 

The Score calculation code: 
 
Dim score As Double = (correct / questions) * 100 
            Label1.Text = score.ToString() & " %" 

Figure 5.38 – the results Page
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Figure 5.39 – the Grid View aspx (markup) code including the sql query 

<asp:SqlDataSource ID="SqlDataSource1" runat="server" ConnectionString="<%$ ConnectionStrings:ConnectionString %>" 
                        SelectCommand="SELECT Title, Answer1, Answer2, Answer3, Answer4, QuestionID, QuestionOrder, 
CorrectAnswer, AnswerExplanation, PostQuizID FROM PostQuestion WHERE (PostQuizID = @PostQuizID) ORDER BY 
QuestionOrder"> 
                        <SelectParameters> 
                            <asp:SessionParameter Name="PostQuizID" SessionField="PostQuizID" /> 
                        </SelectParameters> 
                         
                    </asp:SqlDataSource> 
                <td style="height: 208px"> 
                    <asp:GridView ID="resultGrid" runat="server" DataKeyNames="QuestionOrder" SelectedIndex="0"  
                    AutoGenerateColumns="False" AutoGenerateSelectButton="True" 
OnSelectedIndexChanged="resultGrid_SelectedIndexChanged" Width="555px" > 
                        <RowStyle CssClass="generaltext" HorizontalAlign="Center" /> 
                        <Columns> 
                            <asp:BoundField DataField="QuestionOrder" HeaderText="Number" SortExpression="QuestionOrder" /> 
                            <asp:BoundField DataField="CorrectAnswer" HeaderText="Correct Answer" /> 
                            <asp:BoundField DataField="UserAnswer" HeaderText="Your Answer" /> 
                            <asp:BoundField DataField="Result" HeaderText="Result" /> 
                             
                        </Columns> 
                        <HeaderStyle CssClass="boldtext" />

The SQL query 

Figure 5.40 – the DetailsView sql query 
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5.6 The communication tools 

 

Human touch and real communication help students feel more attached and confident 

with the system. With web-based education people can communicate via electronic 

means of communications such as Emails, forums. In this research, we decided that we 

want students to share information, support each other and give each other feedback 

besides the teachers support and help. Hence, we created two communication tools: the 

questions section and the comments section as illustrated in Figure 5.41. Students are 

given the required permission to ask questions, and view other students’ questions to 

learn from. Teachers have permission to view questions and answer them. In addition, 

students can provide feedback to each other and to their teacher through the comments 

section and view other students’ feedback under teachers’ supervisions in the comments 

section. Teachers can delete any misleading or wrong information and/or correct them as 

required. This opens the door for discussions and collaboration where students learn from 

each other. Such environment gives the feel of real classroom and support from teachers 

and peers. 

All questions and feedback information are stored in a database table. The page layout is 

designed in a simple way taking in consideration that students level. Only one record is 

displayed at a time for easier reading and navigation. Figure 5.42 provides a feel of how 

the questions and the comments section look from both the teacher and student interfaces.  

 

 

 

 Teachers 
Interface 

Students 
Interface 

Figure 5.41- Communication tools
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5.6.1 The Comments / Feedback Tool 
 

As mentioned above, the comments area is created for students to give us feedback about 

the lessons and the system. At the same time this tool can be used as a collaboration tool 

where students can submit suggestions, share experiences and support each other. The 

comments tool is accessible by students and teachers with different permissions. Students 

can submit new entries and view other students’ entries while teachers can view, modify, 

add and delete entries. These permissions are necessary for teachers to supervise and 

monitor participations and control inappropriate submissions. 

To create this tool, we utilized the DetailsView Data tool then built a query to save and 

retrieve data from the comments table as shown in Figure 5.43. 

Figure 5.42: communication tools, Students and teachers views of the questions area tool

Questions area 
Teacher view 

Comments area 
Teacher view Comments area 

Student view 

Questions area 
Student view 
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5.6.2 The Questions Tool 
 

The questions area is an important communication tool that keeps students in touch with 

a real teacher when they feel stuck, need help and support. Students can submit questions 

and view other students’ questions to learn from. Teachers can view, delete and modify to 

answer the questions. Just like the comments communication tool above, we utilized the 

DetailsView Data tool to construct the Questions area tool. Figure 5.44 shows the 

Questions database table, the table content and the Details View interface. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.43 Comments/ Feedback area

Figure 5.44: Constructing the student Questions Area 
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5.7 Intelligent Practice based Instruction Tutoring System Development 

 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter and in Chapter 3, our online system contains two 

parts: the traditional learner controlled part and the intelligent practices part. The 

traditional part mainly consists of the lessons and their objectives. The online practices 

are the intelligent tutoring system part. Some tools like the reporting systems, evaluation 

and communication tools as explained earlier in this chapter can be used by and to 

support both parts.  

The online intelligent practices system is an embedded rule-based expert system designed 

in a cognitive mechanism to imitate the human teacher in guiding students through their 

learning process. It adapts students levels through providing a sequence of questions 

based on students responses. This intelligent part is intended to help students identify and 

fill any gaps they have in their knowledge. The intelligent component can be accessed 

either from the main page (default page) or from the lessons page. It currently contains 10 

different tutors. Nine tutors for the 9 chapters and each one of them is accessed from the 

specific chapter it relates to. The 10th is accessed from the main page including all 

module 1 chapters as shown in Figure 5.45. In the following subsections, we will talk in 

details about the system's architecture, algorithm, and implementation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.45: A snap shot for the full module intelligent practice 
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5.7.1 The Intelligent Practices Architecture 
 
As illustrated in Figure 5.46, the intelligent lessons or practices consist of 5 main models: 

the Domain Model, the Student Model, the Tutor Model, the Interface Model, and the 

Evaluation model (Mandl and Lesgold 1988; Salgueiro et al 1998). In the following, we 

will explain each model in details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

5.7.1.1 Expert knowledge 

Expert knowledge or the Domain model consists of the facts and questions of the 

practice based instruction intelligent tutoring system. A rule based expert system has 

been built for this purpose containing all the necessary rules and facts in terms of 

questions and answers, feedback, guidance and direction. The system facts and 

questions were built and reviewed with the help of a group of domain experts 

(IT/ICDL teachers) fulfilling the requirements of the standard ECDL/ICDL syllabus 

Figure 5.46: ITS system main components (Adapted from 
Mandl and Lesgold 1988; Salgueiro et al 1998) 

Student 
Model Tutor Model

Domain 
Expertise 

Interface 
Model 

Decisions 
against 

Knowledge 

Evaluation 
Model 
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for Module one. Figure 5.47 shows an example of a wrong answer with the feedback, 

guidance and the necessary information.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.7.1.2 The Student Model 
 
The Student Model is about the individual characteristics of the student, and consists of 

the system's ability to diagnose, and adapt the student’s developing knowledge and skills. 

The system asks questions and depending on the student response, feedback is given, 

individual direction and a sequence of questions is provided and recommendations are 

specified. Figure 5.48 shows different branching schemes and different student models 

depending on student response and knowledge level. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.47: An example of a student answer and the system feedback 
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5.7.1.3 The teacher Model 

The Teacher Model or the Tutorial Planning model works closely with the learner model 

to guide the student by presenting appropriate questions, providing customized feedback, 

determining progress, and tailoring individual recommendations. Figures 5.49 A  and 

5.49 B show and example of how teachers guide students differently depending on 

student level and how the instruction is customized. 

 

 

When a student 
weakness appears 
on one topic, more 
questions on the 
same topic are 
given after some 
explanation

With correct 
answer the 
system moves 
to the second 
topic giving a 
good feedback 

Figure 5.48 
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Feedback and 
Lesson 
explanation for 
incorrect 
answers 

More questions 
about the same 
topic to make 
sure the student 
understood the 
point 

Figure 5.49 A – teacher feedback 
on a student response 1  

Further 
recommendatio
ns and test 
hints are given 
depending on 
students’ 
model and 

Figure 5.49 B – Teacher feedback 
on a student response 2  
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5.7.1.4 The Communication Model 

The Communication model or the Interface Model can be described as a means of 

students’ interaction with the system. This is through the student answering the multiple 

choice questions and the system providing the customized instruction and feedback. The 

ITS interface is simple use and interact with. It is straightforward to download, self-

extracts and runs automatically. Figure 5.50 demonstrates an example of a question and 

answer 

 

 

 

 

This model may also include the facility for  the student and the instructor themselves to 

communicate with each other, through means of electronic capabilities like sending 

questions, comments and Emails which makes the online intelligent tutoring systems 

useful for web-based courses.  

The system asks the 
student to select the 
right answer by 
entering its number; 
feedback is given 
immediately after the 
student answer as a 
discussion between the 
student and the tutor 

Figure 5.50- Example of a question and student answer in a simple straight forward MCQ 
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5.7.1.5 The Evaluation Model 
 

The Evaluation module performs a general evaluation of the system and creates the 

necessary feedback to the teacher to help him/her modify teaching his/her methods. It is 

used also to enhance the ITS system questions and branching methodology, the 

assessment questions and the clarity of instruction for the students during classes. 

Furthermore and as mentioned before, this system has a good reporting system which 

plays the role of a basic tracking system. It helps teachers improve their teaching 

methodology and course content through monitoring the visited quizzes and assessment 

results. Students’ progress can be analyzed by comparing pre-quizzes with post quizzes. 

Other reports are included to monitor lessons visited, and review quizzes analysis reports, 

and  viewing students comments and feedback to enhance the regular lesson contents and 

the ITS system questions and methodology (questions sequencing and branching, and/or 

add more questions, better feedback). 
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5.7.2 The algorithm 
 
As seen in the examples above, the intelligent practices were designed in an interactive 

fashion. The student is offered different routes including further practice in the area 

where weakness occurs or divert to a new question area. There are different practices 

covering different chapters and one covers all module chapters. First, the student selects 

the chapter if more than one is available. Then the system starts asking questions and a 

sequence of questions are built according to the student response as explained in the 

following figure. To accomplish this task a number of rules of the type IF/THEN are 

implemented. The system stops when either the student decides to quit and do some 

reading on a specific point as recommended or when the system covers all the lesson 

objectives through the questions asked. Figure 5.51 is a flowchart that explains the 

intelligent practices algorithm in details. 
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Correct 

Student selects a 
chapter from a list 

System starts asking 
questions 

System goes to 
the chapter 
knowledge base 

 3 4 Yes No 

2 

1 

3 

Go to next lesson 
objectives questions list 

System asks a question 

Provide Feedback 

2 

Last Lesson 
Question/ 
Objective? 

No Yes 

Provide feedback  

Back to 
main menu? 

1 
Yes End 

program 

No 

Ask if the student want to 
go back to main menu 

Figure 5.51-B: Practice based instruction Intelligent Tutoring System Algorithm  

Figure 5.51-A: Practice based instruction Intelligent Tutoring System Algorithm  
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Hints, lesson 
explanation 
and 
Feedback 3 
on the error 
 

4 

Hints, lesson 
explanation 
and 
Feedback 2 
on the error 
 

Hints, lesson 
explanation 
and 
Feedback 1 
on the error 

System evaluate number 
of wrong answers given 
in a same topic and 
student readiness to go 
further 

Reading 
recommendations and 
more preparations are 

needed? 

Reading 
recommendations are 
given and the option to 
quit  

Quit 
program? 

End 
program 

Yes 

Yes 

System asks another 
question on the same 
topic or point. 

2 

Last Lesson 
Question/ 
Objective? 

No Yes 

Provide feedback about 
finishing the lesson 

Back to 
main menu? 

1 
Yes 

End 
program 

No 

Ask if the student want to 
go back to main menu 

No 

Figure 5.51-C: Practice based instruction Intelligent Tutoring System  
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5.7.3 Intelligent Practices Implementation 
 
Each tutor has been developed as in the following steps. First, the CLIPS code was 

written. Then VC++ code was written to be used in creating a folder with all necessary 

files to run the tutor including an exe file for each tutor/lesson in a separate folder. After 

creating the exe file for each tutor, the folder was compressed using ZIP application. 

Next, the compressed file was converted to a self extracting file using “ZIP 2 Secure 

EXE" special software to make it easy for new users to access any of the tutors with least 

efforts. After that, we linked / added the self-extracting file to the website as a link in the 

relative web pages. Figure 5.52 show the coding sequence from CLIPS code till the final 

self extract exe file accessed from the website. 

  

Programmer 

 
CLIPS 
program 
file 

Embedded 
in VC++ 

Compress 
needed 
files with 
ZIP

Create EXE 
file 

Create auto 
extract auto 
run exe file 
with “Zip 2 
secure EXE”  

Add to 
website  

Figure 5.52: The steps sequence of creating the intelligent component and adding it to the website  
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5.7.3.1 The CLIPS - C Language Integrated Production System Code 
 
 

To develop the intelligent part of the system, we considered necessary a rule-based 

programming language. As briefly introduced in Chapter 4, we considered CLIPS as our 

rule-based building tool. CLIPS is a public domain, productive -chaining rule-based 

language expert system tool. It provides a complete environment for the construction of 

rule and/or object based expert systems (NASA 1991; Martin et al 1992; Gonzalez et al 

1993; Giarratano et al 1994). Figure 5.53 is an example of CLIPS syntax for asking a 

question. Then Figure 5.54 shows some examples of rule codes. 

 

 

(defrule Lesson2-Question1-Question 
 (declare (salience 1500)) 
 (Lesson number 2) => 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " The three main parts of a CPU are....?" crlf 
 
  "  1) ALU, immediate access memory, control unit " crlf 
  "  2) ALU, RAM, control unit"crlf  
   
         "  3) system box, control unit, VIDEO CARD" crlf  
   
  "  4) ALU, ROM, control unit " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer1 =(read)))) 

Figure 5.53 – CLIPS example for asking a question 
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(defrule Lesson2-Question1-answer2 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer1 2) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 "This is a wrong answer... CPU uses The immediate access memory ( 
where the data used by the ALU is stored) not RAM." crlf crlf 
 "So the right answer is: ALU, immediate access memory, control unit" crlf 
crlf) 
  
  
 
(assert (Lesson2 question2 y)) 
 
) 

(defrule Lesson2-Question1-answer1 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer1 1) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 
 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question2 y)) 
 
) 

(defrule Lesson2-Question1-answer3 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer1 3) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 "This is a wrong answer... The three main parts of a CPU are the arithmetic logic unit 
(ALU), "crlf 
 "the immediate access memory and the control unit.)." crlf crlf 
 "So the right answer is: ALU, immediate access memory, control unit" crlf crlf) 
  
  
 
(assert (Lesson2 question2 y))) 

Figure 5.54- Different answers responses – rules codes 
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Figure 5.55 shows a sample discussion where the system generates a question and gives 

feedback according to the student response. 

 

 

5.3.3 Embedding in Visual C++: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.55 Sample discussion 
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5.7.3.2 The Visual C ++ Code 
 

As discussed in Chapter 4, CLIPS has been designed for full integration with other 

languages such as C. In fact, CLIPS can be called from a procedural language, perform 

its function, and then return control back to the calling program (Giarratano, 2002). In 

this system our CLIPS programs are called from Visual C++ .NET 2005 to be compiled 

and to create an EXE file.  

Visual C++ provides a powerful and flexible development environment for creating 

Microsoft Windows–based and Microsoft .NET–based applications (Riley G. 2008). 

Figure 5.56 shows a screenshot sample VC++ code and Figure 5.57 shows a sample 

VC++ code that is utilized to run the CLIPS file.  

 Figure 5.56- Screen shot sample for VC++ code 
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This step is done to prepare all needed files and the exe file to be zipped and called and 

added to the website. Figure 5.58 shows the compilation and file building result. These 

are the files used by the website after being compressed.  

// IntelligentTutor.cpp : main project file. 
 
#include "stdafx.h" 
#include <stdio.h> 
 
using namespace System; 
 
int main(array<System::String ^> ^args) 
  { 
   CLIPSNet::Environment theEnv; 
    
   theEnv.AddConsoleRouter(); 
   theEnv.LoadFromResource(NULL,"Lesson1-tutor.clp","CLIPS_FILE"); 
   theEnv.Reset(); 
   theEnv.Run(); 
 
   getc(stdin); 
   return 0; 
  } 

Figure 5.57- Sample VC++ code to compile CLIPS files and create EXE files 

Figure 5.58 –example of the VC++ files of the Intelligent Practices 
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Figure 5.59 An example of an output screen as a result of running the exe file 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.7.3.3 ZIP 2 Secure EXE 
 
In our system, and as discussed in Chapter 4, we employed "ZIP 2 Secure EXE" as the 

utility program that creates self-extracting EXE files. This is to be able to add the file to 

the website in order to make it accessible for students online. Files were zipped using 

WinZip then and exe file was created using ZIP to Secure EXE program. (Chilkat 

Software 2008).Figure 5.60 shows what the student will see when they select to 

download the practice (intelligent tutor). 

 
 

Figure 5.59 – Running the exe file

Figure 5.60– Running the exe self extract file  
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5.8 Other system components and features 

 

In addition to the features discussed in this chapter, the system includes the change 

password feature which is designed for security and privacy reasons and the Site Map 

feature which is an added feature to ease navigation and to save time and effort by 

allowing the teachers to access system components directly. In the following subsections 

we will discuss these two features in more details. 

 

5.8.1 Change Password 
  

To maintain privacy and for security reasons, teachers and students are encouraged to 

change the passwords they are given. To make this possible, the change password facility 

is provided and can be accessed by all users through a link available in the main page. 

Figure 5.61 shows a snapshot of the change password facility. 

 

 

Figure 5.61: Change password facility 
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To provide this service, we have customized a form with the help of the change password 

login tool as in Figure 5.62. The system validated the current password with the one 

entered in the first box. It also validates that the entered new password matches the 

confirmed new password. Figure 5.63 demonstrate the validation massages they system 

may display. When the user changes his/her password, the change immediately is 

effective and reflects on the database. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.62: creating the change password form

Figure 5.63: change password validation massages
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5.8.2 The Site Map 
 

The site map is accessible for teachers fro the main page to ease navigation and to save 

time and efforts.  Figure 5.64 shows a snapshot of the sitemap. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To create the site map we utilized the tree view navigation tool as illustrated in Figure 

5.65. Then we created the site map data source file “web.sitemap” which is an xml file 

that includes the site information as in Figure 5.66. As in the figure, each node has a title 

and a description besides a URL link if applicable. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.64: creating the change password form
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xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
<siteMap xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/AspNet/SiteMap-File-1.0" > 
    <siteMapNode url="~/default.aspx" title="Home"  description=" First Page"> 
      <siteMapNode url="" title="Course Contents"  description="Course Contents" > 
        <siteMapNode url="~/modules.aspx" title="Modules"  description="Available Modules" >   
          <!--<siteMapNode url="~/Topic.aspx" title="Chapters"  description="Available Chapters" > 
           <siteMapNode url="~/Lesson.aspx" title="Lessons"  description="Available Lessons" /> 
          </siteMapNode>--> 
        </siteMapNode> 
       </siteMapNode> 
      <siteMapNode url="" title="Intelligent Practices"  description="Available Practice based ITS" > 
      <siteMapNode url="~/IntelligentPractices.aspx" title="Intelligent Practices"  description="Available Practice based ITS" /> 
        <siteMapNode url="~/Readme.txt" title="Instructions for the Intelligent Practices"  description="Available Practice based ITS" /> 
      </siteMapNode> 
        <siteMapNode url="~/test.aspx" title="Available Assessments"  description="Available Assessments" /> 
        <siteMapNode url="~/Reports.aspx" title="Reports"  description="Available Reports" > 
        <siteMapNode url="~/QuizAnalysis.aspx" title="Quizzes Analysis"  description="Different Quizzes analysis" /> 
        <siteMapNode url="~/StudentsProgress.aspx" title="Students Progress"  description="Students Progress" /> 
        <siteMapNode url="~/Lessonsvisited2.aspx" title="Lessons visited"  description="Different Quizzes analysis" /> 
        <siteMapNode url="~/PreQuizHistory.aspx" title="Pre Quizzes History"  description="Pre Quizzes History" /> 
        <siteMapNode url="~/PostQuizHistory.aspx" title="Post Quizzes History"  description="Post Quizzes History" /> 
        <siteMapNode url="~/TestHistory2.aspx" title="Assessments History"  description="Test History" /> 
       </siteMapNode> 
      <siteMapNode url="~/Assessments.aspx" title=" Review , update, delete, and add Quizzes Questions"  description="Modify Quizzes Questions" /> 
      <siteMapNode url="~/PreviewStudentQuestions.aspx" title=" Review and answer Students Questions"  description="Review and answer Students Questions" /> 
      <siteMapNode url="~/PreviewStudsentsComments.aspx" title=" Review  Students Comments"  description="Review  Students Comments" /> 
      <siteMapNode url="~/StudentsRecords.aspx" title="Add New student"  description="Add new students" /> 
      <siteMapNode url="~/Resources.txt" title="References and resources"  description="References and resources" /> 
      <siteMapNode url="~/ChangePassword.aspx" title="Change Password"  description="Change Password" /> 
    </siteMapNode> 
  </siteMap> 

Figure 5.65: The tree view sitemap

Figure 5.66: The sitemap xml data source file
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5.8.3 Adding Students 

 

System Administrators can create and manage users, create, disable and manage roles in 

addition to create and manage access rules from the website administration tool. To make 

the system flexible, a tool is provided for the teachers. This tool enables teachers to add 

students with accessibility to the logged in default view.  

 

To create this facility, we customized the create user wizard from the Login options tool 

as shown in figure 5.67. The system validates the entry data and requires a password that 

includes combination of alphabets and non-alphabets for security reasons. As shown in 

the figure all fields are mandatory. The system validates the accuracy of the confirmed 

password and that all fields are filled. If a field is not filled, the password entry doesn’t 

meet the security requirements or the confirmed password is different than the password, 

an error massage is displayed. If all entry requirements are fulfilled then the new user 

data is added to the aspnet_users table in the database.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.67: the create user wizard tool and the customized add student form 
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4.9 Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, we discussed the system and its components architecture, algorithm and 

design in some details. The system is designed to meet different learning theories. This 

prototype system helps students to prepare for their ICDL/ECDL module 1 certification 

examination. Also, the system can be used to teach beginners the computer basic 

concepts and fundamentals. As illustrated above the system is an online/web-based 

system that can be used for distance learning or in classroom as an e-learning tool in the 

blended learning approach. 

 

We have started this chapter by explaining the overall system architecture then started 

taking in details about the algorithm, design and implementation of each component 

making up the system.  As explained in this chapter, this web-based system consists of 

two different parts: the student control traditional part which includes the different 

lessons and their objectives and the intelligent part which includes the adaptive, cognitive 

intelligent practice exercises. Also, the system includes many other components which 

can be used by both the traditional and the intelligent parts like the database, the reporting 

system, the evaluation tools and the communication tools. Furthermore, the system has 

two interfaces, the students and the teachers. Each interface is given different 

accessibility and permissions.  
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Chapter  6 :  System Eva luat ion  

 

In this chapter we explain the testing methodology and discuss results. We ran many tests 

to examine the application effectiveness. Tests had covered different areas like 

technicality and effectiveness of the intelligent part of it. To achieve our goals in this 

phase we have used several tools and programs such as Microsoft Excel for calculations 

and charting, Microsoft SQL Server 2005, Microsoft ASP .NET 2005, besides online T-

test calculators. 

6.1 Technical testing 

 
The technical testing phase has been done to ensure that all website links and 

functionalities are working fine. The website project was given to 3 different ICDL 

certified IT teachers who have been asked to go through it, explore it and give feedback. 

In case of any problems found an excel file was given to fill out. The excel file contained 

3 different sheets are for the errors related to links and the functionality, the errors related 

to quizzes and assessment and the third one are for the errors related to lessons. Figures 

6.1 through 6.3 show different views of the excel file sheets. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Errors related to links and functions sheet
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Figure 6.2: Errors related to lessons sheet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Errors related to Quizzes sheet 

After getting the teachers feedback, corrections were made and another testing was 

carried out to ensure technical quality. 
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6.2 Website theory and content testing 

6.2.1 Running the test:  
 
To test the practice based instruction intelligent tutoring system, two different groups of 

students and teachers were formed as can be seen in the following table (Figure 6.4). 

 

Students were selected with the help of their teacher and were average students who 

could read, write and understand English. They were attending American curriculum 

schools. As in the sheet the study included adults by asking some volunteer teachers to 

participate. 

No. Group Student Educational level  Lesson1Lesson2 Lesson3
              
1 Group1 Student1 Grade 6 1/7/08 1/8/08 1/9/08 
2 Group1 Student2 English Teacher 1/7/08 1/8/08 1/9/08 
3 Group1 Student3 Grade 6 1/13/08 1/14/08 1/20/08 
4 Group1 Student4 Grade 9 1/13/08 1/14/08 1/20/08 
5 Group1 Student5 Science Teacher 1/13/08 1/14/08 1/20/08 
6 Group1 Student6 Grade 11 1/21/08 1/22/08 1/23/08 
7 Group1 Student7 Grade 11 1/21/08 1/22/08 1/23/08 
8 Group1 Student8 Grade 9 1/27/08 1/28/08 1/29/08 
9 Group1 Student9 Grade 9 1/27/08 1/28/08 1/29/08 
              

10 Group2 Student1 Grade 6 1/7/08 1/8/08 1/9/08 
11 Group2 Student2 Math Teacher 1/7/08 1/8/08 1/9/08 
12 Group2 Student3 Grade 6 1/13/08 1/14/08 1/20/08 
13 Group2 Student4 Grade 9 1/13/08 1/14/08 1/20/08 
14 Group2 Student5 Biology Teacher 1/13/08 1/14/08 1/20/08 
15 Group2 Student6 Grade 11 1/21/08 1/22/08 1/23/08 
16 Group2 Student7 Grade 11 1/21/08 1/22/08 1/23/08 
17 Group2 Student8 Grade 11 1/21/08 1/22/08 1/23/08 
18 Group2 Student9 Grade 9 1/27/08 1/28/08 1/29/08 

 

Figure 6.4: information about the 2 different test groups 
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The website has been deployed on 4 computers and each group went through the website 

according to the plan arranged for them. Group 1 went through the website as follows. 

Every student in the group had to do the first three chapters/ lessons. They started with 

the pre-test, then read the lessons again (time was extended according to their needs and 

pace of learning) and after they finished the lessons they completed the post-test. The 

Group 2 students did the pre-test, read the lessons (time was flexible according to their 

needs and pace of learning), then went through the cognitive, adaptive practice based ITS 

part. After that they completed the post-test. Results were as in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6: 

For Group 1 

UserName TopicID pre quiz Score Post Quiz Score Progress 

Group1Student1 1 40 60 20 
Group1Student1 2 33.333 66.667 33.334 
Group1Student1 3 30 60 30 
Group1Student2 1 70 90 20 
Group1Student2 2 80 100 20 
Group1Student2 3 60 100 40 
Group1Student3 1 10 40 30 
Group1Student3 2 65 75 10 
Group1Student3 3 30 80 50 
Group1Student4 1 40 50 10 
Group1Student4 2 33.333 41.667 8.334 
Group1Student4 3 20 80 60 
Group1Student5 1 58.333 83.333 25 
Group1Student5 2 56.25 91.667 35.417 
Group1Student5 3 90 100 10 
Group1Student6 1 50 70 20 
Group1Student6 2 33.333 58.333 25 
Group1Student6 3 40 80 40 
Group1Student7 1 40 80 40 
Group1Student7 2 58.333 83.333 25 
Group1Student7 3 80 100 20 
Group1Student8 1 60 80 20 
Group1Student8 2 58.333 83.333 25 
Group1Student8 3 70 80 10 
Group1Student9 1 40 80 40 
Group1Student9 2 58.333 91.667 33.334 
Group1Student9 3 60 90 30 
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For group 2 

UserName TopicID pre quiz Score Post Quiz Score Progress 

     
Group2Student1 1 40 80 40 
Group2Student1 2 33.333 83.333 50 
Group2Student1 3 30 80 50 
Group2Student2 1 70 90 20 
Group2Student2 2 50 83.333 33.333 
Group2Student2 3 60 90 30 
Group2Student3 1 10 60 50 
Group2Student3 2 66.667 81.818 15.151 
Group2Student3 3 30 70 40 
Group2Student4 1 40 50 10 
Group2Student4 2 33.333 81.818 48.485 
Group2Student4 3 20 80 60 
Group2Student5 1 50 83.333 33.333 
Group2Student5 2 58.333 91.667 33.334 
Group2Student5 3 80 90 10 
Group2Student6 1 40 80 40 
Group2Student6 2 33.333 75 41.667 
Group2Student6 3 30 70 40 
Group2Student7 1 50 80 30 
Group2Student7 2 66.667 83.333 16.666 
Group2Student7 3 60 80 20 
Group2Student8 1 20 60 40 
Group2Student8 2 58.333 75 16.667 
Group2Student8 3 20 70 50 
Group2Student9 1 60 90 30 
Group2Student9 2 58.333 100 41.667 
Group2Student9 3 80 100 20 
 

Figure 6.5: Group1 results 

Figure 6.6: Group 2 results 
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6.2.2 Analysis 
 
In Figure 6.7, Chart 1 shows group 1 results while in Figure 6.8, Chart 2 shows group 2 

results. The two charts show that both groups have benefited from the system while 

Group2 showed better results. This comparison between the two groups shows the 

importance of the intelligent practice exercises in enhancing students learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.8- Chart 2- Practice based instruction ITS was included 

Figure 6.7- Chart1- Practice based instruction ITS was NOT included 
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To make the study more accurate we have done separate calculations for each lesson as 

follows. Figure 6.9 shows the results per chapter for group 1 and Figure 6.10 shows the 

results per chapter for group 2. Following that, we performed a comparison between the 

two groups’ results as in Figure 6.11. The calculation results and the comparison suppose 

the same result as above which is that both groups have benefited from the system but 

Group 2 showed better results and progress. This again emphasize on the important of the 

intelligent part of the system in enhancing education and learning. 

 
UserName TopicID pre quiz Score Post Quiz Score Progress 

Group1Student1 1 40 60 20 
Group1Student2 1 70 90 20 
Group1Student3 1 10 40 30 
Group1Student4 1 40 50 10 
Group1Student5 1 58.333 83.333 25 
Group1Student6 1 50 70 20 
Group1Student7 1 40 80 40 
Group1Student8 1 60 80 20 
Group1Student9 1 40 80 40 

  Average 45.37033333 70.37033333 25 
Group1Student1 2 33.333 66.667 33.334 
Group1Student2 2 80 100 20 
Group1Student3 2 65 75 10 
Group1Student4 2 33.333 41.667 8.334 
Group1Student5 2 56.25 91.667 35.417 
Group1Student6 2 33.333 58.333 25 
Group1Student7 2 58.333 83.333 25 
Group1Student8 2 58.333 83.333 25 
Group1Student9 2 58.333 91.667 33.334 

  Average 52.91644444 76.85188889 23.93544444 
Group1Student1 3 30 60 30 
Group1Student2 3 60 100 40 
Group1Student3 3 30 80 50 
Group1Student4 3 20 41.667 21.667 
Group1Student5 3 90 100 10 
Group1Student6 3 40 80 40 
Group1Student7 3 80 100 20 
Group1Student8 3 70 80 10 
Group1Student9 3 60 90 30 
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  Average 53.33333333 81.29633333 27.963 

     

 
 
 

UserName TopicID pre quiz Score Post Quiz Score Progress 

Group2Student1 1 40 80 40 
Group2Student2 1 70 90 20 
Group2Student3 1 10 60 50 
Group2Student4 1 40 50 10 
Group2Student5 1 50 83.333 33.333 
Group2Student6 1 40 80 40 
Group2Student7 1 50 80 30 
Group2Student8 1 20 60 40 
Group2Student9 1 60 90 30 

Average   42.22222222 74.81477778 32.59255556 
Group2Student1 2 33.333 83.333 50 
Group2Student2 2 50 83.333 33.333 
Group2Student3 2 66.667 81.818 15.151 
Group2Student4 2 33.333 81.818 48.485 
Group2Student5 2 58.333 91.667 33.334 
Group2Student6 2 33.333 75 41.667 
Group2Student7 2 66.667 83.333 16.666 
Group2Student8 2 58.333 75 16.667 
Group2Student9 2 58.333 100 41.667 

Average   50.92577778 83.92244444 32.99666667 
Group2Student1 3 30 80 50 
Group2Student2 3 60 90 30 
Group2Student3 3 30 70 40 
Group2Student4 3 20 80 60 
Group2Student5 3 80 90 10 
Group2Student6 3 30 70 40 
Group2Student7 3 60 80 20 
Group2Student8 3 20 70 50 
Group2Student9 3 80 100 20 

Average   45.55555556 81.11111111 35.55555556 

 
 

Figure 6.9- Results per chapter for group 1 

Figure 6.10- Results per chapter for group 2 
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Comparison between the two groups’ results 
 

 With out using the practice based instruction ITS With using the practice based instruction ITS 
Lesson 1 
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esson 2 

  
Lesson 3 

  

Figure 6.11- Comparison between the 2 groups’ results 



6.3 Results 

 
To make sure that the results are acceptable, we ran a significance of data test. Then, we 

carried out some comparisons and other calculations as in the following subsections. 

6.3.1 Significance of data: 
 
Since the data is considered small, a student’s t-test for each group data was done to 

determine the accuracy and statistical significance of the data.  

What is a student’s t-test? 

A student's t-test deals with the problems associated with inference based on "small" 

samples student’s-‘t’ test is probably still the most popular of all statistical tests. The test 

compares two mean (average) values to judge if they are different or not. The Student’s –

‘t’ test is the most sensitive test for interval data, but it also requires the most stringent 

assumptions. The variables/data are assumed to be normally distributed. If there is any 

reason to doubt this assumption, another distribution-free, test should be used such as 

Wilcoxon Test (Sivagnanam). 

Student’s t-test calculations 
 
Using an online “t-test” calculator from GraphPad software the following 

calculations/results were obtained: Figure 6.12 illustrates the first group results and 

Figure 6.13 describes the result analysis for group one. Following, Figure 6.14 illustrates 

the second group results and Figure 6.15 shows the second group results analysis.  From 

these t-test results, we realize that data is extremely statistically significant. 
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First group (No ITS) results: 

 
 Two tailed P statistical 

significance 
Confidence interval t df Standard error of difference

Chapter 1 0.0001 extremely 
statistically 
significant 

-32.68668 to -17.31332 7.5000 8 3.333 

Chapter 2 0.0001 extremely 
statistically 
significant 

-40.04800 to -20.04511 6.9277 8 6.9277 

Chapter 3 0.0003 extremely 
statistically 
significant 

-38.60043 to -17.32557 6.0619 8 4.613 

 

Data analysis details for the first group 

For Group 1 Chapter 1 

Quiz Pre-
Quiz 

Post 
Quiz   

Mean 47.73122 77.77778 

SD 13.86186 13.81945 

SEM 4.62062 4.60648 

N 9        9     
 

For Group 1 Chapter 2 

Quiz Pre-
Quiz 

Post 
Quiz   

Mean 47.73122 77.77778

SD 13.86186 13.81945

SEM 4.62062 4.60648

N 9       9    
 

 
For Group 1 Chapter 3 

Quiz Pre-
Quiz 

Post 
Quiz   

Mean 53.33333 81.29633

SD 24.49490 19.85666

SEM 8.16497 6.61889

N 9       9       

 

 

 

Figure 6.12- First group results calculations 

Figure 6.13- First group data analysis 
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Second group (with ITS) results: 
 

 Two tailed P statistical 
significance 

Confidence interval t df Standard error of difference

Chapter 1 0.0001 extremely 
statistically 
significant 

-41.81104 to -23.37407  t = 
8.1530 

8 3.998 

Chapter 2 0.0001 extremely 
statistically 
significant 

-43.63167 to -22.36166 7.1547 8 4.612 

Chapter 3 0.0010 very statistically 
significant 

-54.44 to -16.68 3.9922 16 8.906 

 

Data analysis details for the second group 

For Group 2 Chapter 1 

Quiz Pre-
Quiz 

Post 
Quiz   

Mean 42.22222 74.81478

SD 18.55921 14.44442

SEM 6.18640 4.81481

N 9        9       
 

For Group 2 Chapter 2 

Quiz Pre-
Quiz 

Post 
Quiz   

Mean 50.92578 83.92244

SD 14.09587 7.80693

SEM 4.69862 2.60231

N 9       9       
 

 
For Group 2 Chapter 3  

Quiz Pre-
Quiz 

Post 
Quiz   

Mean 45.56 81.11

SD 24.55 10.54

SEM 8.18 3.51

N 9    9 

 
 
 

Figure 6.14- Second group results calculations 

Figure 6.15- Second group data analysis 
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6.3.2 Calculating Averages and standard deviation: 
 
In Figure 6.16 we illustrate the average progress for each chapter. Progress for each 

student is calculated in the tables above as shown in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 by means 

of the equation: Progress = Post-quiz result - Pre-quiz result. At the end the average 

progress score is calculated as:  

Average progress = Progress made by all students / number of students. 

 
 
Group/Ave 
Progress 

Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Average 

Group 1 25 23.93544444 27.963 25.63281481 
Group 2 32.59255556 32.99666667 35.55555556 33.71492593 
Difference 7.59255556 9.06122223 7.59255556 8.08211112 
 

 

From Figure 6.16, we deduce that the average progress with group 2 (the group that have 

used the practice based instruction ITS) was about 8.1% higher than group 1 progress. 

 
Group/standard 
deviation 

Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Average 

Group 1 10 9.778682 13.83878 11.20582 
Group 2 11.99279 13.83562 16.66667 14.16503 
Difference  1.992794 4.056935 2.827887 2.959205 
 
 

While from Figure 6.17, we found that the average standard deviation learning gained 

using the ITS system is about 3 points higher than students went through traditional 

online learning. This result is a very promising step towards enhancing education and 

learning. 

Figure 6.16- Average progress calculation for both groups 

Figure 6.17- standard deviation calculation  
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6.4 Testing phase challenges 

 
To do the testing we faced many challenges. Some of these were the availability of 

English speaking volunteer students, lack of continued parents support during the 

experiment time, restricted available time which made students rush and did not get the 

full benefit of the system. In many cases smart guesses were made during the pre-test 

which made it difficult to measure the real learning curve and students’ commitment, 

sincerity and seriousness.  

To overcome these challenges we talked to school teachers to help us in the selection and 

to motivate students and parents. 

 

6.5 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter, we explained the testing phase. We performed different testing procedures 

to test the system effectiveness and efficiency. At first we carried out a technical test to 

reveal and fix any technical problems. Then, we carried out the content and system 

effectiveness test. This test measured the system effectiveness on general and the effect 

of the intelligent part on the system in particular. To run the test, we included two groups 

of students. These groups were distributed evenly from different school grades besides 

some non-IT teachers who presented the adults group of age.  

The first group was given the traditional part of the system only (excluding the intelligent 

part) in a student centric approach while IT teachers were around as facilitators only. This 
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group was asked to carry out the pre-quiz before they start with the lessons to measure 

their previous knowledge about the given topic. The Students then were given enough 

time to navigate through and read the lessons. After they finish reading the chapter 

lessons, students were asked to complete the post-quiz. Each student had to go through 

the same procedure for 3 different lessons.  

On the other hand the second group was given the traditional system besides the 

intelligent practices in a student centric approach. Therefore, students had to carry out the 

pre-quiz, then navigate through and read the lessons besides performing the intelligent 

practice exercises. After they are ready, students were asked to complete the post-quiz. 

Students were asked to do the same procedure for 3 different lessons (the same lessons 

the first group completed). 

Results from both groups were calculated and analyzed to show that both groups have 

benefited from the system but the second group showed much better progress than the 

first group.  In other words, the online system was a good learning tool for students to use 

in their learning process but the cognitive, adaptive intelligent practice exercises part is 

an important asset that guides, helps and supports students learning to acquire the missing 

knowledge and correct any misconceptions. 
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Chapter  7   

Conc lus ion  

 

ITSs have proven to be a very powerful and effective technology to enhance education 

and the learning process. Actually with rapid technological advances and the 

complexities of the modern world, it became necessary to find new educational 

technologies and a system that could cope with social and community needs by helping 

learners to acquire important skills needed to succeed. This has motivated research in the 

field of intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs). Furthermore, Web-based education has 

numerous advantages such as the convenience of taking a course without leaving the 

workplace or home and the reduced cost (Berz et al., 1999). Web-based tutoring systems 

are powerful technologies which have proved their effectiveness for distance learning 

that uses the knowledge about the domain, the learner and teaching strategies to support 

flexible individualized learning and tutoring instead of only providing the simplest 

solutions for distance learning (Brusilovsky et al. 1996; Eliot et al. 1995; Ritter 1997). At 

present, most existing educational applications (for example: tutorials, course notes 

besides many other applications) that have been delivered through the World Wide Web 

are just electronic books with very limited interactivity and diagnostic capability. 

Our system in this thesis proposed is an online adaptive practice based ITS embedded 

within traditional student control tutoring software and including other facilities provided 

for both learners and teachers designed to improve the learners learning process. To 

explain our system, we started this thesis in chapter 1 by discussing the motivation and 
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the importance of an online adaptive, cognitive and practice based ITS accompanied with 

some brief background to support the idea. Then, proposed a system that we believe can 

help in bridging the gap between traditional education and distance learning were learners 

miss the teacher help, guidance and support while enjoying the convenience and 

flexibility of learning on their own pace. This system combines the benefits of traditional 

online, learner control tutoring systems where learners acquire the required knowledge 

and find information through a well designed sequence of chapters and lessons and the 

ITS through the adaptive, cognitive intelligent practices where learners apply their 

knowledge, the system identifies the knowledge gaps, help and guide students through 

adapting and individualizing the instruction according to the learners levels and by 

providing immediate feedback and recommendations when needed. This system is built 

inline with the cognitive theory of learning and is adaptive to learners’ levels. Questions 

in the practices and the intelligent system were designed as MCQ to imitate the real exam 

environment and for objectivity where students are assessed purely according to their 

responses. Besides the cognitive theory of learning, the system meets many other well-

known educational theories as discussed in chapter 3. Moreover, the system is in general 

student control software which provides the students with the flexibility of selecting the 

content and the sequence as example but at the same time intelligent practice are 

considered as program control. Thus, during the practices the program guide the student 

through a sequence of questions generated according the student level and progress. 

Next, in chapter 2, we conducted an intelligent survey to overview ITSs, study their 

historical background in some details, and previously related work to learn from their 

experiences. In addition, we explored the different categories and classification methods 
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of existing ITSs and studied some online ITSs that teach computer subjects and how they 

work. Through the study we explored in depth some interesting areas and theories like 

the cognitive theory and the learner control approach. At the end of the chapter, we 

concluded by explaining where and how our system is categorized using the different 

methods and classifications mentioned in the chapter. 

Following that, in chapter 3, we conducted other field and online research besides the 

survey done in chapter 2 to analyze our system and identify its main components. We 

explored the types of learning and some educational theories and how our system meets 

them. Moreover, we discussed MCQ assessments and how they work. This is in addition 

to taking about each component in details and its purpose and functionality. 

In chapter 4, we surveyed and discussed the technical survey. and discussed the different 

software utilized to build the system. To build the system we employed different  

software and tools,  such as Microsoft ASP.NET, Visual Basic .NET, Visual C++, 

Microsoft SQL server 2005, XML, CLIPS and some tools to produce the auto extract file 

like WinZip and ZIP to Secure EXE programs.  

In Chapter 5, we discussed the system architecture, design and implementation in depth. 

This is including the database tables and relations, the intelligent practices algorithm and 

implementation besides overall website design and layout. In details, we discussed each 

system component design and implementation.  Finally, in chapter 6, we carried on 

different tests to evaluate and examine the efficiency and effectiveness of our system. 

Some tests were done to examine the website technicality such as links and other tests 

were done to acquire feedback regarding the interface and navigation convenience. The 

main test was on the concept and effectiveness of the intelligent part of the system. This 
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test proved the system effectiveness and showed that students who used the intelligent 

part gained 8.1% better results in the average learning gain. 

 

In conclusion, our research has shown the importance of integrating traditional 

online/web-based tutoring systems with ITSs. At the same time, from the research we 

understood how the cognitive theory works and how to plan practice exercises in a 

cognitive way modeling students’ behaviors and guiding them through their learning 

process. Besides the cognitive theory of learning, our system meets other learning and 

educational theories as discussed in details in Chapter 3. This is in addition to exploring 

and discussing the adaptive practice based systems concept which individualize the 

instruction for students according to their levels and help students to find out, identify 

and fill knowledge gaps and correct misconceptions through applying and practicing 

what they learnt and receive appropriate feedback based on their responses and levels. 

In this Thesis, we applied our research findings and built a system that meets students and 

teachers needs. This system is planned to emulate teacher one to one tutoring. It uses the 

classroom teacher model as the teaching methodology by giving continuous support, 

comments, feedback, guidance and direction. 

Using appropriate knowledge domain modules, with a combination of intelligent adaptive 

cognitive practices raises the average learning gain for students dramatically. Students 

can read the lessons using the traditional mode then self assess their knowledge and fill 

knowledge gaps by doing the adaptive cognitive practices. Students can assess their 

knowledge before starting any lesson by completing the pre-quizzes. This approach is 

used for many reasons; one of them is for students to get an idea about their pre- 
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knowledge and what to expect from the lesson and for teachers to monitor and evaluate 

knowledge gain, students’ progress and evaluate teaching methodology and lesson plan. 

Furthermore, Intelligent Practices in this system start with an average level question. 

After studying the student response and evaluating student understanding of the lesson, 

the system generates questions appropriate for student understanding. Studied comments 

and feedback are given too to guide the student and to make sure that the student 

understands the topic well. Sometimes recommendations of readings are given when 

further help is needed.  

Students benefited from the post-test at the end of each chapter. These quizzes were used 

to evaluate their readiness and for teachers to measure student learning gains and 

students’ progress. This technique can be used as an evaluation tool if used in the 

classroom or any other system which requires evaluating students’ performance 

regularly. This is besides the assessment tool provided at the end of module containing 

questions covering all chapters and lessons in the module. Again this tool can be used an 

assessment tool or for students to assess their exam readiness. 

The system took the real advantage of interaction and distributed nature of the Internet. 

One good use of the internet is providing different communication tools where students 

and teachers interact. Moreover, the system has been built as a complete system that 

serves many other purposes besides teaching and providing feedback to the student. For 

example, teachers can add students, generate reports and update question banks to 

continuously improve and update the system. Students can track their progress through 

the reports from the lessons visited and assessments taken while teachers can track all 

student progress through the mentioned reports besides the progress reports and Quizzes 
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analysis reports. One important feature is to keep the human touch and existence via e-

communications where students can submit their feedback and comments for teachers to 

read and consider. At the same time students can ask questions and view other students’ 

questions while teachers have the authority to read, and answer these questions. This is in 

addition to the fact that these systems help peer students to collaborate, share 

experiences, know each other, create groups, help and support each other.  

Both students and teachers gave excellent feedback about the website facilities. They 

found it easy to navigate, informative and helped them to progress and track progress. 

From one end, students liked the practices because they felt it helped directing them and 

showed them where they needed to concentrate on and what knowledge was missing. In 

most cases they were provided with all needed information and didn’t have to go back to 

read the lessons. On the other end, test results with students had shown a clear evidence 

of the importance of the intelligent part on students’ knowledge gain improvement. While 

this system proved to be successful in increasing the learning gain acquired by students 

and helped teachers in following up with their students’ progress and continuously on 

improving the system.  

The system has been tested and proved its effectiveness and importance in enhancing 

students’ results by studying and comparing results and education gain between the pre 

lessons test and the post lessons test. While both group of students showed good 

improvement, the group who have used the intelligent part showed about 8.1% better 

results in average learning gain though. 
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In future, research on different cognitive questioning and assessment techniques should 

be carried on to enhance the way misconceptions and knowledge gaps are detected and to 

overcome MCQs weakness areas. Examples of such research maybe the integration of 

assay assessments with the current system and/or providing in-application intelligent 

practices depending on the topic of study nature. This is in addition to work on improving 

the interface and adding some hyper-linking techniques to provide suggested readings 

links related to the current lesson when a weakness is identified. For better future 

research results, educators and IT specialists should work together and an ongoing 

research should be maintained to follow up with new technologies and new educational 

and learning theories and approaches.  Integrating new technologies with the new 

educational approaches shall continuously improve the way ITSs are designed and 

implemented. 

 

Talking about our system in this thesis, the system can be expanded to cover all ICDL 

modules. The website interface can be easily modified and more analysis and reports can 

be added. While using the same questioning or practice logic as mentioned in this thesis, 

practices interface to other ICDL modules may be modified to include in application 

practices using different technologies with CLIPS. This prototype system can be used too 

to prepare for other international examinations, some examples are: SAT, GRE, LSAT, 

and FE besides many others. Finally, this system is only a prototype or only one example 

of how can we use ITSs to enhance online education and improve students learning gains 

in a cognitive, interactive and adaptive approach which proved its success. 
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Append ix  A :   Educat iona l  

Theor ies  

 
 

In this appendix we explain some educational theories that we considered while creating 

our tutoring system. It starts with Blooms taxonomy, then Krathwohl Taxonomy after 

that we talk about Gagné's "Conditions of Learning" Theory which we have described 

briefly in chapter 3. 

 

A1.1 Blooms Taxonomy 

Who is Bloom4? 

Benjamin Bloom was an American educational psychologist .He was born in 21 February 

1913 and died in September 13, 1999.  Benjamin Bloom headed a group of Cognitive 

psychologists at the University of Chicago and made significant contributions to the 

classification of educational objectives and the theory of mastery learning. His group 

developed a taxonomic hierarchy of cognitive-driven behavior which very important to 

learning and measurable capability 

His research focus was on the study of educational objectives. He proposed that any 

given task favors one of three psychological domains:  

- Cognitive: deals with learners abilities to process and utilize information in a 
meaningful way. 

                                                 

4 Summarized from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page  
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- Affective:  is concerned with the attitudes and feelings that result from the 
learning process. 

- or psychomotor. Is about manipulative or physical skills.  

Bloom’s taxonomy provides structure in which to categorize instructional objectives and 

instructional assessment. His taxonomy was designed to help educators and Instructional 

Designers to classify instructional objectives and goals. The foundation of his taxonomy 

was based on the idea that not all learning objectives and outcomes are equal. For 

example, memorization of facts, while important, is not the same as the learned ability to 

analyze or evaluate. In the absence of a classification system (i.e., a taxonomy), educators 

and Instructional Designers may choose, for example, to emphasize memorization of 

facts (which make for easier testing) than emphasizing other (and likely more important) 

learned capabilities. 

 Bloom’s Taxonomy of Cognitive Domain(Bloom 1956)5: 

Bloom identified six levels within the cognitive domain (Mason G.) as in Figure A1  

- Knowledge 
- Comprehension 
- Application 
- Analysis 
- Synthesis 
- Evaluation 

Knowledge: refers to remembering of previously learned material. It 

represents the lowest level of learning outcomes in the cognitive 

domain.  

Comprehension is the ability to grasp the meaning of material by organizing, comparing, 

translating, interpreting, giving descriptions, and stating main ideas. Translating problems 
                                                 
5 Summarized from: Reference: Major categories in the cognitive domain of the taxonomy of educational 
objectives (Bloom, 1956). : http://classweb.gmu.edu/ndabbagh/Resources/Resources2/bloomstax.htm 

Figure A1 
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from words to numbers is an example. These learning outcomes go one step beyond the 

simple remembering of material, and represent the lowest level of understanding. 

Application is the ability to use learned material in new and concrete situations. Using 

new knowledge to solve problems to new situations.The application of such things as 

rules, methods, concepts, principles, laws, and theories is a good example.  

Analysis is the ability to break down material into its component parts by identifying 

motives or causes so that its organizational structure may be understood. This may 

include the identification of the parts, analysis of the relationships between parts, and 

recognition of the organizational principles involved besides make inferences and find 

evidence to support generalizations. Learning outcomes require an understanding of both 

the content and the structural form of the material. 

Synthesis is the ability to compile and put parts together in a different way to form a new 

concept or propose new solutions. This may involve the production of a unique 

communication (theme or speech), a plan of operations (research proposal), or a set of 

abstract relations (scheme for classifying information). Learning outcomes stress creative 

behaviors, with major emphasis on the formulation of new patterns or structures. 

Evaluation is the ability to present and defend by making judgments about the value of 

material (statement, novel, poem, research report) for a given purpose based on clearly 

defined internal or external set of criteria. Learning outcomes in this area are highest in 

the cognitive hierarchy (Mason G.) 
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Problems of (critique on) Bloom's Taxonomy (Sugrue B.; Bereiter C. and Scardamalia M. 

1998; Merrill 1994; Moore D.S. 1982; Bloom B.S. et al. 1956) 

While there are still true believers and keen users of Bloom’s taxonomy others have some 

critique on the taxonomy.  Some critique on Bloom’s Taxonomy’s (cognitive domain) 

agrees on the existence of these six categories, but questioning the existence of a 

sequential, hierarchical link (Paul, R. (1993)). Paul (1993) argues that while the 

distinctions in cognitive levels may be important, there is not necessarily a sequential, 

hierarchical link between the levels since 'the categories themselves are not independent 

but interdependent' (p. 375). The revised edition of Bloom's taxonomy has moved 

Synthesis in higher order than Evaluation. Others agree on that the three lowest levels are 

hierarchically ordered, but consider the three higher levels as parallel. Some say that it is 

better sometimes to move to Application before introducing Concepts (most likely related 

to the method of Problem Based Learning).  

The following is another more detailed critique of the theory: 

Invalidity 

When Bloom’s taxonomy was developed (almost 50 years ago) educators and researches 

didn’t have enough information and knowledge about cognitive processes involved in 

learning and performance. The Bloom’s taxonomy categories are not supported by any 

research on learning. The only distinction that is supported by research is the distinction 

between declarative/conceptual knowledge and procedural knowledge. 

Unreliability 
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Learning objective might be classified into either of the two lowest levels (knowledge or 

comprehension) or into any of the four highest levels (application, analysis, synthesis, or 

evaluation) by different designers which makes application consistency of Bloom’s 

taxonomy across several designers/developers is impossible. This means that there is no 

reliability in what comprises instruction or assessment that targets different/separate 

levels. A better reliable approach might be to separate objectives and practice/assessment 

items into: 

 declarative/conceptual knowledge  

 Task performance/procedural knowledge. 

Impracticality 

Everything above the “knowledge” level in Bloom’s taxonomy is usually treated as 

“higher-order thinking” which reduces the taxonomy in fact into to two levels.  

In the following we will discuss two alternatives to the taxonomy: 

1. The Content-by-Performance Alternative 

Recent taxonomies of objectives and learning object strategies distinguish among: 

- Types of content (usually facts, concepts, principles, procedures, and processes) 
as well as  

- Levels of performance (usually remember and use).  

This content-by-performance approach leads to general prescriptions for informational 

content and practice/assessment (Sugrue B.) such as those presented in Table A1 (from 

Sugrue B.). 
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Practice/Assessment 
(Depending on Level of Performance) 

Content 
Type  

Information to Present 
(Regardless of Level of 

Performance Remember  Use  
Fact  the fact  recognize or recall the 

fact  
recognize or recall during task 
performance  

Concept  the definition, critical 
attributes, examples, non-
examples  

recognize or recall the 
definition or attributes  

Identify, classify, or create 
examples  

Principle/ 
Rule  

the principle/rule, 
examples, analogies, 
stories  

recognize, recall, or 
explain the principle  

decide if the principle applies, 
predict an event, apply the 
principle to solve a problem  

Procedure  list of steps, 
demonstration  

recognize, recall, or 
reorder the steps  

perform the steps  

Process  description of stages, 
inputs, outputs, diagram, 
examples, stories  

recognize, recall, or 
reorder the stages  

identify origins of problems in 
the process; predict events in 
the process; solve problems in 
the process  

 

2. The Pure Performance Alternative 

 

A more radical approach would be to have no taxonomy at all. It is simply assumes that 

all “performance” objectives are at the use level and that learners will practice or be 

assessed on the particular performance in representative task situations. All objectives 

and sub-objectives can be treated as performance objectives without further classification 

(Sugrue B.). 

 

Table A1: Information and Practice Based on Content-Performance (adapted from Sugrue B.) 
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A1.2 Krathwohl Taxonomy 

Who is David Krathwohl6? 

David R. Krathwohl is currently the Hannah Hammond Professor of Education Emeritus 

at Syracuse University. He has made important contributions to the field of educational 

psychology. He Co-authored the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, with Benjamin 

Bloom which is known as Bloom's taxonomy.  

Krathwohl's Taxonomy of Affective Domain  

Krathwohl's affective domain taxonomy is perhaps the best known of any of the affective 

taxonomies. "The taxonomy is ordered according to the principle of 

internalization as in Figure A2 (Mason G.; Krathwohl et al. 1956, 

1964; Seels and Glasgow 1990). 

  

 

Skills in the affective domain describe the way people react emotionally and their ability 

to feel and understand other people emotions. Affective objectives typically target the 

awareness and growth in attitudes, emotion, and feelings. 

The taxonomy identified 5 levels within the affective domain: 

- Receiving 
- Responding 
- Valuing 
- Organizational 
- Characterization 

                                                 
6 Summarized from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page 

Figure A2 
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Receiving is being aware of or attending to something in the environment which means 

that learners passively pay attention. It is the lowest level .Without this level no learning 

can occur. Examples include: to differentiate, to accept, to listen (for), to respond to. 

Responding is showing some new behaviors as a result of experience such as The learner 

actively participates in the learning process. Examples are: to comply with, to follow, to 

commend, to volunteer, to spend leisure time in, to acclaim. 

Valuing is showing some definite involvement or commitment. The learner attaches a 

value to an object, phenomenon, or piece of information Examples include: to increase 

measured proficiency in, to relinquish, to subsidize, to support, to debate. 

Organization is integrating a new value into one's general set of values, giving it some 

ranking among one's general priorities, which means that the learner can put together 

different values, information, and ideas and accommodate them within his/her own 

schema; comparing, relating and elaborating on what has been learned. Examples are: to 

discuss, to theorize, to formulate, to balance, to examine. 

Characterization by value or value set is acting consistently in accordance with the new 

values he or she has internalized. The learner has held a particular value or belief that 

now exerts influence on his/her behavior so that it becomes a characteristic. This is the 

highest level. Examples include: to revise, to require, to be rated high in the value, to 

avoid, to resist, to manage, to resolve. 
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A1.3 Gagné's "Conditions of Learning" Theory 

Who is Gagné 7? 

Robert Gagne was born in 1916 in North Andover, MA. He is currently a professor in the 

Department of Education Research at Florida State University in Tallahassee. He is 

considered as an experimental psychologist who is concerned with learning and 

instruction. And he has developed a learning theory called the "Conditions of Learning".  

The "Conditions of Learning" Theory8 

Gagne suggests that learning tasks for intellectual skills can be organized in a hierarchy 
according to complexity:  

- stimulus recognition,  
- response generation,  
- procedure following,  
- use of terminology,  
- discriminations,  
- concept formation,  
- rule application,  
- and problem solving. 

The primary significance of the hierarchy is to identify prerequisites that should be 

completed to facilitate learning at each level. Prerequisites are identified by doing a task 

analysis of a learning/training task. Learning hierarchies provide a basis for the 

sequencing of instruction. As show in table A2, the theory outlines nine instructional 

events and corresponding cognitive processes:  

Instructional event Example 
(1) gaining attention (reception) variety of computer generated shapes 
(2) informing learners of the objective 
(expectancy) 

Question: "What is a square?" 

(3) stimulating recall of prior learning review definition of square 

                                                 
7 Summarized from http://www.psy.pdx.edu/PsiCafe/KeyTheorists/Gagne.htm  
8 Summarized from http://tip.psychology.org/gagne.html  
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(retrieval) 
(4) presenting the stimulus (selective 
perception) 

give definition of  a square 

(5) providing learning guidance (semantic 
encoding) 

show example of how to draw a square 

(6) eliciting performance (responding) Ask students to draw 4 different size 
squares 

(7) providing feedback (reinforcement) Check students work for all drawn squares 
with feedback of correct/ incorrect and 
why?  

(8) assessing performance (retrieval) provide assessment grade and suggest 
readings to correct mistakes 

(9) Enhancing retention and transfer 
(generalization). 

Show different shapes again and ask 
students to identify squares 

  

 

Principles:  

1. Different outcomes needs different types of instructions 
2. The specific processes that comprise instructional measures are different for each 

different type of learning outcome.  
3. Sequence of instruction and what intellectual skills to be learned are defined by 

learning hierarchies.  
4. Measures of learning control the learner in ways that make up the conditions of 

learning.  

 

Table A2: Examples of events for each category of learning outcomes From Gagne (1985, chapter 12). 



Append ix  B :   Sys tem tab les  and  re la t ions  –  

D iagram 1  



 

Append ix  B2:   Sys tem tab les  and  

re la t ions  –  D iagram 2  
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Append ix  C :  Example  o f  an  

in te l l igent  prac t i ce/ lesson  in  

CLIPS  

 
 
;  About THE PROGRAM 
;  <<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>> 
; 
; The program is designed to help students understand Basic Concepts of Information Technology and be 
able to pass ICDL  
; Module 1 exam. 
; 
; First the program gives a list of all available topics for students to pick up from as their progress. 
; 
; then the program ask questions and take the student step by step as per student response. 
; The program suggests what lessons the student need to go and read and customizes the path according to 
the student level  
; and prompt the user for: 
; 
; 1. Suggested readings 
; 2. emphasizes on student weaknesses  
;  
; 
; 
;   
; I have used ICDL official syllabus when planned my lessons and my intelligent tutor. 
; 
; 
 
; 
;'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
;Initializes the program 
; 
;'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
  
(defrule init 
 (declare (salience 9980)) 
 ?x <- (initial-fact) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (assert (need to-read-the-lesson n)) 
 (assert (start))) 
 
 
;'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
;To end the program and call the init rule to 
; reset the program 
; 
;'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
(defrule end1 
 (declare (salience 9200)) 
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 ?s <- (stop) 
 => 
 (retract ?s) 
 (reset) 
 (halt)) 
  
;'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
;Gives the opening message and asks the student to select a lesson.. 
; 
;'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
(defrule begin 
 (declare (salience -9000)) 
 ?x <- (start) => 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Lesson 2 - Hardware ...") 
 (retract ?x) 
 (assert (Lesson number 2))) 
 
 
;============================================================================
======================== 
 
;'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
;Lesson 2- Hardware 
; 
;'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question1-Question 
 (declare (salience 1500)) 
 (Lesson number 2) => 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " The three main parts of a CPU are....?" crlf 
 
  "  1) ALU, immediate access memory, control unit " crlf 
  "  2) ALU, RAM, control unit"crlf  
   
         "  3) system box, control unit, VIDEO CARD" crlf  
   
  "  4) ALU, ROM, control unit " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer1 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question1-answer1 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer1 1) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 
 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question2 y)) 
 
) 
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;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question1-answer2 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer1 2) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 "This is a wrong answer... CPU uses The immediate access memory ( where the data used by the 
ALU is stored) not RAM." crlf crlf 
 "So the right answer is: ALU, immediate access memory, control unit" crlf crlf) 
   
(assert (Lesson2 question2 y)) 
 
) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question1-answer3 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer1 3) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 "This is a wrong answer... The three main parts of a CPU are the arithmetic logic unit (ALU), "crlf 
 "the immediate access memory and the control unit.)." crlf crlf 
 "So the right answer is: ALU, immediate access memory, control unit" crlf crlf) 
  
 
(assert (Lesson2 question2 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question1-answer4 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer1 4) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 "This is a wrong answer... CPU uses The immediate access memory ( where the data used by the 
ALU is stored) not ROM." crlf crlf 
 "So the right answer is: ALU, immediate access memory, control unit" crlf crlf) 
  
  
 
(assert (Lesson2 question2 y))) 
 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question2-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question2 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " ALU stands for....?" crlf 
 
  "  1) Access Logical Utility " crlf 
  "  2) ACcess Local Utilities "crlf  
   
     "  3) Arithmetic Logic Unit" crlf  
   
  "  4) Arithmetic Logic Utility " crlf crlf 
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   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer2 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question2-answer4 
(or(Lesson2 answer2 4)(Lesson2 answer2 1)(Lesson2 answer2 2)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 "This is a wrong answer... ALU stands for Arithmetic Logic Unit " crlf crlf crlf)   
(assert (Lesson2 question3 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question2-answer3 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer2 3) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 
 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question3 y)) 
 
) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question3-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question3 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " RAM stands for....?" crlf 
 
  "  1) Read Access memory " crlf 
  "  2) Read application memory "crlf  
   
         "  3) Random access memory" crlf  
   
  "  4) Ready always memory " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer3 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question3-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer3 4)(Lesson2 answer3 1)(Lesson2 answer3 2)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 "This is a wrong answer... RAM stands for Random access memory " crlf crlf 
 " It is very important to understand and remeber abbreviations stands for what" crlf crlf crlf) 
  
  
 
(assert (Lesson2 question4 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
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(defrule Lesson2-Question3-answer3 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer3 3) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question6 y)) 
 
) 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question4-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question4 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " ROM stands for....?" crlf 
 
  "  1) Read Only memory " crlf 
  "  2) Read Object memory "crlf  
   
         "  3) Random Objects memory" crlf  
   
  "  4) Ready Objectives memory " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer4 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question4-answer2 
(or(Lesson2 answer4 4)(Lesson2 answer4 3)(Lesson2 answer4 2)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 "This is a wrong answer... ROM stands for Read Only memory " crlf crlf 
 " It is very important to understand and remeber abbreviations stands for what ..." crlf crlf  
 " It sounds that you need to work on this area better ... " crlf) 
   
(assert (Lesson2 question5 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question4-answer1 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer4 1) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question6 y))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question5-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question5 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " CPU stands for....?" crlf 
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  "  1) Central progressing Unit " crlf 
  "  2) Central Processing Unit "crlf  
         "  3) Central Programming Unit" crlf  
  "  4) Central Paging Unit" crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer5 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question5-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer5 4)(Lesson2 answer5 3)(Lesson2 answer5 1)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... CPU stands for Central Processing Unit " crlf crlf 
 " It is very important to understand and remeber abbreviations stands for what ..." crlf crlf  
 " It sounds that you need to work on this area better ... " crlf 
 " I strongly suggest that you read and learn the lesson abbreviations  .." crlf crlf 
 " This is lesson 2 :Hardware" crlf crlf 
 " Do you want to continue to the next topic and later read the lesson? .."crlf 
 "==> y or n  " )  
(assert (Lesson2 question6 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question5-answer2 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer5 2) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question6 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question6-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question6 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " Which of the following holds the instructions that the computer needs to know immediately 
upon starting up?" crlf 
 
  "  1) Virtual memory " crlf 
  "  2) Immediate access memory "crlf  
         "  3) Random Access Memory" crlf  
  "  4) ROM " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer6 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question6-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer6 2)(Lesson2 answer6 3)(Lesson2 answer6 1)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " Read-only memory (ROM) is stored on ‘memory chips’. With these chips," crlf 
 " data is permanently burned into them" crlf 
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 " when they are manufactured and usually cannot be altered afterwards." crlf 
 " The information and instructions are there " crlf 
 " before you turn the computer on and still there when the power is off. " crlf 
 " Unlike RAM, the computer cannot place data in ROM. It can only read from it, thus giving it its 
name." crlf crlf 
 " This kind of memory is typically used to store the instructions that the computer needs to start 
up" crlf  
 " so that it can run a self-check and detect attached equipment." crlf crlf crlf ) 
    
(assert (Lesson2 question7 y))) 
 
;============================================================================
======================== 
(defrule Lesson2-Question6-answer4 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer6 4) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question9 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question7-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question7 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " Which one of the following statements about ROM is true?" crlf 
 
  "  1) ROM is a computer peripheral  " crlf 
  "  2) One buys extra ROM for one's computer in order to increase its performance "crlf  
         "  3) ROM holds key information needed for the computer to operate immediately on power-up" 
crlf  
  "  4) ROM is memory that can be both read and written to " crlf crlf 
 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer7 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question7-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer7 2)(Lesson2 answer7 4)(Lesson2 answer7 1)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer. The right answer is: "crlf  
 " ROM holds key information needed for the computer to operate immediately on power-up" crlf  
 " Read-only memory (ROM) is stored on ‘memory chips’. With these chips," crlf 
 " data is permanently burned into them" crlf 
 " when they are manufactured and usually cannot be altered afterwards." crlf 
 " The information and instructions are there " crlf   
 " before you turn the computer on and still there when the power is off. " crlf 
 " Unlike RAM, the computer cannot place data in ROM. It can only read from it, thus giving it its 
name." crlf crlf 
 " This kind of memory is typically used to store the instructions that the computer needs to start 
up" crlf  
 " so that it can run a self-check and detect attached equipment."   crlf crlf crlf ) 
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(assert (Lesson2 question8 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question7-answer3 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer7 3) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question9 y))) 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question8-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question8 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " Which one of the following statements about ROM is true?" crlf 
 
  "  1) ROM is a form of backing store  " crlf 
  "  2) ROM will retain data when the computer is switched off "crlf  
         "  3) ROM will lose data when the computer is switched off" crlf  
  "  4) ROM is memory that can be both read and written to " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer8 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question8-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer8 4)(Lesson2 answer8 3)(Lesson2 answer8 1)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is ROM will retain data when the computer is 
switched off" crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " Read-only memory (ROM) is stored on ‘memory chips’. With these chips," crlf 
 " data is permanently burned into them" crlf 
 " when they are manufactured and usually cannot be altered afterwards." crlf 
 " The information and instructions are there " crlf  " before you turn the computer on 
and still there when the power is off. " crlf 
 " Unlike RAM, the computer cannot place data in ROM. It can only read from it, thus giving it its 
name." crlf crlf 
 " This kind of memory is typically used to store the instructions that the computer needs to start 
up" crlf  
 " so that it can run a self-check and detect attached equipment." crlf crlf crlf  
 " I strongly suggest that you read the lesson thoroughly .." crlf 
 " This is lesson 2 : Hardware / Memory..." crlf 
 " Do you want to continue to the next topic and later read the lesson? .."crlf 
 "==> y or n  " ) 
  
(assert (Lesson2 question9 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question8-answer2 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer8 2) => 
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 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question9 y))) 
 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question9-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question9 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " Which one of the following best describes the Random Access Memory of a computer?" crlf 
 
  "  1) RAM is the user's program area  " crlf 
  "  2) RAM is the fastest memory in the computer system "crlf   
         "  3) RAM is permanent" crlf   
  "  4) RAM is backing store " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer9 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question9-answer2 
(or(Lesson2 answer9 4)(Lesson2 answer9 3)(Lesson2 answer9 2)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is :RAM is the user's program area" crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " Random access memory (RAM) is the main working memory of the computer." crlf 
 " RAM is measured in megabytes, so a computer could be said to have 512 MB of RAM" crlf 
 " RAM is empty when the computer is first switched on." crlf   
 " The system software, such as Windows, is loaded into it so that the computer can carry out all " 
crlf 
 " the functions that make it work. " crlf 
 " If you are using a word processing program to produce a document," crlf 
 "  the word processing program is first loaded into RAM and the document you are preparing " crlf 
 " is also stored in RAM as you work on it." crlf crlf 
 " Should the computer be switched off before your document is saved or should there be a power 
cut," crlf 
 " everything in RAM is lost and you will have to start all over again when the power is restored." 
crlf  
 ) 
  
(assert (Lesson2 question10 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question9-answer1 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer9 1) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 
 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
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crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question12 y))) 
 
;============================================================================  
(defrule Lesson2-Question10-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question10 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " Which one of the following describes the RAM of a computer?" crlf 
  "  1) RAM is read-access memory  " crlf 
  "  2) RAM is read and write memory  "crlf  
         "  3) RAM is write-only memory" crlf  
  "  4) RAM is a computer peripheral " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer10 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question10-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer10 4)(Lesson2 answer10 3)(Lesson2 answer10 1)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: RAM is read and write memory" crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " Random access memory (RAM) is the main working memory of the computer." crlf 
 " RAM is measured in megabytes, so a computer could be said to have 512 MB of RAM" crlf 
 " RAM is empty when the computer is first switched on." crlf   
 " The system software, such as Windows, is loaded into it so that the computer can carry out all " 
crlf 
 " the functions that make it work. " crlf 
 " If you are using a word processing program to produce a document," crlf 
 "  the word processing program is first loaded into RAM and the document you are preparing " crlf 
 " is also stored in RAM as you work on it." crlf crlf 
 " Should the computer be switched off before your document is saved or should there be a power 
cut," crlf 
 " everything in RAM is lost and you will have to start all over again when the power is restored." 
crlf  
 ) 
  
(assert (Lesson2 question11 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question10-answer2 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer10 2) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question12 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question11-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question11 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
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  " Which one of the following statements about RAM is true?" crlf 
 
  "  1) RAM retains its data when the computer power is off  " crlf 
  "  2) RAM is a computer peripheral  "crlf  
         "  3) RAM contains computer start-up instructions " crlf  
  "  4) RAM is a form of read and write memory " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer11 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question11-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer11 2)(Lesson2 answer11 3)(Lesson2 answer11 1)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: RAM is a form of read and write memory" crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " Random access memory (RAM) is the main working memory of the computer." crlf 
 " RAM is measured in megabytes, so a computer could be said to have 512 MB of RAM" crlf 
 " RAM is empty when the computer is first switched on." crlf   
 " The system software, such as Windows, is loaded into it so that the computer can carry out all " 
crlf 
 " the functions that make it work. " crlf 
 " If you are using a word processing program to produce a document," crlf 
 "  the word processing program is first loaded into RAM and the document you are preparing " crlf 
 " is also stored in RAM as you work on it." crlf crlf 
 " Should the computer be switched off before your document is saved or should there be a power 
cut," crlf 
 " everything in RAM is lost and you will have to start all over again when the power is restored." 
crlf crlf crlf 
 
 " I strongly suggest that you read the lesson thoroughly .." crlf 
 " This is lesson 2 : Hardware / Memory..." crlf 
 " Do you want to continue to the next topic and later read the lesson? .."crlf 
 "==> y or n  " ) 
   
 
(assert (Lesson2 question12 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question11-answer4 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer11 4) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question12 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question12-Question 
?x <- (Lesson2 question12 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " Which one of the following measurements of computer memory is the second largest in size?" 
crlf 
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  "  1) Terabyte  " crlf 
  "  2) Kilobyte  "crlf   
         "  3) Gigabyte " crlf   
  "  4) Megabyte " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer12 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question12-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer12 2)(Lesson2 answer12 4)(Lesson2 answer12 1)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: Gigabyte" crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " Computer memory can be expressed using the following units." crlf 
 " Byte: 8 bits " crlf 
 " Each character that the user inputs is stored as a byte." crlf  crlf 
 " If you want to store the character “A”, you need 1 byte of memory " crlf 
 " If you want to store the characters “AB2”, you need 3 bytes of memory " crlf   
 " Kilobyte(KB): 1024 bytes " crlf 
 " Megabyte(MB): 1024 kilobytes" crlf  
 " Gigabyte(GB): 1024 megabytes " crlf 
 " Terabyte(TB): Approximately a thousand gigabytes or a thousand billion bytes  " crlf 
 ) 
 
(assert (Lesson2 question13 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question12-answer3 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer12 3) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question15 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question13-Question 
?x <- (Lesson2 question13 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " Which one of the following measurements of computer memory is the second largest in size?" 
crlf 
  "  1) Terabyte  " crlf 

 "  2) Kilobyte  "crlf  
         "  3) Gigabyte " crlf    
  "  4) Megabyte " crlf crlf 
 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer13 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question13-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer13 2)(Lesson2 answer13 4)(Lesson2 answer13 1)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
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 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: Gigabyte" crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " Computer memory can be expressed using the following units." crlf 
 " Byte: 8 bits " crlf 
 " Each character that the user inputs is stored as a byte." crlf  crlf 
 " If you want to store the character “A”, you need 1 byte of memory " crlf 
 " If you want to store the characters “AB2”, you need 3 bytes of memory " crlf   
 " Kilobyte(KB): 1024 bytes " crlf 
 " Megabyte(MB): 1024 kilobytes" crlf  
 " Gigabyte(GB): 1024 megabytes " crlf 
 " Terabyte(TB): Approximately a thousand gigabytes or a thousand billion bytes  " crlf 
 ) 
  
(assert (Lesson2 question14 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question13-answer3 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer13 3) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question15 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question14-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question14 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " In relation to the units of computer memory which of the following statements is false?" crlf 
 
  "  1) 1000 KB = 1 MB approximately " crlf 
 
  "  2) 100,000 KB = 1 MB approximately  "crlf  
   
         "  3) 1000 Gigabytes = 1 Terabyte approximately " crlf  
   
  "  4) 1,000,000 MB = 1 Terabyte approximately " crlf crlf 
 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer14 =(read)))) 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question14-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer14 3)(Lesson2 answer14 4)(Lesson2 answer14 1)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The false statement is: 100,000 KB = 1 MB approximately " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " Computer memory can be expressed using the following units." crlf 
 " Byte: 8 bits " crlf 
 " Each character that the user inputs is stored as a byte." crlf  crlf 
 " If you want to store the character “A”, you need 1 byte of memory " crlf 
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 " If you want to store the characters “AB2”, you need 3 bytes of memory " crlf   
 " Kilobyte(KB): 1024 bytes " crlf 
 " Megabyte(MB): 1024 kilobytes" crlf  
 " Gigabyte(GB): 1024 megabytes " crlf 
 " Terabyte(TB): Approximately a thousand gigabytes or a thousand billion bytes  " crlf 
 " I strongly suggest that you read the lesson thoroughly .." crlf 
 " This is lesson 2 : Hardware / Memory..." crlf 
 " Do you want to continue to the next topic and later read the lesson? .."crlf 
 "==> y or n  " )   
(assert (Lesson2 question15 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question14-answer2 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer14 2) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question15 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question15-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question15 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " The arithmetic/logic unit performs the following actions" crlf 
 
  "  1) checks data for accuracy " crlf 
  "  2) does calculations using addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division  "crlf    
         "  3) does logical comparisons, such as equal to, greater than, less than " crlf    
  "  4) both calculations and logical comparisons " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer15 =(read)))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question15-answer1 
?x<- (Lesson2 answer15 1) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: ALU does both calculations and logical 
comparisons" crlf 
  crlf crlf  
 " All the arithmetical operations and logical comparisons are carried out in ALU unit." crlf 
 " Arithmetical operations refers to operations like addition, subtraction etc and logical operations " 
crlf 
 " refers to comparisons like finding a larger number, etc." crlf crlf crlf )   
 
(assert (Lesson2 question16 y))) 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question15-answer2 
(or(Lesson2 answer15 2)(Lesson2 answer15 3)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
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 " This is a wrong answer... You have partially answered the Question.." crlf 
 " The right answer is: ALU does both calculations and logical comparisons" crlf 
  crlf crlf 
  
 " All the arithmetical operations and logical comparisons are carried out in ALU unit." crlf 
 " Arithmetical operations refers to operations like addition, subtraction etc and logical operations " 
crlf 
 " refers to comparisons like finding a larger number, etc." crlf crlf crlf) 
  
(assert (Lesson2 question17 y))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question15-answer4 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer15 4) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question18 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question16-Question 
?x <- (Lesson2 question16 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " The control unit performs the following actions" crlf 
  "  1) The control unit manages and directs instructions flowing into the computer " crlf 
  "  2) Controls how many hard disks you have in your computer  "crlf    
         "  3) carry out all the arithmetical operations and logical comparisons " crlf    
  "  4) is temporary storage area where all the data is fed into the computer" crlf crlf 
  " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer16 =(read)))) 
 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question16-answer2 
?x<- (Lesson2 answer16 2) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is:  The control unit manages and directs instructions 
" crlf 
 " flowing into the computer " crlf 
  crlf crlf  
 " The control unit manages and directs instructions flowing into the computer." crlf 
 " It is the control unit that decides what data should be sent to what component of the computer " 
crlf 
  crlf crlf )  
 
(assert (Lesson2 question17 y))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question16-answer3 
?x <- (Lesson2 answer16 3) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... this is the ALU unit function .." crlf 
 " The right answer is: The control unit manages and directs instructions" crlf 
  crlf crlf  
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 " The control unit manages and directs instructions flowing into the computer." crlf 
 " It is the control unit that decides what data should be sent to what component of the computer " 
crlf 
  crlf crlf ) 
   
 
(assert (Lesson2 question17 y))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question16-answer4 
?x <- (Lesson2 answer16 4) => => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... this is the CPU Internal memory function .." crlf 
 " The right answer is: The control unit manages and directs instructions" crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " The control unit manages and directs instructions flowing into the computer." crlf 
 " It is the control unit that decides what data should be sent to what component of the computer " 
crlf 
  crlf crlf ) 
  
 
(assert (Lesson2 question17 y))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question16-answer1 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer16 1) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question18 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule Lesson2-Question17-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question17 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " The CPU Internal memory ..." crlf 
  "  1) The control unit manages and directs instructions flowing into the computer " crlf 
  "  2) Controls how many hard disks you have in your computer  "crlf    
      "  3) carry out all the arithmetical operations and logical comparisons " crlf    
  "  4) is temporary storage area where all the data is fed into the computer" crlf crlf 
 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer17 =(read)))) 
 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question17-answer2 
?x<- (Lesson2 answer17 2) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: It a is temporary storage area where all the data " 
crlf 
 " is fed into the computer " crlf 
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   crlf crlf 
  
 " CPU Internal Memory is a temporary storage area where all the data is fed into the computer," 
crlf 
 " the data being processed, the results and the processing instructions are temporarily stored.." crlf 
 " I strongly suggest that you read the lesson thoroughly .." crlf 
 " This is lesson 2 : Hardware / Central Processing Unit ..." crlf 
 " Do you want to continue to the next topic and later read the lesson? .."crlf 
 "==> y or n  "  
  crlf crlf ) 
   
 
(assert (Lesson2 question18 =(read)))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question17-answer3 
?x <- (Lesson2 answer17 3) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... this is the ALU unit function .." crlf 
 " The right answer is: It a is temporary storage area where all the data" crlf 
  crlf crlf 
  
 " CPU Internal Memory is a temporary storage area where all the data is fed into the computer," 
crlf 
 " the data being processed, the results and the processing instructions are temporarily stored.." crlf 
  
  " I strongly suggest that you read the lesson thoroughly .." crlf 
 " This is lesson 2 : Hardware / Central Processing Unit..." crlf 
 " Do you want to continue to the next topic and later read the lesson? .."crlf 
 "==> y or n  " crlf crlf ) 
  
(assert (Lesson2 question18 =(read)))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question17-answer1 
?x <- (Lesson2 answer17 1) => => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... this is the Control Unit function .." crlf 
 " The right answer is: The control unit manages and directs instructions" crlf 
  crlf crlf 
  
 " CPU Internal Memory is a temporary storage area where all the data is fed into the computer," 
crlf 
 " the data being processed, the results and the processing instructions are temporarily stored.." crlf 
  " I strongly suggest that you read the lesson thoroughly .." crlf 
 " This is lesson 2 : Hardware / Central Processing Unit..." crlf 
 " Do you want to continue to the next topic and later read the lesson? .."crlf 
 "==> y or n  " crlf crlf ) 
  
(assert (Lesson2 question18 =(read)))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question17-answer4 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer17 4) => 
 (retract ?x) 
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 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question18 y))) 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule lesson2-Question18-Question 
?x <- (Lesson2 question18 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " Which one of the following is not an input device? ..." crlf 
  "  1) Microphone " crlf 
  "  2) Digital scanner  "crlf    
         "  3) Touchpad " crlf    
  "  4) Speakers" crlf crlf 
 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer18 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question18-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer18 1)(Lesson2 answer18 2)(Lesson2 answer18 3)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: Speakers" crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " A device that is used to input data into a computer for processing is called an input device." crlf 
 " Examples of Input devices include:" crlf 
 " KEYBOARD, MOUSE , SCANNER, MICROPHONE, JOYSTICK, TOUCHPAD, 
TRACKBALL, DIGITAL CAMERA, WEB CAM , LIGHT PEN " crlf  
 crlf crlf 
 ) 
  
(assert (Lesson2 question19 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question18-answer4 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer18 4) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question21 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule lesson2-Question19-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question19 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " A digital scanner is used to ..." crl 
  "  1) detect software problems with the computer  " crlf 
 
  "  2) provide the computer with information on software  "crlf    
         "  3) store files too large for a floppy disk " crlf    
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  "  4) copy an image from paper to your computer " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer19 =(read)))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question19-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer19 1)(Lesson2 answer19 2)(Lesson2 answer19 3)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: copy an image from paper to your computer " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " A scanner allows you to scan and transfer documents, pictures, etc. into your computer." crlf 
 " It is an examples of Input devices " crlf 
  
 crlf crlf 
 ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question20 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question19-answer4 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer19 4) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question21 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule lesson2-Question20-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question20 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " A Light pen is used to ..." crlf 
  "  1) control a computer game " crlf 
  "  2) select things on a computer screen  "crlf    
         "  3) draw and process computer graphics" crlf  
  "  4) copy an image from paper to your computer " crlf crlf 
 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer20 =(read)))) 
 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question20-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer20 1)(Lesson2 answer20 4)(Lesson2 answer20 3)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: select things on a computer screen  " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " Light Pen A pointing device that inputs data into a computer. It uses a light-sensitive detector" 
crlf 
 " that allows you to select objects and data on the screen." crlf 
 " It is an examples of Input devices " crlf 
 crlf crlf 
 " I strongly suggest that you read the lesson thoroughly .." crlf 
 " This is lesson 2 : Hardware / Input Devices ..." crlf 
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 " Do you want to continue to the next topic and later read the lesson? .."crlf 
 "==> y or n  "  
 ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question21 =(read)))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question20-answer2 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer20 2) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question21 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule lesson2-Question21-Question 
 
?x <- (Lesson2 question21 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " Which of the following is not an output device?" crlf 
  "  1) pen plotter " crlf 
  "  2) data projector  "crlf    
         "  3) dot-matrix printer" crlf    
  "  4) keyboard " crlf crlf 
  " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer21 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question21-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer21 1)(Lesson2 answer21 2)(Lesson2 answer21 3)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: keyboard  " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " An output device is a device used to display information from a computer. Output devices 
include" crlf 
 " Conputer screen or monitor, printer, plotter, speakers, data projector, Speech Synthesizers, etc." 
crlf crlf crlf   
 )    
(assert (Lesson2 question22 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question21-answer4 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer21 4) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question24 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule lesson2-Question22-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question22 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
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 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " Which of the following is an output device?" crlf 
  "  1) A mouse " crlf 
  "  2) A digital plotter  "crlf    
         "  3) Scanner" crlf    
  "  4) Light pen " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer22 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question22-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer22 1)(Lesson2 answer22 4)(Lesson2 answer22 3)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: A digital plotter " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " An output device is a device used to display information from a computer. Output devices 
include" crlf 
 " Conputer screen or monitor, printer, plotter, speakers, data projector, Speech Synthesizers, etc." 
crlf   
 crlf crlf   
 ) 
   
(assert (Lesson2 question23 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question22-answer2 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer22 2) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question24 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule lesson2-Question23-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question23 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " Which one of the following displays the results of processing carried out by a computer?" crlf 
  "  1) Digital Scanner " crlf 
  "  2) Light pen  "crlf    
         "  3) Visual Display Unit " crlf    
  "  4) Keyboard " crlf crlf 
  " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer23 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question23-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer23 1)(Lesson2 answer23 4)(Lesson2 answer23 2)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: Visual Display Unit " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
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 " An output device is a device used to display information from a computer. Output devices 
include" crlf 
 " Conputer screen or monitor (visual display), printer, plotter, speakers, data projector, Speech 
Synthesizers, etc." crlf  
 crlf crlf 
 " I strongly suggest that you read the lesson thoroughly .." crlf 
 " This is lesson 2 : Hardware / Input Devices ..." crlf 
 " Do you want to continue to the next topic and later read the lesson? .."crlf 
 "==> y or n  " )  
(assert (Lesson2 question24 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question23-answer3 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer23 3) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question24 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule lesson2-Question24-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question24 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " Which one of the following acts as both an output and an input device?" crlf 
  "  1) Digital Scanner " crlf 
  "  2) Light pen  "crlf    
         "  3) Visual Display Unit " crlf    
  "  4) Touch screen " crlf crlf 
  " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer24 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question24-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer24 1)(Lesson2 answer24 3)(Lesson2 answer24 2)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: Touch screen " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " Some devices can be classified as both input and output devices. These include touch screens, " 
crlf 
 " modems, Removable Media and specialised equipment, such as electronic musical devices." crlf 
 crlf crlf) 
 
(assert (Lesson2 question25 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question24-answer4 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer24 4) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 
 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
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crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question26 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule lesson2-Question25-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question25 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  " Which one of the following acts as both an output and an input device?" crlf 
  "  1) Digital Scanner " crlf 
  "  2) Modem  "crlf    
         "  3) Speakers " crlf  
  "  4) Lazer Printer " crlf crlf 
 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer25 =(read)))) 
 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question25-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer25 1)(Lesson2 answer25 3)(Lesson2 answer25 4)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: Modem " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 "  crlf crlf 
 " Some devices can be classified as both input and output devices. These include touch screens, " 
crlf 
 " modems,Removable Media and specialised equipment, such as electronic musical devices." crlf 
" crlf 
 " A modem is a piece of hardware enables a computer to connect to telephone lines" crlf 
 " so that the user can send and receive data." crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " I strongly suggest that you read the lesson thoroughly .." crlf 
 " This is lesson 2 : Hardware / Input Devices ..." crlf 
 " Do you want to continue to the next topic and later read the lesson? .."crlf 
 "==> y or n  " )  
 
(assert (Lesson2 question26 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question25-answer2 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer25 2) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question26 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule lesson2-Question26-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question26 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
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  "DVD stands for ?" crlf 
  "  1) Data Versatile Disc " crlf 
  "  2) Digital Video Disc  "crlf  
         "  3) Digital Versatile Disc " crlf    
  "  4) Desktop Video Disc " crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer26 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question26-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer26 1)(Lesson2 answer26 2)(Lesson2 answer26 4)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: Digital Versatile Disc " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " DVD (digital versatile disc) is a high-capacity development of the CD-ROM that can store 
gigabytes"crlf 
 " of information. While the CD was originally designed for recorded music, the DVD has had 
many uses" crlf 
 " from the beginning.It has replaced standard videocassette, for example, as it can store " crlf 
 " an entire feature film with very high picture quality. Like CD-ROM, DVD discs cannot be " crlf 
 " recorded on by the user, but DVD-R, a recordable version, is now becoming popular with home 
users." crlf 
 crlf crlf 
 )  
 
(assert (Lesson2 question27 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question26-answer3 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer26 3) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question28 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
(defrule lesson2-Question27-Question 
?x <- (Lesson2 question27 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  "Which of the following storage devices use optical (laser) storage technology?  
 
" crlf 
  "  1) Floppy Disk " crlf 
  "  2) Hard Disk  "crlf    
         "  3) Compact Disc " crlf  
  "  4) Data Cartridge" crlf crlf 
 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer27 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question27-answer1 
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(or(Lesson2 answer27 1)(Lesson2 answer27 2)(Lesson2 answer27 4)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: Compact Disc  " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " Compact discs: While floppy and hard disks are magnetic, a compact disc (CD) is an optical 
disc" crlf 
 " that uses a laser to read the information. It can store very large amounts of data," crlf 
 " typically 650 MB.s"crlf 
 crlf crlf 
 )  
  
(assert (Lesson2 question28 y))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question27-answer3 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer27 3) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question28 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule lesson2-Question28-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question28 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf  
  "Which of the following statements is not true" crlf 
  "  1) Floppy Disks are slower than hard disks " crlf 
   "  2) Hard disks are faster than Magnetic Tape Data Cartridges  "crlf    
         "  3) DVD is slower than a Hard Disk" crlf    
  "  4) RAM is slower than the Hard Disk" crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer28 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question28-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer28 1)(Lesson2 answer28 2)(Lesson2 answer28 3)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is: RAM is slower than the Hard Disk  " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " Hard disk speed is defined by the disk access time. Access time refers to the speed " crlf 
 " with which data stored on it is accessed. The lesser the time taken to access hard disk data," crlf 
 " the faster the speed of the hard disk. This is measured in milliseconds. " crlf 
 " Data is retrieved from a hard disk and temporarily stored in RAM for faster access." crlf 
 " While accessing the data some free space is required on the hard disk to speed up the data 
access." crlf 
 " If there is not enough free disk space, the operating system will not be able to run the programs." 
crlf 
 " The capacity of the hard disk is very important to the performance of the CPU." crlf 
 " It is measured in Gigabytes (GB). " crlf  
 crlf crlf 
 ) 
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(assert (Lesson2 question29 y))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question28-answer4 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer28 4) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question30 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
 (defrule lesson2-Question29-Question 
?x <- (Lesson2 question29 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
  "Which of the following statements is true?" crlf 
 
  "  1) Cache memory is slower than RAM " crlf 
 
  "  2) CDs hold approximately the same as DVD's (give or take 10%)  "crlf  
   
         "  3) Hard disks are both faster AND higher capacity than all DVD and CD type disks" crlf  
   
  "  4) Floppy disk technology has a bright future with the modern computer" crlf crlf 
 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer29 =(read)))) 
 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question29-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer29 1)(Lesson2 answer29 2)(Lesson2 answer29 4)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is:" crlf 
 " Hard disks are both faster AND higher capacity than all DVD and CD type disks " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 "Speed, Cost and Capacity " crlf crlf crlf 
 " Drive  Access Speed    Sample Cost   Capacity" crlf  
 " 
============================================================================
====" crlf 
 " Hard disk  150 Mb per second   350 units   80–120 GB " crlf 
 " Floppy disk  0.06 Mb per second   1 unit    1.44 MB " crlf 
 " CD-R   3.3 Mb per second (at 32x)  2 units   650 MB " crlf 
 " CD-RW      8 units   650 MB " crlf 
 " DVD   4.8 Mb per second (at 32x)  15 units   4.5 GB " crlf 
 " Zip disks  1.4 Mb per second   17 units;30 units  100 MB; 250 MB" crlf  
 " Data cartridges  7 Mb per second  68 units   20 GB " crlf crlf  
  
 crlf crlf 
 )  
  
 
(assert (Lesson2 question30  y))) 
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;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question29-answer3 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer29 3) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question32 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 
 (defrule lesson2-Question30-Question 
?x <- (Lesson2 question30 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
  " Which of the following statements about the hard disk is false?" crlf 
 
  "  1) Hard Disk is non-volatile memory " crlf 
 
  "  2) Hard Disks can hold over a third of a terabyte of data  "crlf  
   
         "  3) Hard Disk is the fastest memory in the computer system" crlf  
   
  "  4) Hard Disk is the highest capacity storage medium in the computers in our classroom" crlf 
crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer30 =(read)))) 
 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule Lesson2-Question30-answer1 
(or(Lesson2 answer30 1)(Lesson2 answer30 2)(Lesson2 answer30 4)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is:" crlf 
 " Hard Disk is the fastest memory in the computer system " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " RAM is faster than the Hard Disk .. this is why " crlf crlf  
 " Data is retrieved from a hard disk and temporarily stored in RAM for faster access." crlf 
 " While accessing the data some free space is required on the hard disk to speed up the data 
access." crlf 
 crlf crlf 
 
 " I strongly suggest that you read the lesson thoroughly .." crlf 
 " This is lesson 2 : Hardware / Storage Devices ..." crlf 
 " Please note that it is very important to learn about capacity and speed for each besides the 
technology used.."crlf 
 " Do you want to continue to the next topic and later read the lesson? .."crlf 
 "==> y or n  " )   
(assert (Lesson2 question31 =(read)))) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question30-answer3 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer30 3) => 
 (retract ?x) 
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 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf 
crlf ) 
(assert (Lesson2 question31 y))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
 (defrule lesson2-Question31-Question 
  
?x <- (Lesson2 question31 y) => 
(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
  " Which of the following statements about formatting a floppy disk for the first time is true?" crlf 
  "  1) Formatting prepares a floppy disk to store data " crlf 
  "  2) Formatting backs up data onto a floppy disk  "crlf    
         "  3) Formatting copies a floppy disk" crlf    
  "  4) Formatting unlocks a floppy disk" crlf crlf 
   " Please enter a number from 1 to 4 => ") 
 (assert (Lesson2 answer31 =(read)))) 
 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question31-answer2 
(or(Lesson2 answer31 3)(Lesson2 answer31 2)(Lesson2 answer31 4)) => 
 ;(retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf 
 " This is a wrong answer... The right answer is:" crlf 
 " Formatting prepares a floppy disk to store data " crlf 
  crlf crlf 
 " The surface of some disks is magnetic, and before formatting this surface is a " crlf 
 " confusion of magnetic signals. When formatting is complete, this confusion has been ordered 
into " crlf 
 " tracks and sectors that accept data.Therefore, in order to prepare floppy disks for use they must " 
crlf 
 " be formatted to suit the type of computer they will be used in " crlf crlf  
  
 crlf crlf 
 
 " I strongly suggest that you read the lesson thoroughly .." crlf 
 " This is lesson 2 : Hardware / Storage Devices ..." crlf crlf crlf 
  
 "This is the end of Lesson 2 ...Good bye and with our best wishes ..  "crlf crlf 
 
)) 
;============================================================================ 
(defrule Lesson2-Question31-answer1 
 ?x <- (Lesson2 answer31 1) => 
 (retract ?x) 
 (printout t crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is Correct ..Well done.. " crlf crlf crlf 
 "This is the end of Lesson 2 ...  Goodbye and with our best wishes ..."crlf 
 )) 
;============================================================================ 
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